I realize I'm going against
the trend, but I think a small, private
college could offer students more
individual opportunity than some of
the larger institutions.
DO/lukl Ross, 1968
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'13' has been my lucky number since I gr.H.luated from college in 1991 . It's an unusual number- to count on

for good ['o ehme. Thanks to popular superstition about Friday the 13th , most people think it is cUfsnl. But
I, like other gratluates of Colgate University, regard the number 13 not with fear, bllt with fellowshi p .
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Legend holds that Colgate was founded by 13 men with 13 prayers and 13 dollars. The names uf the
thirteen individuals who started the college in 1819 are recorded in the institution's archives, but university

F

songs and folklore focus more on the mythical significance of the number 13. There arc references all
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across campus, from the name of the m e n's a cappella singing group,The Colgate Thirteen, to the traditional
toll of the chapel bell thirteen times to commemorate special occasions and events on campus. You simply
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can't graduate from Colgate without feeling a sense of affinity with this number.
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The longer I'm out of college the more connected I feel to my alma mater, its history and tradition. I cannot

1

TIMOTHYJ. MARTEN

help being swept along with time as it passes, but there is something everlasting, or at least recognizable, in

Associate Vice President for

the number 13. Beneath the narrative of thirteen men, prayers and dollars is a simple message about faCing
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uncertainty with cuurage and faith. I suppose I gravitate to the number 13, not so much because it is lucky,
but because it is a familiar symbol of my own place in Colgate's lineage, and it reminds me that, tempered
with courage and faith, my own unpredictable life will always hold great possibility.
Someone once told me that Lynn University is too young to have its own lore, tradition or spirit, but I
couldn't more strongly disagree. There is lore in the story of nuns fighting to save a struggling women's
junior college and the library books that brought a young dreamer to Boca Raton. Tradition will live in the
memory of the couple whose faith in their vision to build a university saw them through skepticism and
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around obstacles, and whose loyalty to their mission became a calling to serve the institution for more than
30 years. The spirit of Lynn University is one not only of courage and faith, but also of perseverance,

VICKY A. GROGG

1

1

Contributing WI-iter

community and leadership.
As I was deve loping the feature story for this issue , it dawned o n me that many of us don't knuw much
about the founding of Lynn Unive rsity. It seems only those who actually experienced it know t'nough about
Lynn's past to truly cele brate ib history. But in th e reflections of th e Unive rsity's President, we have a
unique opportunity to hear tirsthand from the man who has led the school for three of the four decades of
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I

its existence, and I can't help but wond e r what meaningful folklore and lege nds, symbols and traditions w iU
be born of these anecdotes as they are told and passed on over tbe next toO years.

Graphic Design

Avenue Creative Group

Until then, this issue is dedicated to all those who count themselves part of the Lynn community, all of
whom are part of the University's past, its prese nt and even its future.

www.avenuecreative.com

Maybe one clay we Lynn people will

have our own '13', a visible marker of the values we've learned from a place we hold dear.
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We want to hear from you!
Contact Perspectives with story ideas and contributions at perspechves@lynn.edu or (561)237-7779.
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the mu,;c of Amec;ca and "udent' !com amund the

world ... the big dig for the new dorm .. . 2001 Commencement ... a peek at Pine
Tree Camps and more ...

Passport
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One student on the impact of a Holocaust study mission in Poland ... Dr. Jennifer
Gerz-Escandon returns from a Fulbright seminar in Germany ... and spring study
tours take Lynn learners to Europe.

Spotlight
In the limelight this issue: MBNA manager-in-the-making Matthew Overmann '01
and information literacy specialist Patricia Presti.
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'97 and pcet,el pmducecTom Conley '85 ...

an abundance of Alumni Association activities ... Class Notes and more ...
LYNN UNNERSITY

3601 North Military Trail
Boca Raton, FL 33431
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or (561)237-7779.
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The who, what, when and where to fill your schedule for the Fall Semester.
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President Ross on his wife, Helen, his major source of strength and support and
partner in creating Wilmington College and Lynn University.

ie the institution for 1110re than

lit also of perseverance,

16

A firsthand look at the early days of Lynn University: This November marks Donald
Ross's 30th year at the helm of Lynn University. Now the founder of two successful
educational ,i nstitutions, President Ross reflects on his dream to start a college and
describes the determination, innovation, sacrifice and success behind his lifelong
effort to turn hi.s vision into reality.

Sports Stance
Women's Tennis Team is No.1, while Women's Softball ties for second ...
the spring scoreboard ... and never a shortage of sports news.
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HIGH
lADy KNIGHTS CLAIM

April 23, 2 001

April 12, 2001

SIXTH NATIONAL
As a high school student I was always told I would

ago

this month

my son , Matthew

have worked so much harder to succeed, because I did

Program. On May 5th of this year, he will graduate with a

Tbree players ear"

not want to be a failure. As an alumnus of Lynn University

degree in Business Management. On August 6th, he will

StlllShi1,e State

for almost two years now, I have recently begun to

enter the MBNA Business Management Program.

Conference /)ollors.

Naturally, my wife and I are pleased and proud that

The No. 2 ranked Lynn Universit

Matt maximized his educational opportunities at Lynn

women's tennis team (24-2) claimed the I

In October 1999, I signed up through the Career

University, and his employment opportunities at MBNA,

sixth national championship and thip

Development Center for an on-campus interview with

where he has worked part time since his sophomore year.

NCAA Division II title in May.

defeated No.1 ranked BYU-Hawaii (36-1

accomplished since I graduated.

ro

Hyatt Hotels and Resorts. Even with little time to prepare,

We are also grateful to the faculty of Lynn University, who

~

my interview went well and I was asked back for a second,

we feel have sparked Matt's intellectual curiosity and

more intense interview that really tested my hospitality

challenged him to reach his potential. The fact that Matt

experience. Afterwards, I remember going right to the

re sponded to this challenge highlights the value of your

hospitality school to say thank you for teaching me

Frontiers Program.
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TENNIS TITI.E

Overmann, was accepted into Lynn University's Frontiers

reminisce about my years at Lynn and what I have

'co"

Four years

never be able to go to college, let alone hold a career. I

Lyn

by the score of 5-3 at the 2001 NCAA I
Women 's National Championships i
Pensacola , Fla .

everything I needed to know to get through the interview.
Four days later, some of my professors stopped me before
class to say congratulations; they had received calls

Sincerely,

Richard H. Overmann
{See related story on page 52J

checking my references.
The phone call came through on a Thursday evening
at around 8:00 pm . "Congratulations, you have been

May 18, 2001

chosen to be a corporate man agement trainee with Hyatt
Hotels. Would you like to go to San Diego?" I almost fell
off my chair. On January 19,2000, I started my career with
the

Hyatt

Regency

in

San

Diego

as

a corporate

management trainee in the operations division.

All the

[To graduates of the Lynn Ed ucational Alternative Program and
those ea rning an Associate in Occupational Studies d e gree at
Lynn University's Old Forg e Ce nte r campus]
How

pleased

I

am

to

be

able

to

knowledge I learned in the classroom at Lynn was

congratulations.

immediately put into practice .

have been doing, and I am very proud of you.

tell

you

I have learned about the reading you

The Knights, who lost to IIYU-Hawa

earlie r in the season and in last year

After a year and a half here, I realize the education I

As you may know, I was a schoolteacher and librarian

re ceived at Lynn in the hospitality school was very special.

before I was the Fi rst Lady. Those were wonderful times in

In fact, once when I mentioned to the assistant office

my life, because I was around books all the time. To me,

changes to try and upset the Seasider

manager that I thought it would be nice to transfer back

a book can be a great companion or a guide to an

during the season: they devote

east, he said, "What do you mean? I tried for two years to

interesting adventure . One of my favorite ways to enjoy a

additional time in practice to doubles pia

get work at this property and you were selected to work

book is by taking turns with someone else reading out

and took a morc relaxed approac h t

here on your first tryl

loud.

training.

Not everyone gets to work here .

You were chosen first round because of your Lynn
education." That to me is something special.

You have all received certificates today because you
have chosen to work at improving your reading skills.

In closing , I would like to thank Dr. Downey, Dr.

There is nothing more important that you could do. The

DeVeau, Mr. Shapiro and Dr. Miller for teaching me all the

more you read, the more easily you will read, and the more

things that would payoff when I arrived at Hyatt. To Lynn

you will enjoy reading .

University, I look forward to always coming back to say
thank you.

Keep making new goals and working hard to achieve
them. Believe in yourselves-I believe in you!

Fondly,

Sincerely,

Alison Dines '99

Laura Bush
First Lady of the United States of America

championship match, made

two

ke

Of the championship match, Coac
Mike Perez said, "This one might be eve
more special , because we beat a team Ilk
BYU-Hawaii."

Three Lynn University women 's tenni

players-Marketa Langerova '03, Monik

Mastalirova '04 and Marie Barbier '04

earned Sunshine State Conference honor

for their play this past season . Voting wa

done by league coaches and sport
info rmation directors.
Perez, who had seven freshmen on th

HIGH
LADy KNIGHTS CLAIM
SIXTH NATIONAL
~o

this month

my son,

Matthew

epted into Lynn University's Frontiers

II-player roster, added , "It was a real
pleasure to coach this team for the entire

a research analyst at Wall Street Money

year.

Center in Boca Raton.

Everyone was mature and treated

each other with great respect. "

TENNIS TITLE

school at Lynn in 1989 and now works as

{See related story, p.60}

Olin, who graduated Slimma cum laude ,
r e ceived a Bachelor of Science in

ith of this year, he will graduate with a

Three players eat·"

Professional Studies, fulfilli11g her lifelong

Management. On August 6th, he will

Sunshille State

desire to be a college graduate. Now living

siness Management Program.

Co"ference

h01l01·S.

life and I are pleased and proud that

The No. 2 ranked Lynn University

s educational opportunities at Lynn

women 's tennis team (24-2) claimed their

employment opportunities at MBNA,

sixth national championship and third

d part time since his sophomore year.

NCAA Division II title in May.

I to the faculty of Lynn University, who

defeated No.1 ranked BYU-Hawaii (36-1)

ked Matt's intellectual curiosity and

each his potential. The fact that Matt

:hallenge highlights the value of your

Lynn

FmST PH.D.s, Two
"TRIPLE KNIGHTS"
GRADUATING CLASS

by the score of ';-3 at the 2001 NCAA II
Women 's National Championships in

in Lynn University's largest graduation

Pensacola, Fla.

ceremony in its history on May 5. Among
them were the University's first nine Ph.D.
candidates, who all received their doctoral
degrees in Educational Leadership with a

1

page 52]

to elementary school children.

Ross APPOINTS NEW
ExECUTIVE VICE

PRESIDENT/CHIEF
OPERATING O FFICER
In June, Dr. John E. (Jack) Sites, a

Global Perspective, and the University's

career educ

oldest graduate ever, 78-year-Old Naomi

ator with

Olin.

_ynn Educational Alternative Program and
~ ciat e in Occupa tional Studie s degree a t
'arge Center campus]

museum and teaches art appreciation

AMONG LARGEST
Nearly 500 students received degrees

~rmann

in Arizona, she volunteers in an art

NBC Today Show weatherman

more than

AI Roker was on hand to deliver the

30 years of

keynote address.

educa tiona I

Two students, Mary Ann Toroyan and

leadership,

'0

Ellen Bruno Ramsey, were Lynn 's first

joined Lynn

-g

"Triple Knights ," who earned their

UniverSity
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bachelor's, master's and doctoral degrees

as Executive

Toroyan , 27 , started

Vice Pres
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tell

at Lynn University.

you

have learned about the reading you

attending Lynn in 1991. Toclay, she teaches

ident and

ld I am very proud of you.

high school journalism and will soon open

Chief Oper

)w, I was a schoolteacher and librarian
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ating Of
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as around books all the time. To me,

changes to try and upset the Seasiders

responsible for the daily operations of the

.g reat companion or a guide to an

during the season: they devoted

imtil'ution. Sites. who has successfully led

:0

e. One of my favorite ways to enjoy a

additional time in practice to doubles play

a number of f()r-profit and non-pront

~

urns with someone else reading out

and took a more relaxed approach to

institutions, served at Brenau College in

training.

Gainesville, Georgia , for more than 20

:eived certificates today because you

Of the championship match, Coach

Drk at improving your reading skills.

Mike Pern said, "This one might be even

Ire important that you could do. The

,

,l ore easily you will read , and the more

ng .

=w goals and working hard to achieve
urselves-I believe in you!

Ie United States of America

more special, because we beat a team like
BYU-Hawaii."
Three Lynn University women's tennis

years on the faculty, as Academic Dean,
then Executive Vice President.
With Dr. Sites in place, Lynn University
President Donald E. Ross can oversee
institutional advancement. In announcing

players-Marketa Langerova '03, Monika

the appointment, Ross said "As part of the

Mastalirova '04 and Marie Barbier '04

effort to take Lynn University to the next

earned Sunshine State Conference honors

level, Helen and I will be committing our

for their play this past season. Voting was

time and energy to the external affairs of

done by league coaches and sports

the University.

information directors.

ollr attention toward cultivating

Perez, who had seven freshmen on the

We intend to direct

alumni , parents, foundations and

~

ro

other key benefactors who are the Lifeline

four-city tour of the United States to

of the institution."

promote business and trade between the
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two countries.

EXPERIENCE'

Dr. Sitcs brings a global perspective to
his new duties.

From 1996-97, he was

President of American
Dubai,
There,

United
he

Officer

Q!

Emirates.

served as Chief Executive

for

a

new

graduate-level

N

woman to hold the country's second
highest office, told luncheon guests at
Lynn,

" T~ere

are strong ties between

Ireland and Florida." Like Florida , Ireland's

institution of 500 students , securing

economy is based primarily on tourism

themselves.
The

LAUNCHED FOR FIRST
YEAR STUDENTS
Pre-orientation
camping!canoeillg
expeditio,,~ in Adiro"dack
Mountains helps fi1'st-years
make t"tlllsition to college,

regional accreditation, and

and agriculture and both areas have
announced interest in developing their

Sites was also Senior Vice President of

high-teCh sectors.

Not unlike South

This summer, Lynn University

American European Corporation, Inc., in

Florida's current effort to promote itself as

introduced the ultimate first-year

Atlanta, for whom he was an internal

the 'Internet Coast' , Harney said of Ireland ,

orientation experience for freshmen and

consultant and corporate coordinator for

"We 're rdpidly becoming the Silicon Valley

new

an international higher education

of Europe."

Experience , a five-day wilderness

students, the

fee

for

Lynn Adirondack

participation

$275/person , which covers all
costs, including
transportation ,

increasing enrollment and profitability.

in

pro~

lodging, food,
staffing

I

and

g[

camping equipment.

For information on the summer <
LAKE trip, please call (561) 237-7320.

CONSERVATORY
FACULTY RECORD
WITII POP

STARS

institution of 2,200 students with

In her first visit to Florida, I-Iamey also

campuses in Atlanta, London and Los

took the opportunity to thank Lynn

Known as the LAKE program, the Lynn

Dean Jaffe performs on
Mic#JaelJackson's next
album.

Angeles.

University and President Ross for the

Adirondack Experience is designed to

In May, Dr. Claudio jaffe, Conserva

school's commitment to Ireland. In 1993,

help ease students' transition to college

of Music Dean, and Gregory Miller, AJ

his Bachelor of Arts in Secondary

the UniverSity created the American

life. Operated out of Lynn's Adirondack

Faculty (Horn), recorded an L1pcon

Education-History and Political Science

College Dublin CACD), originally founded

campus, located in the heart of the six

Christmas album with popular L

from University of Florida in 1960, a law

as a non-prOfit educational trust. Now an

million-acre Adirondack Park in Central

American pop singer Jon Secad;!

degree from University of Miami in 1966,

independent institution, American

and a Master of Arts in Sociology

College Dublin shares an articulation

The following week, Jam: was tap

A native of Georgia, Dr. Sites received

aa

Progressive Democrats party and the first

American/international for-profit
American

-5

Arab

University in

Harney, the co-founder of Ireland's

University, but about one another

ADmONDACK

adventure in the Adirondack Mountains.

Criteria Recording Studios in Miami.

Psychology and Junior College

agreement with its affiliate in Boca Raton,

to play cello for the King of Pop him

Administration from Appalachian State

allowing Lynn students to study abroad

Michael jackson, who was in Mi

University in I\oone, NC, in 1970.

and apply credits toward their degrees.
ACD's

IRISH DEPUlY

PRIME

MINISTER VISITS LYNN

student

body

consists

recording his comeback album, due

this fall. Jaffe was part of an orchestr

of

approximately 725 Irish, American and

classical musicians hired for severa

international students and the institution

jackson 's recording sessions.
"It was quite fascinating to be so c

employs 70 people.

to such a legendary pop star," jane sai

"florida is the home ... of service and

TO PROMOTE TRADE

lINKs
On Monday, March 5 , Ireland's Deputy
Prime Minister :\IIary Harney came to Lynn
University to med With Boca Raton
business and political \eadns as part of a

technology companies," said Harney, who

his experience in the recording

is also Ireland's Minister for Enterprise,

with Jackson.

Stl

Trade and Employment, "and I hope, as
companies here seek to become global

TRINIDAD TuRNs TO

players, that many of them will see Ireland
as a gateway into Europe."
New

York,

LAKE

activities

include

canoeing, camping, hiking, team-building,
trust activities, goal setting and leadership
training. This ye;lr':; first-ever trip, hdu
from August I -5 ,

attJ~lcted

nearly 20 first

year students.
least

lEARNING, TEACHER

INITIATIVES
Trinidad and Tobago 's Ministry

I-Itlman Development, Youth and CuI

Organized into teams of students led by
at

LYNN FOR DISTANCE

two

University

leaders,

has asked Lynn UniverSity to set

distance learning courses that will I

participants support each other in trip

the islands address a critical shortag.

activities,

clegreccl nurses and provide formali

get

University
friendships,

acquainted

staff
all

and

develop
preparation

the
close

training to teachers.

for

In june, Lynn staff members Mar:

becoming part of the greater college

Tebes , Executive Director of the Insti

outdoor

for Distance Learning, and Dr. Riel

activities, cnvironmental workshops and

Cohen, Dean of the Ross College

community.
self-realization

A

in

with

variety of
opportunities

help

students learn not only about Lynn

Education, gave week-long workshop
Teaching

Strategies

for

Trinid

LYNN AnmONDACK

ExPERIENCE'

Un.iversity, but about one another and

educators, as well as in Distance Learning

themselves.

Course Design for individuab who have

The

fcc

for

participation

in

is

been hired to support the delivery of Lynn

LAUNCHED FOR FIRST

$275/person , which covers all program

University

costs, including

starting this fall. Trinidadian students may

fEAR

transportation ,

STIIDENTS

and

group

camping equipment.

J,.e~orienlatio"

ampif'glcallQeillg
'xpedition in Adirolldack
101lntaifls belps first~years
~lake tra1Jsition to college.
This summer, Lynn University

Iltroduced the ultimate first-year
rientation experience for freshmen and
ew students , the

lodging, food , local
staffing

Lynn Adirondack

xperience, a five-day wirderness

dventltre in the Adirondack Mountains.
Known as the lAKE program, the Lynn

distance

learning

LAKE trip, please call (561) 237-7320.

opt to complete their final term on the
The initiatives result from a needs
assessment conducted by the government
ofTrinidad anel Tobago in December 1999
that profiled the training and educational

CONSERVATORY

needs of its residents. As a result, the
government has provided interest-free

FACULTY RECORD

loans for island citizens to purchase
computers to access distance learning

WITH POP STARS

courses.

Dean Jaffe performs on
Micha.elJacksoflJs next

Assistant Professor in the College of

album.

Business and Management, visited Trinjdad

In May, Dr. Claudio

Jaffi~,

Tebes , Cohen and Michael Petroski,

Conservatory

and Tobago in April after first being

elp ease sllIdents' transition to college

of Music Dean, and Gregory Miller, Artist

approached last faU by the President of

fe. Operated out of Lynn's Adirondack

Faculty (Horn), recorded an upcoming

Dtronics, Inc. , a private company hired by

.dirondack Experience is designed to

ampus, located in the heart of the six

Christmas album with popular Latin

the Trinidadian government to build the

lillion-acre Adirondack Park in Central

American pop singer Jon Secada at

communications infrastructure for the

Criteria Recording Studios in Miami.

entire island.

The following week, Jaffe was rapped

Dtronics is setting up 25 education

to play cello for the King of Pop himself,

centers in addition to the islands' cxisting

Michael Jackson, who was in Miami

20 community centers. The community

recording his comeback album , due out

centers are supported by local industries

this fall. Jaffe was part of an orchestra of

such as BP Oil and Amoco . Classrooms in

classical musicians hired for several of

the main center have video conferencing

Jackson's recording sessions.

capabilities and will be utilizcd to train

"It was quite fascinating to be so close
to such a legendary pop star," ]afJc said of
his experience in the recording studio
with Jackson.

trainers and

provide distance

learning instruction.
The initiative has begun by providing
the third- and fourth-year coursework for
programs such as Nursing and Teacher
Education . The programs will expand as

TRINIDAD TURNS TO
kw

York, LAKE

activities

include

'anocing, camping, hiking, team-building,
rust activities, goal setting and leadership
r.tining. This year's fIrst-ever trip, held
rom August 1-5, attracted nearly 20 first
'ear students.
Organized into teams of students led by
least

two

University

leaders,

LYNN FOR DISTANCE

lEARNING,

TEACHER

more

centcrs

are

added,

Tebes said.
"Our South Florida location, the size of
our campus, our state-of-the-art facilities
an(\

INmATIVES

education

existing

Distance

Learning and

Education programs all factored into their

Trinidad and Tobago's Ministry of

decision to invite a Lynn University team

Human Development, Youth and Culture

to make a presentation to the Minister and

has asked Lynn University to set up

his technical team ," Tebes said. "They

distance learning courses that will help

were very interested in providing training

larticipants support each other in trip

the islands address a critical shortage of

in teaching

!ctivities , get

degreed nurses and provide formalized

to classroom management

training to teachers.

programs at Lynn University complement

,Jniversity
riendships,

acquainted

staff
all

and

develop
preparation

the
close

strategie~

and new approaches
(0

teachers.The

for

In June, Lynn staff members Mary L.

their needs in the areas of Nursing,

teco11ling part of the greater college

Tebes, Executive Director of the Institute

Teacher Education, Hospitality

·om111unity.

A

in

with

variety of

outdoor

for Distance Learning, and Dr. Richard

Management, Aviation Management and

ctivities, environmental workshops and

Cohen, Dean of the Ross College of

Human Services."

elf-realization

Education, gave week-long workshops in

opportunities

help

t udents learn not only about Lynn

Teaching

Strategies

for

Trinidad's

REPRESENT

U.S. AT

courses

Lynn campus.

For information on the summer 2002

LYNN STUDENTS
MODEL ORGANIZATION
OF AMERICAN STATES
In April, 12 undergraduate students
from Lynn UniverSity participated i.n the
Inter-American Institute for Diplomacy's
annual

Maya

Model

Organization of

American States (MOAS,) in Washington,
D.C. , a forum for collegc and university
students to engage in meaningful debates
about issues in the Americas ,l)1d work
together

to

find

solutions

to

the

economic, political and social problems of
OAS members.
During the week-long session, each of
the 35 participating student delegations
acted as the diplomatic mission of a
member nation of the OAS, representing
that nation 's interests on an agenda of real
world issues.

Lynn University, the only

Florida university participating in this
year's session, was selected to represent
the U.S. on topiCS including strengthening
democracy, trade liberalization , combating
corruption in the hemisphere, peaceful
resolution of conflict, and strategies for
combating illegal drug trafficking.
Participating for the fourth year in a
CJ

row, Lynn University sent a delegation

([)

v;

CJ

reflecti.ng its international dispOSition,

([)

comprised of students from countries

~

~

<'

including Italy, Uganda, Botswana , Haiti
and Ecuador. The group was advised by
Larissa Ruiz Baia and Dr. Jennifer Gerz

N

o

S
:;,

Escandon, both faculty of the Center for
International Programs and Serv,ices.
The Maya MOAS program was initiated
over 20 years ago by Edgar Maya, a former
Organization of American States (OAS)
Public

information

Officer,

to

help

positively shape the next generation of
leaders in the Americas. It is organized by
the Inter-American institute of Diplomacy,
a non-profit foundation governed by an
elected council of faculty members from
colleges and universities throughout the
hemisphere, and is conducted with the
cooperation of the OAS.

<D '
:!:
<D

~

(3

3
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fluid-resistant fabrics to U.S. customers

Business Admini:;lration and has nearl:

but would like to expand sales overseas .

400 chapters throughout the U.S.

SERVICE CORPS OF

Students

association has assisted over 40 miUiol

LYNN's PH.D.

exporting to Australia , China , Israel,

people starting ,md operating successfu

RETIRED ExECUTIVES

Sweden ,

and

new businesses in the last 55 years. Solltl

PROGRAM

LEADs TO CLASSROOM

Venezuela, conducting research on more

Palm Beach County Chapter #412 ha

than 100 internet sites and tapping major

been active ill the South Florida busines

CASE STUDY,

information sources such as the U.S.

community for more than 20

COLLEGE FACULlY

PARTNERSIllP WITH

FROM TAIWAN ENTER

Twenty-one

faculty

members

and

administrators from colleges and
universities in Taiwan, Republic of China,
will be living and studying far away from
. home over the next three years. They
arrived

over

University to

the
take

summer

at

Intensive

Lynn

English

Studies classes in preparation for entering
Lynn 's Ph.D. program in Educational
Leadership With a Global Perspective this
fall.
The Taiwanese students rcpresent a
E

g

wide variety of specialization' areas,
including literature, management, the
physical sciences and education . In 1998,
the Taiwanese government passed a

o
o

regulation requiring any faculty or staff

N

member who is in a tenure track position
at a Taiwanese higher education
institution to possess the appropriate
terminal degree. The five-year phase-in
period ends in 2003.
While there are at least four married
couples studying together, most of the
studerits, who are in their earIy-30s to mid
40s, have left their families behind in

SCHOLARSHIP

explored
France,

the

feasibility

South

Africa

of

providing speakers bureaus , busines

commerce ,

counseling,

trade

associations

and

consulates, and other area businesses that

during the Spring 2001 semester between

are exporting there. At the end of the

Lynn University and The South Palm Beach

course , students

Chapter #4 12 of the Service Corps of

SCORE and their professor with their

Retired Executives (SCORE), a no-fee

findings, strategies and recommendations.

business management and counseling

Kramer says Lynn students brought up

It began early in the year when SCORE

export

factors

considered

presented

he

may

have

not

otherwise, saying, "These

young people are extremely bright. They

College of Business Dean Dr. Robert

ask very good questions."
Lynn's collaboration with SCORE was
in

Ma[ch

case studies bringing SCORE members

strengthened

when

the

and Lynn business students together to

organization selected Lynn's College of

work on real business problems.

Business and Management as the recipient

EFFORtS BY

UNIVERSITIES
NATIONWIDE
This yea1"s actilJities bring

scholarship funcl will be uscd to help

Hospital.

prescnted to Dr. Robert Green's

require research expenses. Monies wcre

In their second year of participation

international marketing class. Kramer had

donated exc.lusively by SCORE's South

Lynn University students established ;

turnecl to SCORE for guiclance on all

Palm Beach Chapter #4 12 members.

cumulative fundraising record for "Up 'Ti

aspects of starting a new business and

"AJthough SCORE's success has been

Dawn," a national effort on collegl

through SCORE's relationship with Lynn

based on giving hands-on experience to

campuses to raise money for St. Jude'

Children'S Research Hospital in Memphis

Tenn . According to Lara Murdock '00, ;

Lynn University graduate who is now a St
Jude's

In addition to English studies, over the

univerSity Lynn 's

partiCipates

entered the Ph .D. program at the start of

program.

classes on Septemher 6, taking three
courses per graduate term with an
anticipated graduation date of August
2003.
About hali of tbe students an.: living in
Lynn residence halls, while the rest are
being housed in nearhy apartments.
"These students enhance the global aod
cross-cultural diversity missions of LylUl

members of Lynn 's dynamic educational

Representative, LYI1l

raised more money

nearly $40 ,000-than any other tean
from a

They

welcome tllese students from Taiwan as

Regional

students have

summer the students were enrolled in a

"We

SMALL

srudents defray the Costs of projects that

of its first scholarship to a university. The

degrees in the l inited States.

community."

LYNN STUDENTS HOLIJ
FUNDRAISING RECORD
FOR Up 'Tn. DAWN

year-Old business, Boca Textiles, Inc., was

Tile first, a "live case" project involving

leavc from their home institutions, and

Unive rsity," says Dr. Fred Dembowski, who

tean

local business owner Steve Kramer and his

almost all of them received their Master's

coordinates the Ph.D. program .

counseling,

Lynll total to $38,500 for St.
JudeJs Childrlm>s Research

"laiwan. The majority are on a sabbatica.l

doctoral level statistics course.

email

counseling, workshops and seminars.

Kramer,

counselors and former Lynn University
Minter conceived the idea of developing

year~

Commerce Department, chambers of

A developing partnership blossomed

association located in Del.,!y Beach.

Thl

found himself with a class of"consultants"
working

Oil

his behalf.

Thirty students enrolled in MKT .392

businesses , we also recognize the benefits
of a formal business education ," said
SCORE

counselor

Al

Fegan.

"This

International Marketing and Trade

scholarShip emphasizes that and also

Relations were divided into seven groups

underlines our affiliation with Lynn

to research a country Il>1- possible export

University."

by Boca Textiles, which currently sells

SCORE is sponsored by the U.S. Small

in

size

the Up 'Til

tha

Daw!

tJuid-resist!mt fabrics to U.S. customers

Business Administration and has nearly

but would like to expand sales overseas,

400 chapters throughout the U.S.

Student~

association has assisted ove r 4·0 million

explored

the

feasibility

of

Tile

exporting to Australia, China, Israel,

people starting and operating sllccesshtl

Swe den,

and

new businesses in the last 35 years. South

Vene:wela, conducting research on more

Palm Beach County Chapter #412 has

France,

South

Africa

than 100 internet sites and tapping major

been active in the South Florida business

information sources such as the U.S.

c ommunity for more than 20 years,

Commerce Department, chambers of

providing speake rs bureaus, business

commerce,

counseling,

trade

associations

and

l'onsulates, and other area businesses that

e mail

counseling ,

team

counseling, workshops and seminars.

;lre exporting there. At the end of the

course,

students

presented

Kramer,

SCORE and their professor with their

I1ndings, strategies and recommendations.
Kram e r says Lynn stude nts hrought up

export

factors

considered

he

may

have

not

otherwise , saying, "These

j'o ung people are extremely bright. They

ask ve ry good qu estions,"
Lynn's collaboration with SCORE was

stre ngthened

in

March

when

the

LYNN STUDENTS HOlD
FUNDRAISING RECORD

'TIL DAWN
EFFORTS BY SMALL
FOR Up

This year's all-night celebration of
gam e s,

UNIVERSITIES

were

originally

broadcast to USA, MTY, E' Entertainment

70 students that totaled $ 14 ,200. A nine

and Comedy Central as regular series.

by

Lynn students began work in early

This year's activities hring

graduating

Hanoud,

spring on "Food Fight," an edgy, 30-minute

Lyml total to $38,500 for St

recruited 11 teams of six students each to

contest geared toward people in their 20's

Jude's C17ildnm's Researcb
Hospital.

raise at least $1,000 per team through a

and taped before a live studio audience.

variety of activities, competitions and

Food

events.

vacations and exotic cruises by answering

require rest:arc.h expenses. Monies were

In their second year of participation,

donated excluSively by SCORE's South

Lynn University students established a
cumulative fundraising record for "Up 'Til

based on giving hands-on experience to

which

of entbusiastic hll1draising efforts by some

of its first scholarship to a university. The

"Although SCORE's success has been

shows,

conceived by the Jamrocks three years

Busi.ness and Management as the recipient

me mbe r~ .

M.ichae l JamfOck and his brother David.
The

ago, are currently being offered for

organization selected Lynn's College of

Palm Beach Chapt.e r #412

t e nnis

tournaments, bowling and karaoke held

member

students defray the costs of projects that

tabl e

at the end of the year capped six months

NATIONWIDE

scholarship fund will be used to help

pool and

Dawn," a national effort on collcgc
campuses to raise money for St, Jucle's
Children'S Research Hospital in Memphis,
Tenn. According to Lara Murdock '00, a
Lynn University graduate who is now a St.
Jude's

Regional

students

have

Representative, Lynn
raised more

money

nearly $40,000-than any other team
from a

university Lynn's

participates
program.

in

size

the Up 'Til

that
Dawn

executive
senior

Teams

board,

led

Danielle

who

reached

the

fight contestants compete for

hll1draising goal were invited to the all

food-related,

night party. Individual students raising at

such as, "\Vhat is Homer Simpson's

least $167 could also participate.

favori te beer?"

Up 'til Dawn is the newest event to hit
college

campuses.

This

student-led,

entertainment

questions

On May 15, students taped the first

"0

episode of "Culinary Decisions," a more

'D

~

(j)

student-run event is a celebration of
campus fundraising efforts throughout the
year,

benefiting

St. Jude

seriolls and formal competitive program.
The game show collaboration is part of

Children's

a ground breaking attempt to pair Lynn

Research Hospital in Memphis, Tcnn., one

University communications students with

Q

<'
1);

OJ'
N

of the world's premier centers for

real world, industry experiences,

research and treatment of catastrophic

according to Jim Brosemer, Director of

diseases in children, primarily pediatric

Media Services at the Lynn College of

cancers.

International Communications. A crew of

Lynn University students participated in

approximately scven stuclents under the

o
o
05'

",.

05'

'~"

2'
3

~

05'
(j)

Up 'til Dawn for the tlrst time during the

supervision of Brosemer was responsible

1999-2000 academic year, raising an

for operating cameras, rccording audio

impressive $24,300.

and setting lighting for the programs.
Students also assisted Associate Dean Dr.
Sharaf Rehman in directing Food Fight and

COMMUNICATIONS

spent nearly 60 hours editing the final
program before it was shipped to the

STIJDENTS PRODUCE
businesses, we also recognize the benefits

Lynn University gave the Jamrocks a

TV GAME SHOW

50% discount off regular production price

of a formal business education," said
SCORE

counselor

Al

Fegan.

"This

scholarship emphasizes that and also
underlines our affiliation with Lynn

University."
SCORE is sponsored by the U.S. Small

PILOTS
This

spring,

channels and networks for review,

in exchange for one-third of the net profit
Lynn

University

communications students helped produce
the pilot episodes of two game shows
created by Miami radio station disc jockey

if either show is sold.

~

n;

the police

LEGACY SOCIElY

signs in students which signal ]Jossibl

DONORS WHO MAKE

affairs speCialist, who gave an in-dept

violent behavior; and Dr. Forage, a worl'
look at ethnic cleansing in Albania, th
genocide in Kosovo and the role of th

Dming the 2000-2001 academic year,

liS as a global power in world affairs. ,

President Donald E. Ross ann\lunce d the

representative of the Florida Coalition (

creation of Lynn University's Legacy

Violence spoke about domestic violenct

Society to recognize th e generosity of
bene factors who have made and will
make d e.tCrred gifts

to

Lynn University

Planned

or

individuals,
advance

supporting

gifts

enable

and

famili e s

to

Unive rsity's

mission

by

capital

will make these kinds of deferred gifts .
"The Legacy Society celebrates a unique

a leg up gaining e mployment in the airline

airline of Continental Airlines. The "Ab

industry.

who wish to provide for the University

help supply a pool of pilot applicants to

through

Continental Express, but will result in

President Ross. "Including Lynn University

guaranteed

in estate planning is a very tangible way to

placement opportunities for graduates of

illustrate a depth of one's regard for Lynn,

the program. Only three other schools in

express gratitude for the impact that the

the country have establlished the "Ab

University has had in one's life, and ensure

Initio" program.

Society members are entitled
recognition

to

and

tax
a

personal membership gift.

AIRLINE

AND

interviews

and

potential

HONOR STUDENTS
STAGE ANTI-VIOLENCE
CONVENTION ON

provider to develop a program allowing

on campus in May and encourage the Lynn

Lynn aviation graduates to transition from

student body to take a stand against

the Universities FAR Part 141 training

violence.

through

organized by a select group of honors

the right seat, or First

Officer, of a major airline.

With the

The anti-violence convention,

stude nts

known as

PARTNERSHIPS

would allow stude nts to train on systems

in

coml11on to mu ch large r aircraft and help

g e n

STRENGTHEN

th e m

cid e

AVIATION

judgment required to handle the more

domestic

complex aircraft of the airline industry.

violence.

develop

the

flying

skills and

Finally, the Morgan School has become

sc hools ,
0

Speakers

community th.rough membership in the

day-long

in

the

local

Under the direction of Dean Jeff

Greater Miami Aviation Association and an

convention

Johnson, The Burton D. Morgan School of

association with AeroService Aviation in

included

Aeronautics has been busy in the last year

Miami.

Through these affiliations, the

Police Dete

forging partnerships and alliances to

School is supporting efforts to revitalize

ctive l" lark

strengthen

general aviation in the Miami are a and

How i t z,

working to provide studenFs with more

who spoke

training

craft

about the

simulators, experience that will give them

presence. of

the Aviation

Management

curriculum.
The Morgan School of Aeronautics
recently finalized a pilot training program

o p portunities in

large

learning

environment

fc

Honors Program students, but non-Hono!
Program students with a GPA above 3.2
are

eligible

for

membership.

Th

Colloquium's 2000-2001 Executive Boar
consisted

of Hosein; Vice

Presider

Christian Skoglund '02; Treasurer Bhavik

Mistry '03; Secretary Denise CronwaII '0:

and Public Relations Representative Dc
Radeva '04.

and

during the

active

Honors

informed

students. Most Colloquium members af



aviation

very

the

Colloquium, covere d topics including
viol e nce

CURRICULUM

social programs on campus and foster a

stude ms to host "VioleneeAware ness Day"

to

issues.

The Honors Colloquium's mission is t

ll~lining

simulator

students to sign on specific violene

promote intellectual, educational an

world spurred a group of Lynn honor

c ollaboration, the FAR Part 14 I training

MANAGEMENT

about violence and provided petitions f(

process of partnering with two other

flight

bringing guest lecture!

to campus, Colloquium students create

The preva lence of violence in today's

wide-body

to

and distributed educational package

In addition, Dean Johnson is in the
unive rsities and a major airline

students to take a stand against violence .
In addition

CAMPUS

training directly

FUGHT TRAINING

initiative

violence, made us want to encourag
with Continental Expre ss, the regional
Initio" pilot training program will not only

century," he explained.

Colloquium's

of school shootings and amount of scho(

brand of generosity, and assists people

a bright future for Lynn in the 21st

the

horrific acts of genocide in countries suc

N

planning," said

~

as Bosnia, and most recently the numbt

will honor benefactors who have made, or

special

Friedmar

and President Safiyya Hosein '02 said, "Th

scholarships ,

Through the Legacy Society, the Unive rsi ty

benefits,

Vilmos

confront the issue of violence, Foundc

educational services or other programs.

estate

Mrs.

Of

improveme nts,

growth,

their

Holocaust survivors

and

victims of prejudice.

Q)

endowment

two

Mr.

experiences in conccntration camps

d eferred

couples

th e

and

gave first-hand accounts of thei

through estate planning.

a
a

th

ME MORIAIlZES
DEFERRED GIFTS

£

schools,

force in

Columbine shootings and the warnin

FLORIDA LEADER
MAGAZINE

RECOGNIZES

LYNN

STUDENTS,PROGRAMS
FOR EXCEllENCE

Lynn University was named four time

in this year's annual "Best Of Florid

Schools" issue of Florida Leade
Magazine,

a

statewide

publicatio

fo[ce in

the police

schools,

the

distributed three times a year to Florida

Columbine shootings and the warning

college students and high schools. Lynn

signs in students which signal possible

picked

Homecoming Parade and Best Fundraiser.

look at ethnic cleansing in Albania, the

Lynn received two of the four 2001

genocide in Kosovo and the role of the

honors for projects produced by students

U.S. as a global power in world affairs. A

of the Lynn College of International

representative of the Florida Coalition of

Communications. "Best Helping Hands"

Violence spoke about domestic violence,

was

and

two

Holocau st survivors,

communications students who helped

CONVENTION ON

Mr.

and

Mrs.

The prevalence of violence in today's

vorld spurred a group of Lynn honor
tudents

)l1

to

host "Violence Aware nes~ Day"

campus in May and encourage the Lynn

tudent body to take a stand against
·iolence. TLle ami-vi()lence convention,

)rganized by a select group of honors
tudents

known as

the

Honors

; olloquium, covered topics including

'iolence

n

schools,

e n
'ide

0

Speakers
I u ring the

l ay-long

:onvention
ncluded

'olice Dete

'tive Mark
lowitz,

vho spoke
bout the

)resence of

Lynn

raise more than $';0,000 for fellow student

experiences in concentration camps as

needed mon ey after his medical insurance

the

benefits

Colloquium's

initiative

to

expired,

by

making

a

documentary on his life and airing it on
local TV stations.

and President Safiyya Hosein '02 said, "The

The College of Communications also

horrific acts of genocide in countries such

brought accolades to Lynn for the "Best

as Bosnia, and most recently the number

Resume Padder," which recognized the

with the St. Louis Symphony and New

of school shootings and amount of school

opportunity students had

World Symphony, respectively.

violence, made us want

produce "Decision 2000;' a series of 34

marks their first season as members of

take a stand against violence."

five-minute TV interviews with political

these world-renowned orchestras.

In addition to bringing guest lecturers

candidates including Al Gore and then

Schwartz's former student Liana Koteva

to campus, Colloquium students created

Governor George W Bush, which aired on

'01 appeared this summer as a soloist in

and distributed educational packages

NBC's Palm Beach affiliate WPTV-TV.

recitals in her native Bulgaria.

students

to

encourage

to

to

help film and

This fall

She

Student

returned to the US. to participate on full

students to sign on specific violence

Government Association and the Black

scholarship in the Academy of the West

issues.

Student Union received the nod for "Best

Music Festival in Santa Barbara, CA.

Sigma

Sigma

Sigma,

promote intellectual, educational and

inspired

Homecoming

informed

festivities in October 2000.

learning

environment

for

the

Homecoming Parade" for its hip, 1970's

social programs on campus and foster an

golf

cart
and

parade
Family

Samantha LaPointe '99, and Krystof

cluring

Pipal '98, former students of Artist Faculty

Weekend

Gregory Miller, were recently appointed
Second

Horn

of

the

Louisiana

students. Most Colloquium members are

Finally, 12 students were honored with

Philharmonic, New Orleans, (LaPointe)

Honors Program students, but non-Honors

the designation of "Best Fundraiser," for

and tenured as Associate Principal Horn of

Program students witl1 a GPA above 3.25

collecting $25,000 last year in a yearlong

the Milwaukee Symphony (Pipal).

are

fundraising effort for St. jude Children's

eligible

for

membership.

The

Colloquium'S 2000-2001 Executive Roard
consisted

of Hosein; Vice

currently the principal cellist of the

Christian Skoglund '02; Treasurer Bhavika

Calgary

Mistry '03; Secretary Denise Cronwall '03;

Canada.

and Public Relations Representative Des

CONSERVATORY

Orchestra

in

students are

taking ce nter stage in

Bethany Schoeff '0 I, has been named

FLORIDA LEADER

COVETED ORCHESTRA

MAGAZINE

POSmONS

principal oboe of the Vera Cr1lZ Symphony
in Vera Cruz, Mexico. Kelly Berge is
Principal Oboe of the Tacoma Symphony

the

in Washington. Damrih Rannawittajakit is

Conservatory of Music at Lynn University

Principal Ob o e of the Bangkok

STUDENTS,PROGRAMS

continue to make their mark in the music

Philharmonic in Thailand. Allison Kreiling

world, winning seats in some of the

is Principal O boe of the New Haven

FOR EXCEllENCE

world's

Symphony in Connecticut. Finally, Nathan

RECOGNIZES

LYNN

Lynn University was named four times

Alumni

and

most

students

prestigious

of

orchestras

and festivals.

in this year's annual "Best Of Florida

Last year, violinists Nicolae Bica '97 and

Schools" issue of Florida Leader

Monica Cheveresan '99, alumni of Artist

Magazille,

a

statewide

publication

Faculty Sergiu Scl1wartz, won positions

Hughes is in his first season as Principal
Ohoe of the re nowned Metropolitan
Opera Orchestra in New York City.
Meanwhile,

to'"
to'"

~
3

orchestras around the world, as welL

STIJDENTS HOlD

o
o

o

And, Artist Faculty (Oboe) john Dee's

ALUMNI AND

Radeva '04.

Philharmonic

<

J;

N

jehoon Kim '96, who studied under
cello Artist Faculty johanne Perron, is

Research HospitaL

President

and

'iolence.

the

Kendrick English, a quadriplegic who



lomestic

for

Friedman,

Vilmos

The Honors Colloquium'S mission is to

CAMPUS

awarded

gave first-hand accounts of their

about violence and provided petitions for

'TAGE ANTI-VIOLENCE

Rest

Helping Hands, Rest Resume Padder, Best

confront the issue of violence, Founder

fIONOR STUDENTS

for

violent behavior; and Dr. Forage, a world

Of

I1dllstry

comm e ndations

affairs specialist, who gave an in-de pth

victims of prejudice.

leg lip gaining employment in the airline

up

current

Conservatory

'"

<D

~.

students earned summer fe llowships and
scho larships at leading music fes tivals
worldwide.

Lydia Adreeva attended the

The new Fundamentals of eBusiness

NEW CORPORATE

course explores how today 's advanced

LEcTURE SERIES

technologies impact business systems and

Tanglcwood Festival in Massac husetts;
Ross Salvosa attended the Aspen Music
Festival in Colorado; Shoko Ilino traveled
to a major festival in Fontainbleau, France;
and

Alexander

Tchobanov

Eastern Music Festival.

attended

All study lInder

Roberta Rust, Artist Faculty (Piano).
Ying Chai '02, Angel VaJehinov '03, and
Cristian Mandu '()5, all violin students of
Sergiu Schwartz, participated in slimmer
music

festivals-Musieordia

in

Massachusetts. Aspen Music Festival in
Colorado and Soesterberg International
Mllsic

Festival

in

the

Netherlands ,

respectively.

processe , c hang ing the way compan.i es

HELPS STUDENTS
The

Hannifan

Developme nt

and

of

efforts to help s tudents learn about
potential career opportunities, with the
successful launch of a Corporate Lecture
Series.
The series aims to provide a "person
centered" approach, enabling students to
learn

about

occupations

primarily

through the people and organizations
is presented from

provide

products

establish

and

and

services

maintain

and

relationships

through interactive marketing.
According to Dr. Art Snyder, who
teaches

the

class , "Fundamentals

in

eBusiness is a must for all business
students."
In add itio n to proViding an overview of
corporate, loca l, national and international

for evel), 25 hours of volunteer serv

information infrastructures , the class

performed

covers important periphel)' matters such

community service project.

as auditing procedures, risks, ethics,
privacy, legal and security issues.

(Target Stores and

Nordstrom's) , hospitality (Enterprise Rent
a

Car)

criminal

Association for the 2001-2002 school year.
Joe Abruzzo, a senior from Arlington
Heights, IL, will serve as President with
Chantel Vickers, a senior from Lakeland,
Fla ., as Vice President.

Patrick Moen , a

senior from Point Pleasant, N.J, was
New Orleans native

Katy Adams will be Secretary.
Knights Activities Team Chair is Ashlie
Thomas of Victoria, Texas , while Michael
Sirchio of Point Pleasant Beach , N.]., is the
Re side nce

Hall

Department),

justice

(FBI),

law

restaurant

management

(Out of Denmark Restaurant) and social
services (Social Security Administration).
A Walt Disney World College Program
presentation capped a sllccessful yea r.
According

pre-approl

Mary-Jane Graff, City of Boca Ral
commended

CIIT OF BOCA RATON

the dedication of L}

to

Lo uise

Sunelermeier,

saved

CENTER, COLLEGE OF
ARTS AND SCIENCES
FOR VOLUNTEER
The City of Boca Raton 's Department of
Volunteer

Services

recognized

Lynn

Arts

University community to learn about

Student Participation and Service" in its

relevant. "We tell our students that there is

Boca

Ral

school

anel

college

s tuder

EFFORTS

Series not only enables students and the
but helps make

of

hours.

Development (HCCD) and the College of

intern~hips,

City

more th.Ul 800 volunteers, many of th
high

University'S Hannifan Center for Ca reer

school work and classroom learning more

the

approximately $3 million . Last year alo

contributed more than 60 ,000 volunt,

Development, the Co rporate

Lecture

community.

In the last six , years, volunteers h ;

LAUDS CAREER

Director of the Hannifan Center for Career

careers and

a

volunteer coordinator, has repeate

enforcement (City of Boca Raton Police

In April, the student body elected new

towards

University students in serving the 10

Presentations covered a wiele variety of

officers of the Student Government

Association Ouir.

Office

Internships last year expanded their

careers: ret ailing

OFFICERS

elected

the

Career

points of view.

AsSOCIATION

newly

for

professional, personal and human-interest

GOVERNMENT

elected Treasurer.

Cente r

associated with those occupations. Career

STUDENTS ELECT
N

how firms connect with constituencies to

DECIDE ON CAREERS

information

o
o

do business and compete, and addresses

Sixth

and

Sciences

Annual

for "Outstanding

City-Wide

Volunteer

LYNN NAMED SITE

FOR SPANISH
ACCREDITATION

EXtU

The Institllto Ce rvantes in Spain I
named Lynn University as a testing cen

for the Diploma ele Espaiiol como Lenf

Recognition Reception in April.
Dana Levy, HCCD career planning

Extranjera (DELE), an accreditation of

I

no substitute for first-hand information

co un se lor /coo rdinat o r , and Lynn

degree of mastery of the Spanish langm

and

University student Matilda Semana , then a

for citizens of countries where Spanis]

junior in the Hospitality Administration

not the official language. The exam off,

experience

in

making

sOllnd

decisions about th eil' futures ," she said.

E-BUSINESS
COURSE DEBUTS

Tms FALL

program, accepted the award on behalf of

an official certificate verifying the teste

Lynn

ab ility

University from

Mayor Steven

to

read ,

write,

speak ,

a

Abrams , Deputy Mayor Carol Hanson and

understand Spanish at prede termin

City Manager Leif Ahncll.

levels .

Semana, a native of Botswana , Africa,

Lynn is the only university cenl"er in t

was commended by City officials for her

southeastern region to se rve as a testi

This fall, the Co Uege of Business and

contribution last year to Boca Raton's

site for the new exam, which is bsued

Management is debuting a new course on

Human Resources Department as part of a

the Ministl)' of Education of Spain.

eBusiness, designed as an introductory

service-learning

course to provide learners with an

Community Service. The course is offered

assistant

overview of electronic business, the

at the undergnlduate level through the

is recognized by official institutions

Internet and the World Wide Web, among

College of Arts and Sciences and taught by

Spanish-speaking

other enabling technologies, as tools of

Dr. Diane Richard-AIlerdyce , Deparrment

increasingly, by corporations, c ilambers

commerce.

Chair of English. Students earn o ne credit

co mmerce, and educational institutions

class ,

HUM

599

According to Graciela Helguel
profes~or

the United

of Spanish , "The DE
cOllntrie~

an

States. Several Amcric

'rhe new Fundamentals of eBusiness

un ive rs i tie s

Hospice by the Sea in Boca Raton,

course explores how toclay's advanced

award course

presented an informative session on the

technologies impact busi ness systems and

credit for the

histo ry and mission of h ospice care and

processes, changing the way companies

diplomas or

th e growing need to offer comfort and

do business and compete, and addresses

require them

care to those with life-limiting illnesses.

how Hrms connect with constituencies to

of Spanish

Hospice by the Sea is the fifth largest not

provide

majors."

for-prottt hospice operating in th e United

products

establish

and

and

sCl'vices

maintain

and

relationships

The exam

through interactive macketing.

offers three

According to Dr. Art Snyder, who
teaches

the

class , "Fundamentals

levels

in

cert

eBusiness is a must for all business
students."
[n

addition to providing an overview of

corporate, local<, national and international

till' every 25 hours of volunteer service

information

performed

infrastructures, the

class

covers important periphery matters such
as auditing procedures, risb , ethics,
privacy, legal and security issues .

Cm OF BOCA RATON
LAUDS CAREER

M ary~J ane

ARTS AND SCIENCES

a

pre -approved

Graff, City of Boca Raton

fi

the latest embalming techniques and

cation: Thc

options with .Jay Rhodes, CFSP. In March,

Cc rtificado

the

[nicial , the

attendance at its annual conference Ln Fort

Diploma Basico, and Diploma Supel"ior.

to teach c hiJdren about loss , death and

testing site for the exam.

healing , and through the Bereavement

For the first

time, seminarians from St. Vincent de Paul

Center cxamined tlrle importance of

Seminary sent students to Lynn for

aftercare for children as a means of

lJniversity students in serving the local

Intensive Spanish and English classes,

assisting in recovery from loss.

community.

coordinated by Helguero.

the dedication of Lynn

[n the last sL" , yea rs , vo lu n teers have
the

Cit)'

of

Boca

Raton

approximately $3 million. Last year alone ,

The [Llture

Students also were exposed to the more

priests are preparing to take the DELE

practical aspects of the funeral selvice

exam in May 2002.

industry. Carlton-Wilbert Vault Company

For more information on the exam and

and Doric Products, a subsidiary of Hicks

more than HOO volunteers, many of them

testing dates , log onto their websitc ,

Industries, hosted a fi eld trip to one of

high

\vww. institutocervantes.org.

school

and

college

students,

their

of

plants.

fiatesville

Casket

serving

the

growing

ne e d

for

personalization ill the funeral ttdd. And,

Services

Sciences

recognized

Lynn

for "Outstanding

Student Parricipation and Service" in its
Annual

manufacturing

Representatives

Company demonstrated innovations in

LYNN

City-Wide

Volunteer

STIJDY ENHANCE

NAMED SITE

FOR SPANISH

Development (HCCD) and the College of

Sixth

Lauderdale,"Dealing with t.he Many Losses
in Our Lives." There, students learned how

SEMINARS, FIELD

Unjversity's Hannifan Center for Career
and

students'

At least olle local group has taken

hours.

The City of Boca Raton'S Department of

Arts

sponsored

volunteer coordinator, has repeatedly

EFFORTS
Volunteer

company

advantage oj' Lynn 's designation as a

contributed more than 60.000 volunteer

FOR VOLUNTEER

The Dodge Chemical c'ompany hosted
two seminars, the first, a demonstration of

commended

saved

C ENTER, COLLEGE OF

towards

community selvice project.

of

States.

ACCREDITATION

EXAM

The Instituto Cervantes in Spain has
named Lynn Univel-sity as a testing center
for the Diploma de Espanol como Lengua

Recognition Reception in April.

P'dtty Ralph, LEFD of theTM. Ralph Funeral

"'0

Home in Weston , spoke to students about

"!l'"

FUNERAL SERVICES

services oftercd by family-owned-and

CURRICULUM

opemted funeral homes.

During the Spring 2001 semester, the
Funeral

Service

Education

program

Field trips to the Boca Raton Cemetery
an d Mausoleum and the Miami-Dade
Medical

Examiners

facility

'"

Vl

<'

*
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N

o

offered students a broader look at industry

County

practices through a varied menu of

rounded out the seminar series, enabling

seminars,

and

students to learn about the origin of

~

3'

or

to·
2:

to

Dana Levy, HCCD career planning

Extranjera (DELE), an accreditation of the

counselor/coor dinator, and Lynn

degree of mastery of the Spanish language

University student Matilda Semana , then a

for citizens of countries where Spanish is

presentations.

Subjects ranged from

customs that remain in usc today and to

3
't

not the official language. The exam offers

develop an historical perspective of the

junior in the Hospitality Administration

theoretical studies to practical funeral
selvicc applications and featured industry

industry in South Florida.

progrdm , accepted the award on behalf of

an official certit1cate verifying the tester's

~

Lynn

ability

University

from

Mayor Steven

to

read,

write,

speak,

and

Abrams, De puty Mayor Carol Hanson and

unders tand Spanish at predetermined

C,ity Manager Leif Ahnell.

levels.

field

trips,

lectures

profcssionals from throughout the South

"Enhanced

curriculum

beyond

the

classroom this semester enriched the lives

Florida community.
offerings

and expanded the breadt h of knowledge

included a se minar on "The Ancient

and experience of om funeral service

Highlights of this

year's

Semana, a native of Botsw;ma, Africa,

Lynn is the only univerSity center in the
southeastern region to serve as a testing

Tradition of Jewish Funeral Practices ,"

student.~

was commended by city officials for her
contribution last year to Boca Raton 's

site for the new exam, which is issued by

given by program graduate Ari Oberstein ,

Assistant Professor/Practicum Director of

Human Rcsources Department as part of a

the Ministry of Education of Spain.

and faculty," said Joseph

c. Quinn,

LEFD, a funeral director with Menorah

Ly nn 's Funeral Service Education

Riverside-Gordon

Funeral Chapels of

program . "The consensus of o ur students

399

According to Graciela Helguero ,
assistant professor of Spanish , "The DELE

Aventura.

Oberstein pr ov id e d a

was extremely positive. We hope the

Community Service. The course is offered

is recogni7.ed by official institutions of

retrospective on the richness of Jewisll

seminar series wi.ll help our students ga in

at the undergraduate level through the
College of Art.~ and Sciences and taught by

S panish -s p eaki ng countries and,

traditions and described the many aspects

a solid foundati o n that will result in their

increasingly, by corporations, chambers of

of Jewish funeral prdctices in the Reform ,

being infor med , knowledgeable ,

Dr. Diane Richard-AUerdyee, Department
Chair of English. Students earn one credit

commerce, and educational institutions in

service-learning

class,

HUM

the

United

States . Several American

Consel-vative and Orthodox branches .
Dr. Trudi Webb, President and CEO of

professional and sensitive funeral service
providers."

'"

Nina Arias '00, Graphic Design, recently accepted a pm
as director's assistant for the Kevin Bruk Gallery in Miami

GROUNDS
Dr. Dick Cohen, Acting Dean

Robert Levinson, Vice President for Corporate Development, was

of the Ross College of
Education, was named Dean
of the Donald E. and Helen L.
Ross College of Education in
May 2001.
In June, Dr.
Cohen was a facilitator and
presenter at a workshop for
the government of Trin idad
and Tobago, speaking about
"Distance Learning and
Teacher Education Programs
at Lynn University." (see
rel ated story in Highlights
from the Trail in this issue).
Most recently, he directed a workshop on "The Use of Simulation Games as a
Teaching Strategy for the Social Sciences" at the National Socia l Science
Association meeting in Las Vegas, Nev.

named Chairman of the Florida Philharmonic's Governing Council
in May.

Richard Malavenda, Director of Information Technology; Tom
Heffernan, Dean of Administration; and Mary Tebes, Executive
Director-Institute for Distance Learning, were sponsored by Siemens,
Inc., to attend a Harvard Executive Seminar on "Portals and E
Commerce: Future Challenges of E-Government," which introduced
participants to current e-government and e-education best practices,
trends and associated educational, socio-cultural, political and
technological dimensions.

Richard McMonagle, Coordinator of the Criminal Justice
Administration Degree Program, was asked to select the recipients of
irst annual Florida's Police Foundation scholarship awards for children of law
enforcement officers across the state of Florida. McMonag le named 10 students
to receive $1,000 scholarships each, which were awarded at a ceremony
on May 15.

Or. Unsley T. DeVeau, Dean of the College of Hospitality, Tourism and
Recreation Management, has become a member of the Validation Panel for the
Hong Kong Council for Academic Accreditation, an independent statutory body
that oversees and validates degree programs at non-university institutions in
Hong Kong. In May, Dr. DeVeau hosted a seminar as part of a study tour for The
Egyptian Federation of Tourist Chambers, an alliance of The Egyptian Hotels
Association (EHA), The Egyptian Travel Agents Association, The Chamber of
Tourist Establishments and The Chamber of Tourist Commodity Merchants.
Attendees included some of the highest-ranking members of the Egyptian hotel
and tourism communities.

o
o

N

Dr. Jennifer Gerz-Escandon, Director of the Center for

N

~

~c.l

~

,

International Programs and Services, was named
Teacher of the Year by the student body during
Commencement in May. Later that month, Dr. Gerz
Escandon participated in the Fulbright Seminar for U.S.
Administrators in International Education in Germany,
one of only 25 university faculty from around the world
selected for the two-week program. [See related story
on page 48)
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Dr. J~nnj(e( Gerz·Escandor., tHHE' With
V.ce President for AcademIC Affairs
Dr Kathleen Cheek.Milby. received the Teacher of
the Ye., Award from s!edents a! gradu,,!ion

Gregory Miller, Artist Faculty
(Horn), was recently
appointed to the faculty of the
National Orchestra Institute.
Over the summer, Mi ller
performed a recital and
master class at the Boston
University Tanglewood
Institute in the Berkshires and
was invited to attend the First
Trombones de Costa Rica
International Brass Festival in
Sa n Jose, Calif.

Marcella Piasecki, Director of

Funera l Service Education,
was recognized by students
prior to Commencement for her role in maintaining the
standards of the Funeral Service program.

Pau l Green, Artist Faculty (Clarinet), recently

Joseph Quinn, Assistant Professor, was named Teacher of the Year by funeral

performed a solo recita l at the International Festival of
Contemporary Music in Krakow, Poland. This past
summer, he served as Principal Clarinetist of the
Colorado Music Festival in Boulder.

services students of the Class of 2001 .

Graciela Helguero, Assistant Professor of Spanish,

recently presented a seminar on "New Approaches to
Teaching AP Literature in the Foreign Language
Classroom" at the Northeastern Language Conference
in Rhode Island.
She will be presenting "Argentinean History Through
Literature," in Spanish at the American College of Teachers of Foreign Languages
Conference in November.

Shigeru Ishikawa, Artist Faculty (Double Bass), was named principal bassist of
the Florida Philharmonic Orchestra in May. Thirty-five bassists auditioned for the
coveted position with the orchestra, which performs regularly in Miami , Fort
Lauderda le, and West Palm Beach.

Dr. Ernie Ranspach, Professor and Chair of the Art and Design Department in
the College of Arts and Sciences, was awarded another patent for his design of
a portable, multi-task workstation, the Design/Art Station (DAS). The DAS makes
it possible for one room to serve as a workplace for as many as five different kinds
of art and design classes. The issuing of the patent caps four years of research
and development.

Dr. Roberta Rust, Artist Faculty (Piano), spent three weeks in South Korea last
spring, where she presented a recital at the National University in Seoul. Dr. Rust
also taught more than 45 aspiring pian ists, ages 12-25, in both private lesson and
master class settings. Students came from the two leading arts high schools,
Seoul Arts and Sunhwa Arts, as well as from National University's School of Music.
Hyun-Soo Lee '02, Music Performance-Piano, served as Dr. Rust's translator for
the teaching sessions.

Dr. Lorna Shaw, Dean of the College of Arts and Social Sciences, attended a
Dr. Blaine Kauffman, Professor of Humanities and former Dean of the College of

Arts and Sciences, was selected as Outstanding Faculty Member for 2000-2001

Harvard Institute for Management and Leadership in Education seminar in June,
designed to enhance the capacity to lead and manage in a change environment.

by LU faculty and received recognition during Commencement in May.

Ron Grassi '94,

Biomechanl
Trauma, was rec
appointed a FE
of the Amer
College of Fori
Examiners, an h
extended to pE
with exten!
training and expE
in the field of for.
examin ation.
ch iropractor whc
owned a pri
practice in JUI
Fla., for 16 years
is certified in accident reconstruction and has testifiE
malpractice cases, insurance disputes and autom ,
accident trials.

Mary Grueser '00, Physical Therapy Assistant, rec

became a physical therapist assistant with Dan M
Children's Center in Weston, Fla.

Hillary Hunter '01. Fashion Marketing, is now an edi

assistant with Vive Magazine in West Palm Beach and ad,
assistant with Lana Marks Design in Palm Beach.

St.an Jakubowicz '00, International Communicat
became a production coordinator
International in Miami in May.

for

Nickelo.

Ruth Kostush '97, Music Performance-Oboe, was ni

Executive Director of the Jenny Craig Foundation for thE
in Fort Myers.

Brian Kottraba '00, Communications, is now Vice Pres
of Sales for National Mobile Services in Jessup, Md.

Michael M. Lawrence '96, Hospitality AdministrG

received the Outstanding Alumnus Award at Lynn Univ.
Commencement on May 5. Lawrence, who is Vice PresidE
Human Resources and Club Operations at the Boca f
Resort and Club, is currently pursuing his PhD. at Lynn.

Mike McKee '97, History/Political Science, received his

degree from University of Florida in May. Born prof0 1
deaf, McKee used three sign language interpreters to ,
him in completing his medical school studies. He be~
residency program in Columbia, S.c., in July. {See re
story, p. 521

Christian Meier '00, Communications, is enrolled ir

Manager in Development program at the Boca Raton R
and Club.

Matthew Overmann '01 , Business Administration, wa!

of only 32 college graduates nationwide selecte
participate in a 12-month MBNA Management Develop
Program. Three-hundred-and-fifty highly qualified candi.
sought a spot in the program. {See related story on p. 51

Sergiu Schwartz, Artist Faculty (Violin), was asked to serve as a jury member at
Irving R. Levine, Dean of the Lynn College of International Communications and

former NBC News Chief Economic Correspondent, was one of two journalists
selected to offer commentary on a new PBS documentary commemorating the
50th anniversary of the Korean War. "Korean War Stories" was hosted and
narrated by legendary newsman Walter Cronkite and featured interviews with
nearly 30 Korean War veterans, including astronauts, entertainers, athletes and
politicians. Dean Levi ne was also the subject of a recent segment of
Biography on A&E.

the Pablo Sarasate International Violin Competition in Spain in September 2001
and the Five-Town Strings Competition in New York. In March, he gave a week
long master course at the Reina Sofia Academy of Music in Madrid and
conducted a master class/workshop at the Royal Academy of Music in London.
He recently returned from conducting a master course at the Soesterberg
International Music Festival in the Netherlands and the Luzerne Music Festival in
the U.S., and from perform ing a series of concerts with the National Symphony
Orchestra of Mexico. This fall, he will appear in Festival Miami 2001 and give a
master class at the University of Miami.

Misha V'ltenson '00, Music Performance-Violin, toured J
as a soloist with the New York Symphonic Ensemble
summer.

OVE

Brian Weintraub '01, Human Services, recently beca
management trainee at George Weintraub and Sons in
York City.

Levinson. Vice President for Corporate Development, was
:hairman of the Florida Philharmonic's Governing Council

Malavenda, Director of Information Technology; Tom
In, Dean of Administration; and Mary Tebes, Executive
Institute for Distance Learning, were sponsored by Siemens,
attend a Harvard Executive Sem inar on "Portals and E
:e: Future Challenges of E-Government," which introduced
lts to current e-government and e-educa tion best practices,
nd associated educational, socio-cultural, political and
~ i ca l dimensions.

McMonagle, Coordinator of the Criminal Justice
ration Degree Program, was asked to select the recipients of
da's Police Foundation scholarship awards for children of law
s across the state of Florida. McMonagle named 10 students
scholarships each, which were awa rded at a ceremony

tist Faculty
ece ntl y
:ulty of the
I Institute.
or, Miller
: ita l and
1e Boston
gl ewood
:shires and
Id the First
osta Rica
Festival in

Director of
:ducatlon,

I students

ement for her ro le In maintaining the Integrity and high
l era l Service program.

:istant Professor, was named Teacher of th e Year by funeral
the Class of 2001 .

Professor and Chair of the Art and Design Department in
and Sciences, was awarded another patent for his design of
:k workstation, the Design/Art Station (DAS) The DAS makes
lom to serve as aworkplace for as many as five different kinds
lasses. The issuing of the patent caps fo ur years of research

Nina Arias '00, Graphic Design, recently accepted a position
as director's assistant for the Kevin Bruk Gallery in Miami.
Ron Grass; '94. M.S.
Biomechanical
Trauma, was recently
appointed a Fellow
of the American
College of Forensic
Examiners, an honor
extended to people
with extensive
training and expertise
in the field of forensic
examination. A
chiropractor who has
ow ned a private
practice in Jupiter,
Fla., for 16 years, Ron
is certified in accident reconstruction and has testified in
ma lpractice cases, insurance disputes and automobile
accident trials.

1S.

ean of the College of Arts and Social Sciences, attended a
. Management and Leadership in Education seminar in June,
e the capacity to lead and manage in a change environment.

lrtist Faculty (Violin ), was asked to serve as a jury member at
International Violin Competition in Spain in September 2001
;trings Competition in New York. In March, he gave a week
= at the Reina Sofia Academy of Music in Madrid and
, class/workshop at the Royal Academy of Music in London.
=d from conducting a master course at the Soesterberg
Festival in the Netherlands and the Luzerne Music Festival in
)erforming a series of concerts with the National Symphony
l. This fall, he wi ll appear in Festival Miam i 200 1 and give a
Jniversity of Miami.

Commencement awards were
conferred on the following
students who graduated in May:
Christiane Barbosa,

Mary Grue.ser '00, Physical Therapy Assistant, recently
became a physical therapist assistant with Dan Marino
Children's Center in Weston, Fla.
Hillary Hunter '01, Fashion Marketing, is now an editorial
assistant with Vive Magazine in West Palm Beach and a design
assistant with Lana Marks Design in Palm Beach .

Physical Therapy
Assistant: Associate's
Degree Award.

Patricia Flaherty, BS

Hospitality
Administration-Hotel,
Resort & Food Service

Stan Jakubowicz '00, International Communications,
became a production coordinator for Nickelodeon
International in Miami in May.

Bachelor's Degree
Award.

Rut~

Danielle Gronneberg,

Kostush '97, Music Performance-Oboe, was named
Executive Director of the Jenny Craig Foundation for the Arts
in Fort Myers.
Brian Kottraba '00, Communications, is now Vice President
of Sales for National Mobile Services in Jessup, Md.
Michael M. lawrence '96, Hospitality Administration,
received the Outstanding Alumnus Award at Lynn University
Commencement on May 5. Lawrence, who is Vice President of
Human Resources and Club Operations at the Boca Raton
Resort and Club, is currently pursuing his PhD. at Lynn.

I,

Artist Faculty (Piano), spent three weeks in South Korea last
resented a recital at the National University in Seoul. Dr. Rust
In 45 aspiring pianists, ages 12-25, in both private lesson and
JS. Students came from the two leading arts high schools,
Iwa Arts, as well as from National University's School of Music.
Music Performance-Piano, served as Dr. Rust's translator for

Four Conservatory students
won the top prizes at the
National Society of Arts and
Letters Career Awards
Orchestral Instrument
Competition. Two first
prizes of $1000 were
awarded to David Cochran,
percussion, and Victor
Coo, cello. Second prize
and $750 went to clarinetist
Ming-Zhe Wang and
third prize, $500, went to
Costin Rujoiu, flute.

Mike McKee '97, History/Political Science, received his MD.
degree from University of Florida in May. Born profoundly
deaf, McKee used three sign language interpreters to assist
him in completing his medical school studies. He began a
residency program in Columbia, S.c., in July. [See related
story, p. 52]
Christian Meier '00, Communications, is enrolled in the
Manager in Development program at the Boca Raton Resort
and Club.
Matthew Overmann '01, Business Administration, was one
of only 32 college graduates nationwide selected to
participate in a 12-month MBNA Management Development
Program. Three-hundred-and-fifty highly qualified candidates
sought a spot in the program. [See related story on p. 50]
Misha Vitenson '00, Music Performance-Violin, toured Japan
as a soloist with the New York Symphonic Ensemble over the
summer.
Brian Weintraub '01 , Human Services, recently became a
management trainee at George Weintraub and Sons in New
York City.

Administration:

Sharon Case '04, Music Performance,
was selected to participate in this
year's National Orchestra Institute at a
national audition involving more than
40 applicants from the country's other
leading music schools.

BBA-Fashion Marketing:
Med ina McMenimen
Bickel Fashion Award.

Danielle Hanoud. BA Communications: The Count and
Countess de Hoernle Humanitarian Award.
Jonathan R. Jacobs, BPS (Business): Center for Professional
and Continuing Education Award.
Julia Jehs , BA Communications-International
Communications: The Gordon and Mary Henke Excellence in
Communications Award .
Marika A. Karlsson, BBA Marketing: The Robert M.
Sandelman Marketing Excellence Award .
Stuart Kozlowski, BBA (Accounting): The Trustee's Medal.

Matilda Semana '02, Hospitality
Administration, was recognized by the
City of Boca Raton for her
contributions to the city's human
resources department at its annual
Volunteer Appreciation reception.
Semana, a native of Botswana, Africa,
volunteered as part of her Community
Awareness course, taught by Dr. Diane
Richard-Allerdyce.

Melanie Samson, BA International Relations-European
Affairs: Bachelor's Degree Award.

Michael Vigil.
President's Award.

BS-Hospitqlity

Bradley

Administration,

The

Ming-Zhe Wang, BMP Music Performance-Piano: The
M. Elizabeth Maddy Cumpton Endowed Memorial Award.
Peter Weinstein, BA Communications:
The James J. Oussani Award.
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David Suarez '05, Music Performance,
won first prize at the College Young
Artists Competition presented by the
Florida Flute Association.

Kathy McLaughlin, MS Administration-Criminal Justice
Administration: Master's Degree Award .

Mark SuUivan. BA Communications: The
Middlebrook II Student Service Award .
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Please send any
Groundbreakers listings
for the next issue to
PERSPECTIVES@LYNN.EDU
or send pictures to:
Perspectives • Lynn University
3601 North Military Trail
Boca Raton, FL 33431
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COMMUNITY GROUP FOUNDS FRIENDS OF
THE LYNN UNIVERSITY LIBRARY

T

his past spring, Lynn University
celebrated

of The

be the recipient of an eXljuisite AfriC:I11 Art

foriends of the Lynn University

collection, donated by Arthur and Yol;!

newly

a

the

launch
established

local

community group founded tl) foster contact
in

its

Director

Charles

Kuhn.

"Having

Sutherlands at the Library to speak about
the history of these precious pieces was a

The Friends' launch featured a tour of

great benefit to anyone interested in art
history and the culture of this area."

the Arthur and Yola Steinman Collection of

The kick-off program is the first in a series

African Art, which is housed permanently in

of events that will be offered byThe Friends

the Lynn

Libl~lry,

as well as a discussion of

of the Library, including seminars, lectures,

the collection led by Ian anll Susan

exhibit openings and author readings.

Sutherlanll of Sutherland Art and Artifacts

Through their Itime, financial support and

in New York City.

goodwill, the Friends will help fulfill the

Guests enjoyed the

complete art collection, which includes

Library 's role as a center for learning and

more than 200 items from Cameroon, Mali,

creativity, both at the University and in the

Republic of the Congo, Liberia, and many

community. For more information on The

other African nations, as well as a video

friends

based on the collection, created by Lynn

(561) 2j7-7059.

of

the

Library,

please

student Alero Edodo.

DECKING THE HALLS
Danielle Winn '02,
International Communications

ow in my senior year at Lynn, I have seen
qlllte:: a few changes 10 the quality of
residence haU life.
When I first arrivell on campus in Fall 1998,
there were fOllr resilience llalls, each with a
computer lab, study lounge and the midnight
snacker's best friend-a vending machine. I
moved into Frdburger Hall, which , like the other L-_ _ ~_ __
residence balls, housed two people to a room. It was impressive
that every room on campus was equipped with Internet and
cable TV access.
However, I noticed there was a definite shortage of
computers ti)r those without their own laptops. Three public
computers per residence hall meant students often had to stand
behind an occupied computer and wait for someone else to finish
their \vork. If you were the person using a computer-talk about
pressure! Seeing the need to address this situation and others, I
joined the Residence Hall Association (RHA), the voice of students
who have ideas on how to enhance living conditions on campus
and who take an active:: role improving the on-campus community.
My sophomore year, record-breaking enrollment resulted in the
housing of three students per room in the Lynn Resilience Hall. It
was a good problem to have-so many students were coming to
Lynn University that there almost weren't enough dormitories to
hold them. However, since living quarters were more IT<lmped ,
RHA set out to make the buildings feel less "institutional" inside
and more decorati\'t~ and cozy. We thought the common areas and
halls were too plain and boring, so we put borders on the walls
and ordered tile for the floors. A marked improvement!
I became RHA President my junior year and with the help of our

THORNBROUGH ENDC
LECTURESHIP IN BUSI

T

hiS spring,Albert A. Thornbrough,
m.e n.1ber . of the Lynn. University
Board 01' Overseers sll1ce 1994,

philanth.ropiSt, retired business executive

and

long-time Boca

Raton

resilient ,

announced a gift of $100 ,000 to Lynn
University to establish an endowed
lectureship at Lynn University's College of
Business

call

Through the Il ectureship , Thornbrough
hopes to create a dynamic program that
instructs and inspires students to become

pecial thllnks to Darrin L. Frye,
M.D., MPH, a preventative
medicine specialist from West
Palm Beach, who works in the J.ynn
Student Health Center. Says Dr. Frye of
his commitment to keeping students
healthy, "I truly enjoy working with .
the students at the Student Health
Center. Their ethnic and geogmphical
lIivcrsity makes doctoring them both
rewarding and educationaL"

S

N

the

those

activities and future development.

N

Steinman of Roca Raton," said Library

collections, current

Lynn Library and
iQterested

a
a

"We have been fortunate over the years to

successful professionals and enables them
to

make a lIseful contribution to the

global community. The Lectureship would

heIp students develop business and industt;

skills within a segment of the internationa

and domestic communities where the

outlook appears brightest for future growtl
and employment.

Thornbrough's program will include ;

series of lectures in the field of investmen
and related business fields and initiate
student body went to work developing recommendations to
enhance and improve the overall living environment on
campus. Thanks to the wi.llingness of the Administnltion to act on
our suggestions, we succeeded in making some immediate,
positive changes. Promoting opportunities to socialize and study
on campus was a major residence life priority. With that in mind,
we placed picnic benches around t.he residence halls and added
more pool chairs and chaise lounges to our popular swimming
facilities. In an ongoing effort to increase safety and improve
communication across campus, we had house phones installed in
locations all over University grounds. Finally, ashtrays were placed
by all the garbage cans to Cllt down on litter from smoking. All
these positive additions have contributed to a more comti)rtable
and enjoyable campus living environment and given students the
sense that campus is truly their home away from home.
Having given much of my own time and energy to improving
the lfuality of resilience life, I am particularly excited about the
new Lynn residence center, which is under construction and will
be ready for inhabitants in the spring of 2002. With the addition
of a new dorm, the need to triple up in rooms is eliminated and
dorm room living can once again be more spacious. In addition,
the new campus plan will allow for more student parking near
residence facilities. Two fewer issues for HHA to address'

Oil

campus seminars for ongoing handS-O J

COCA-COLA FOUNDj
GENERATION SCHOL

C

hristian Alsop '04 represented Lyn l
University

at

The

Coca-Col

Foundation 'S First Generatio

Scholarship Awards ceremony on .Tanuar

31 , 200 I, in the historic Old State Capit(

Building inTallahassee, Fla. Alsop received

Coca-Cola First Generation Scholarship fc
$5,000 in November 2000. The progran

which is administered through the Flori<.J

Independent College fund (fICf), provide

financial assistance to freshmen who are til

first in their family to pursue a colleg
education.
Representatives

from

the

Coca-Co

AN

FOUNDS FRIENDS OF
r L,BRARY

EGG-STRA SPECIAL DAY

any students volunteered their time in April to help
organize the annual E.1ster Egg hunt for youngsters
from The Children 's Place, a local shelter for ahused
and negkcted children.

M

"\Ve have been fortunate over the years to
hl' the recipienr of an exqubite African Art
collection , donated by Arthur and Yola
Stdnman of Boca Raton ," said Library
Director

Charles

Sutherlanels at the

Kuhn.
Libl~lry

"Having

the

to speak about

great benefit to anyone interested in art
history and the culture of this area ."
The kick-off program is the first in a series
of events that will be offered byThc Friends
of the Library, including seminars, lectures,
exhibit openings and author readings.
Through their time, financial support and
goodwill , the Friends will help fulfill the
Lihrary 's role as a center for learning and
C1Tativity, both at the University and in the
community. For more information on The
Friends

of

thc

Library,

please

(561) 237-7059.
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the history of these precious pieces was a

THORNBROUGH ENDOWS
LECTURESHIP IN BUSINESS

JUNIOR LEAGUE
MAKES MUSIC
WITH LYNN
CONSERVATORY

T

his Spring.J,Albert A. ThOrnbf(.)ugh ,
member of the Lynn University

l30ard of Overseers since 1994,

T

philanthropist, retired business cxecutive

and long-time

l30ca Raton

resident,

announced a gift of $100,000 to Lynn

h.is spring, The Junior League of Boca
Raton (JLBR) awarded

the

Conservatory of Music at Lynn

University a grant fix $2,500, the maximum

University to establish an endowed

amount the League gives to any organization

lectureship at Lynn University's College of

during one fiscal year.

Business.

JtBR Community

Support Fund Chair Lisa Mulhall was on hand

Through the lectureship, Thornbrough

March 5 to present Conservatory Dean Dr.

hopes to create a dynamiC program that

Claudio Jaffe with the check.

instructs and inspires students to become
successful professionals and enables them
to make a useful contribution to the
global community. The Lectureship would
help students develop business and industry

experience tl.)r students seeking a profession

skills within a segment of the international

in the business community

and domestic communities where the

Thornbrough, retired Chief Executive

outlook appears brightest for future growth

Officer of Massey Ferguson , was born in
Kansas and educated at Kansas State College

and employment.
Thornbrough 's program will include a

and Harvard UniverSity.

After serving in

series of lectures in the field of investment

WWII, he joined Harry Ferguson, Inc ., where

and related business fields and initiate on

he advanced to Chief Executive

Gllnpus seminars for ongoing hands-on

Officer in 1965.

The Junior League's Community Support
Fund enables the JLBR to provide funding in
a flexible manner to community agencies

COCA-COLA FOUNDATION'S FIRST
GENERATION SCHOLARSHIP AWARDS

C

which render services within the JLBR
service

areas.

The

grant

hristian Alsop '04 represented Lynn

Foundation applauded the efforts of Alsop

Conservatory

UniverSity

Coca-Cola

and scholarship recipients from 2'5 other

supplement tuition scholarships for accepted

foundation 's First Generation

Florida colleges and universities for their

students.

at

The

Scholarship Awards ceremony on January

academic accomplishments, recognizing

31 , 200 I , in the historic Old State Capitol

the difficult obstacles these students

13uilding in Tallahassee, Fla. Alsop received a

have had to overcome to attend collegc.

Coca-Cola First Generation Scholarship for

Keynote speakers for the afternoon were

$5 ,000 in November 2000. The program ,

Florida

which is administered through the Florida

Brogan and Ingrid Saunders Jones, Chair

I.ndependent College Fund (FICF), provides

of the Coca-Cola Foundation.

Lieutenant

Governor

Christian Alsop is studying Aviation

first in their family to pursue a college

and Aviation Weather at Lynn University

education .

and hopes to fulfill his dream of

Representatives

from

the

Coca-Cola

. 'f . ;,
" . !l. ' -'
\ '

Frank

financial assistance to freshmen who are the

becoming a commercial airline pilot.

of Music

Lynn 's
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Florida L,el/tenant Governcr Frank Brogiln ,
Coco:l-Cola FOlltldJtion (h(lir Ingrid Saur1ders Jones. then.freshman
Christi,,,, Alsop . Bob Cushing of Coca-Cola and
FICF Cha,r Bertram Mamn.

"Pe ople Pitching In" continued on page 42

On his dream to foul

his year, President
Donald

E . Ross

celebrates his 30th
year at the helm of Lynn
University.
words,

are

Here, in his own
the

thoughts,

College graduation in 1962.

attended

reflections, anecdotes and

college

1950s/early 1960s.

in

the

late

Colleges then were

pretty trJditional. There was a prescribed

realizations that sum up his

curriculum-16 credits, no electives and
no exceptions.

You had to take those

classes. Even then, I thought educational

life 's work as an educator

institutions should be more student
centered.

and the visionary behind two

By the time I was working for New

successful colleges.

York Institute ofTechnology (NYIn, I felt

colleges were becoming very impersonal
and education was in transition.

Throughout history, the ed ucation system

Donald Edward Ross was born and raised on the North Shore
of Long Island, the only child of Florence Carville and
Alexander Walker Ross. After graduating .from the New York
Institute ofTechno logy (NYIT) with a Bachelor's degree in Fine
Arts, Don went on to attain a Master's in Eductttion .from
Hofstra University, then Hofstra College. At 23, he was
appointed Dean ofStudents at NYIT and at 27
with his wife Helen he founded his first
educational institution, Wilmington College, in
Wilmington, Delaware. In 1971, he visited soonto-dose Marymount College in Boca Raton,
8 years old.
Florida, to purchase library books and ended up taking over
operations ofthe struggling two-year women's college. Renaming the
scho~l The College of Boca Raton and eventually Lynn UniversifJl,
Preszdent Ross has guided the institution through incredible
challenges and tremendous growth to become the thriving institution
it is today

High school, 1957.

has catered to the

needs of specific

segments of society, but in doing su
institutions began to lose their focus.

Colleges were elitist in the 19305 and

education served the wealthy. After World

War II , the G.I. Bill helped thousands 01
men returning from war go to college
Following the

Korean War, a majO!

movement emerged encouraginp
minorities and wome n to go to college

Schools became almost tOo big an(

undefined, and students began beinf

ry

On his dream to found a college. ..
classified as numbe rs.

wa..~

It

nd

then that

in

you startcd. to see colJeges with problems.
As a result of that, [ saw the need for a
small private college that could offer

his year, President

students more individual opportunity and
a faculty and staff dedicated to the

Donald

I

education of each student.

E. Ross

The Vietnam \Var and unrest on college

celebrates his 30th

campuses had a major impact on me.

at the helm of Lynn

country, and student revolts and national

Uprisings were going on all over the
turbulence were really getti.ng

rersity.

into my office at NYIT and said
"They just shot the
College graduation in 1962.

attended

~ctions ,

anecdotes and

Izations that sum up his

s work as an educator

college

1950s/early 1960s.

in

late

Colleges then were

mc,

President ."

shouldn't talk like that.

It was the day

John Kennedy was killed. I always feel

Meanwhile, as colleges becan Ie bigger,

pretty traditional. There was a prescribed

that marked a signit1cant change. We ,as a

they were also becoming h ighly selective

curriculum-16 credits, no electives and

nation, went through disbelief, shoek and

in choosing students.

bright and talented young people , who

no exceptions. You had to take those

then anger. Soon you started

classes. Even then, I thought educational

mainly

institutions should be more student

schools.

centered .

wanted

at

large

Students
their

voices heard . Here
By the time 1 was worki.ng for New

North Shore
'ArvilLe and
'Je New York
'egree in Fine
{cation from
23, he was
T and at 27
?d his first
! College, in
visited soon
goca Raton,

to

a
ff

thought he was kidding and told him he
the

the visionary behind two
essful colleges.

me. I'll

never forget the day a young man came

Here, in his own

ds, are the thoughts,

to

a.
f

York Institute ofTechnology (NYln, I felt
colJeges were becoming very impersonal

I was, a suburban
kid from

Long

Island in the big

and education was in transition.

city of New York ,

Throughout history, the education system

watching all of this

has catered to the

happen.

needs of specific

Again , [

to

see riots,
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I saw so many

may have been
"late

bloomers"

or whose

high

school grades
suffered for a
greater inrerest
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sports

or

activities , being
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segments of society, but in doing so

felt there was a

large institutions
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institutions began to lose their focus.

tremendous need

simply could not

<D

Colleges were elitist in the ] 930s and

for

acce pt so many

education served the wealthy. AfterWorld

er

War II , the G.I. nill helped thousands of

I b e came deter

and the result

men returning from war go to college.

mined to start a

was that

:>

8 years old.

. and ended up taking over
women's college, Renaming the
vzd eventually Lynn University,
lStitution through incredible
become the thriving institution

a

small

school,

and

Following th e Korean War, a major

college where the

movemcnt emerged encouraging

president , faculty

minorities and women to go to college.

and

Schools becamc almost too big and

listen e d

undefined, and students began being

related to each other.

students
and

students ,

d

1 ...
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In 1961 with Dr. Alexander Schure, President of New
York Institute of Technology.

the

average student
was being left out
of the picture.
wanted

this student a chance.

to give

I believed-and

still do-that every student has unlimited
potential and all students deserve a solid
education.

My original vision for Lynn

University, and before it Wilmington
College, was to create a college with a
mission: to provide average students
with an intimate and personal learning
environment and a place where they
could prove themselves.

~

~
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On stumbling upon a n oasis.. .
In October of 1971 ,Wilmington College

exterior

at

Marymount, there

received a gift from one of the DuPont

volatile

undercurrents

family foundations to purchase additional

administration, the students, the faculty

Raton.

library books. At that time, Wilmington's

and the nuns.

diminished.

amongst

were

conservative board and President, nor

the

with the Republican community of Boca

VIRGil

And , as a result, funding had

Director of Admissions, John McDonald,
came to me and told me he knew of a

In the meantime, Marymollnt was

school going bankrupt in Boca Raton, Fla.,

where wealthy women went to school

trying to find a way to increase its

and suggested we look into recruiting

and either finished their two-year degree

enrollment. However, educational options

some students and possibly purchasing

and got married or went on to a four-year

wcre abounding for women at [olll'-year

the college's books. So, it was on John's

program.

co-educational institutions.

recommendation that I began to consider

Order of the Sacred Hearts of Mary, a

men's

visiting Boca Raton and Marymount

Sisterhood of very bright Catholic nuns

Dame , Fordham-were opening their

College.

who were known as "the Jesuits of

doors to wome.n, who were choosing

religious women."

career tracks over finishing school. So , a

When we arrived for the first lime in

o
o

As background , Marymount was a place

It was run by the Religious

However, they were

All of the

colleges-Harvanl , Yale , Notre

Boca on AU Saints Day in 1971, we saw

also very liberal. They protested against

major dilemma faced the two-year, all-girls

young women holding cups imprinted

the Vietnam War, went out into the fields

school.

with tbe words "Save Our College! " We

to teach migrant workers how to vote and

walked aU over campus, and I could not

held the first Seder forTemple Beth EI on

believe how beautiful it was.

Marymount's

Dr. Ross with the Marymount tennis team i

I found myself taking a hard look at the

N

It had

campus , among

other

situation, and it became my vision to take

QJ

everything that Wilmington didn't have

things.

These kinds of progressive

the philosophy of Wilmington College

QJ

it was majestic, residential and tranqui.l,

activities didn't sit well with the school's

and transform it on Marymount's campus.

if>

.'>u"
~

ill
Q.

and I remember

r couldn 'l understand

"On resurrecting a dead horse .. " con tin ued fro m pag

and in December my wife, young daughle.r El

on Marymount's campus and set up shop in TI

There was no money coming from the alier

why a college so beautiful would be

of Boca Raton, so it was my job to resurre(

closing its doors. I just thought the school

convincing people the institution had life il

had tremendous potential.

million debt it may have been on its last breal

life. When I went to the bank in Boca, I wa:
And yet, you could detect that there

calling the existing loan notes, which meant I I

were problems. The student body, which

to prevent foreclosure . Since I had depleted IT

during the mid-60s totaled nearly :;00
students, had diminished to
learned

that

beneath

2~().

the

putting up the initial money, I had no choic

r soon

colleagues with whom J had reiarionsh.ips in W

beautiful

act of faith Art

Annol1(~,

Presidcnt of Delawart

wired money to the bank to payoff the loan [
Signed the papers with him. I was to fly up to

On r esurrecting a d ead hors e ...
When I agreed to take on Marymount
College and convinced the board of

personal

Wilmington College

taking

affiliation

the

enter into an

for Art and the DuPont family, who also sent fi.

the

have been ablc to pay and we'd have been

obligations of the

Marymount was a beautiful horse that was

school, and several

almost dead. And , as I was soon told by a

other supporters,

prominent Boca Raton resident, "No one

including trustees

within the community. At Hrst , we cncolll',

wants to bet on a dead horse, Dr. Ross."

Art Landgren and the

College students to spend si)( months at the E

late Frank Robino ,

sent Wilmington's admission direcror out recr

invested

also tried to bring townspeople out to the collt

Marymount

ailing

notes

on

COl

thar. I guess Art prayed the plane didn't go do

school,

The

with

to

that day to sign the note. In those days, you

Helen and I signed

sisters,

three

in

in

before we even got startcd.

Tile goal then was

the

to

attract students and

particular who were more middle-of-the

enterprise by buying

Military Trail was a two-lane road about as far v

road and less progressive, were left

bonds in the school.

go. It ended on Glades Hoad , and you meand<

'holding the bag', so to speak.

We retained a young

to get

They

by

the Turnpike. There was one dirt roa

attorney

trying to keep it ,I live. It was they who

name

came to see me in hopes I might

Osborne who, I think, thought I was in

what you are doing?" he asked me. We

was out in the middle of nowhere. I rememb

intervene, which in the end I did .

way over my head . "Do you really know

took over operations in November 197 I,

we held at Marymount-Margaritas and Mari,

of

the

to

believed in Marymount College and were

Ray

President Ross in his office in Trinity Hall.

the school. We used to joke that if a car can

road , it was probably lost. To the rest of the v

t

1

VIRGINIA SLIMS

conservative board and President , nor
with the Republican community of Boca
Raton.

And, as a result, funding had

diminished.

In the meantime, Marymount was
trying to find a way to increase its
enrollment. However, educational options
were al">ounding t()r women at f()ur-year
co-educational institutions.

All of the

Dame, Fordham-were opening their
doors to women , who were choosing
career tracks over finishing school. So, a
major dilemma faced the two-year, all-girls
school.
Dr. Ross with the Marymount tennis team in 1972.

situalion, and it became my vision to take
the philosophy of Wilmington College

"On resurrecting a de ad horse .. " continued from page 18

and in December my wife , young daughter Ellen and I arrived
on Marymount's campus and set up shop in Trinity Hall.

and transform it on Marymount's campus.

•

In

There was no money coming from the alienated community
of Boca Raton, so it was my job to resurrect the school by
convincing people the institution had life in it. With a $6

cup

million debt it may have been on its last breath, but there was
life. When I went to the bank in Boca, I was told they were
calling the existing loan notes, which meant I needed $250,000
to prevent foreclosure. Since I had depleted my own resources
putting up the initial money, I had no choice but to turn to
colleagues with whom I had relationships in Wilmington. In an
act of faith Art Annone , President of Delaware Trust Company,
wired money to thc bank to payoff the loan before J had even
signed the papers with him. I was to fIy up to Wilmington later
that day to sign the note. In those days, you could do things like
thal. I guess Art prayed the plane didn't go clown. If it weren 't
for Art and the DuPont family, who also sent funds, I would not
have been able to pay and we'd have been out of business
bet()re we even got started.

The goal then was

to

attract students and build credibility

within the community At first , we encouraged Wilmington
College students to spend six months at the Boca campus and
sent \Vilmington's admission director out recruiting for us. We
also tried to bring townspeople out to the college. At that time,
MilitaryTrail was a two-lane road about as far \vest as you coulcl
go. It ended on Glades Road , and you meandered a small road
to get to the Turnpike. There was one dirt road that led out to

'ent Ross in his office in Trinity Half.

•

Helen has always lived in my s?adow.
As President, I have always been in the
limelight, always gotten the press
coverage and received the accolades.
She has basically sat in ihe background.
But, in truth , Helen has been my partner
in this from the beginning. She has been
my greatest supporter since our first
date in Great Neck. New York, during
the blackout. I told her that evening
about my dream of opening a college.
aware of how ludicrous the idea must
seem to her.
But, jlmazingly, she
responded, "It doesn't sound so crazy,ff

-

men's colleges-Harvard, Yale , Notre

I found myself taking a hard look at the

On Helen Ross,
the First Lady of Lynn

the school. We used to joke that if a car Came down the dirt
road, it was probably lost. To the rest of t.he world the college

what you are doing? " he asked me. We

was out in the middle of nowhere. I remember the first party

took over operations in November 1971,

we helcl at Marymount-Margaritas and Mari;lchis. We held it

"I told [Helen] about my
dream of opelllng a
college, aware of how
ludicro us the idea must seem to her.
But, amazingly, she responded, 'It doesn't
soond so crazy. "

-

Helen has sacrificed a great deal to make all my dreams happen . For
many years, OUf family lived in a dormitory on what was then Marymount's
and The College of Boca Raton's campus. The third floor of Trinity Hall
became home for us and for many otthe faculty and staff. Helen and Sister
Euphrasia cooked meals for 30·40 people every ni!:Jht of the week. I mean,
It was a commune. As
people joined our
effort. they moved into
third floor Trinity. I
always Joke about my
son, Kevin. growing up
in a convent, but he
did. We lived with six
nuns.
Actually, we felt
quite isolated from the
rest of aoca Raton . As I
mentioned, the college
was located at the end
of a dirt road, far west
of center Boca. Helen's
greatest
excitement
was when a 7-11
opened up nearby that
stayed open until 2
a m. and she could buy
milk for the children .
As the college be.came more successful, Helen and I had to be out in the
community nearly every night meeting people and cultivating new College
friends. For Helen. it was a major sacrifice to give up quiet evenings With her
kids. We would have dinner as a family-l in my tuxedo shirt, Helen in her
party dress-and then we'd leave for the rest ofthe night. not to retufn home
in most cases until past midnight. The next morning, Helen would be up
bright and early getting the kids ready for school.
Wilmington College simply would not have made it, if it weren 't for Helen.
When we first opened. she was In charge of admissions and actual ly recruited
the first 100 students. She went by her maiden name. Helen Landgren,
because popular opinion at the time wouldn't have approved of a marriage
between the President and the Admissions lady. The campus, which
preViously had been a rundown motel, was in desperate shape. The grass
wa.s at least three feet tall and there were rats hanging from the trees.
Continued on page 20

"On naysayers . . " continued from page 20

kids mar ried only one year. When Helen's I

stable job with the telephone company, sold I

house and gave the money to the kid Helen had

fund his dream, her father really became cone

back , I suppose I can't blame him, but He!
doubted o l1\'selves or our vision.

on the patio outside the student center.

a banker from

We had a band and served Margaritas.

the

It was a

think 10 people showed up.
hard sell.

very

bank

that threatened
to

foreclo~e

on

us, we e ventually
On<.:e the high te<.:h corporations like
IBM and Sensormati<.:

a
a

N

Cll11e

made a name for

into town,

the college in the

Boca Raton experien<.:ed a real boom.

growing

Soon, I-Ielen and I found ourselves being

co mmunity. And,

invited to fun<.:tions in tOwn. We beGlme

finally ,

we

involved in th e Chamber and started

reached

th e

meeting people and eo(;()uraging th e m

to

point where our

Rato n , I fa<.:ed major skeptic ism . One day, 1 sa

come ou t to the school. It was a struggle

balan<.:e sheet

the lawn surveying the property be tween the

to ke.e p aliv<.: , to mee t payroll e very

showed

month . Some months, no one-including

bottom line that was not in the red . At

s tart formally

me-got paid. lronkally, with th e help of

that pOint, we wert' able

community.

In the early days of Marymount and The '

An aerial view of Marymount campus in 1972.

a

to

go out and

soliciting gifts

University alld what is now Pope John Paul
in

the

They seemed to be staking it out, so I asked
were doing. One of tho men, IBM's head of

answered that there was, an organization thinl

On naysayers...

the property to a non-profit organization. I sai,

I've dealt with <.:ritics and doubters my

me n .

I don 't think they appreciated

rundown mote l called the Tour Inn, a

w ho le life . But when I have a conviction ,

deba ting with ;1 kid. The matter tnrned

white elephant to the bank

1 myself neve r question it.

into

college

acres of land, and personally signed for

It was a harrowing

the property. I guess that is gutsy for two

a

lawsuit , which

eve nnlally won.
In the beginning, my youth often called
into question my <.:red ihility. When I was

the

~ituated

on 25

at

New York

Institute

for

year

a

and

was

tea<.:hing

pJans for our land.

Corporation, the major developer of

well. ev r since.

HOGI

Rat '

talking, 1 noticed a chart on his waU, wili(

of

Tec hnology. I had bee n in graduate Sd1001

we wouldn't be aro und long, so they would go

On another occasion , I went to visit a J

expe.rien<.: e, but olle that has served me

22 , I was appointe d Acting Dean of

Stude nts

is owned," and threw them off campus. Appare

College's property with 50 acres in the bac k

I was 27 when IJelen and I started
Wilmington College.

I used

to

River High School .' I was dumfounded. "I d (]

pray for

exdaimed . Arvida had ;I<.:tually lopped off

gray hair, just so people would take me

the

seriously as a <.:oUege preside nt. Even my

college. Some friend. There were people thw

eve nings, wh e.n the Dean resigned. I was

father-in-law, who had worked his whole

didn 't believe that the college would make it.

communications

part

time

in

<.:alled into the President's oflke and told,

life for the telepho ne company and had

"Co ngratulations, you're now the A<.:ting

an

Deao."

One year later, I was appointed

distraught that I would start such a risky

Dean of Students. I was sent out to Old

venture and put the future of his only

Westbury, New York, to recruit the first

daughter in je.opardy. We had acquired a

old-world

senSibility, was

Sc\reral times in our histo ry, the College's a

quite

has questio ned the financ:i;11 stability of the in:
have had to appear before them to defend v
allow us to <.:ontinue. ".lust give me olle reason
A young Helen and Don Ross.

freshman class fe')r a new campus on the

stay o pe n," 1 was actually to ld. That'S how Ix\(

Vanderbilt Whitney Estate, which NYIT

;lOsweJ'Cd , ·' Be<.:ause I believe in tllis insti tution

had recently acquired. The class turned

can make it work." 1 have always believed

1

However, the

always believe in determination. There is not hi

prominent families of Long Island didn 't

you cannot do if you put your mind to it. I \\;

want a college sitting in the middle of

banner tha t reads, "Blessed arc those who are'

their neighborhood , and as a young man

dreams and are willing to pay the pri<.:e to m

of 25 I had to defend the <.:ollege at town

true." 1 think of that banner often.

out to be 400 students.

hearings

LO

vcrI' powerful and impos ing
The motel at t he time the Rosses acquired the property to become W ilmingt on College .

"First lady " continued from p age 19

"On naysayers . . " continue d fro m page 20

,

We had set up a nice front office in the
Administration Building, which was
really the old motel, but there was
not much else to the school. When
families would visit, I would meet
with them there and Helen would
give them a verbal t our of
"campus," aided by renderings of
future buildings. The Admini
stration Building had nO heat and
no water-it hadn't been turned on
yet-so before anyone used the
bathroom, Helen would run out
back. fill a pitcher with tap water
and pour it Into the toilet. Then we
prayed no one flushed twice. The
pitcher she used was a silver one
we received as a wedding present.

kids married only one year. When Helen's brother quit his
stable job with the telephone company, sold his stock and his
hOllse and gave the money to the kid Helen had married to help
fund his dream, her father really became concerned . Looking
back, I suppose I can't blame him , but Helen and I never
doubted ourselves or our vision .

hen

'I

-

h

"The

Guests of Ross
at Wilm. College
enjoy lobster

II
In the early days of Marymount and The College of Boca
Raton, I faced major skepticism . One day, I saw three men on
the lawn surveying the property between the entrance to th e

tiew of Marymount campus in 1972.

start formally soliciting gifts

University and what is now Pope John Paul II High School.
in

the

community.

They seemed to be staking it out, so I asked them what they

the property to a non-profit organization. I said, "This property

white elephant to the bank situated on 25
acres of land , and personally signed for

Wilmington's Sunday News Journal
on February 15, 1976.

Building

heat and no water-it
hadn't been turned on

yet- so before anyone used the bathroom,
Helen would run out back, fill a pitcher with
tap water and pour it into the toilet. Then we
prayed no one flushed twice."

we wouldn't be around long, so they would go ahead and make
plans for our land.
On another occasion, I went to visit a friend at Arvida
Corporation , the major developer of Boca Raton. As we were
talking, I noticed a chart on his walI , whieh depicted the
College's property with 50 acres in the back marked 'Spanish
River High School .' I was dumfounded. "I dOn 't believe it! " I

college . Some friend. There were people those days who just
didn't believe that the college would make it.

Sevnal times in our history, the College's accrediting body
has questioned the financial stability of the institution and we
have had to appear before them to defend why they should
allow us to continue . "Just give me one reason why you should
stay open ," I was actually told. That's

110W

had things were. I

answered , "Because I believe in this institution and I know we
can make it work." I have always believed this. And I will
alwa)'~

believe in determination. There is nothing in this world

you canJ)ot do if you put your mind to it. I was once given a
banner that reads, "Blessed are those wbo are willing to dream
dreams and are willing to pay the price to make them come
true." I think of that banner often.

-

During t he Sl)mmers in Boca when the campus was empty. our
children and those of the staff and faculty used the college as a
playground. Helen and her friend Sue Handley (now Sue Merrill)
eventually organized some. day camp activities to keep the kids
supervised and busy, They ended up founding Pine Tree Camps. when
Helen had the idea to open an actual summer camp to offset the cost of
electricity and air conditioning at the college when there were no
students. The camp started out With 25 children. This summer, it hosted
more than 2,500 campers. Looking back, at Helen's urging true
innovation took place.

exclaimed. Arvida had actually lopped off 50 acres of the

le property to become Wilmington College.

Wtlm

ington College] had no

is owned ," and threw them off campus. Apparently, they figured

the property. I guess that is gutsy for two

A young Helen and Don Ross.

[at

we re doing. One of the men, IBM's head of public relatioos ,
answered that there was. an organization thinking of donating

rundown motel called the Tour Inn, a

An article on Helen that appeared in

Administration

ctThey came
here together,
worked side by side
together, overcame
adversity together and
built a great university
together. Although Don
has always been in the
spotlight, we all know
that it was Helen's
unwavering support and
love that made it
possible. "
- Christine Lynn in 1996

On selling a dream . ..

On lea r ning the rc
large Tours

Inn

sign

students to visit Wilmington College's

leftover from

the

campus, the Digangi family. They had seen

rundown motel we had

our advertisement in The New Y01'k Times,

turned into our college

a beautiful ad with till: taglim: "A Chance

was supposed to have

running the gunpowder mills. It

to Prove Yourself." Apparently, it struck a

been taken down, but it

you hire a dog to bark, so let him bark

chord with them , and they drove down

hadn 't been.

he doesn 't bark, get yourself a new dog

from New Jersey to sec the campus. The

upset . As the Digangis

I'll never forget the first prospective
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I was so

"'

Irenee DuPont would always say,
perfect French, "Let the dog bar

.. """

summarizing a philosophy embraced
the DuPont family when tlle y we

sounds much nicer in Frencil .

J11t:;

tr

arrived ,

believe it is best to let people do th

lIelen

thing, to encourage them and allow th'

turned

to grow in their jobs. The key is fmdi

to

talented people who believe in y(

me

and

~

(J)

'in

c
c

sa i

~

u,

... and after.

"It's now

a
0

or never." So I got out of

'"

~

the

car

and

started

"Well, we lost those people."

Michael

Digangi was the first Student to n :gister.

"'<II>

telling them about th e

The

<II

school ,

enrolled at Wilmington , too.

.;:;
u

st-

U;

Q..

"

was

two

brothers

eventually
In 15

nothing more than an

minutes, r had sold them a college that at

old motel anu ideas in

that point was a dream , and that sale was

my head .

the first step to making the dream

left,

Wilmington College before ...

which

other

When they

r said to Helen ,

a reality.

On p eople who've inspired him...
My grandfather, after whom I am
named , has luu the biggest impact on my
!.ife.

He was a real human being. In h.is

ever met. Ife enjoys the simple

I

things in lift:, like going to picnics
or uriving around in his

lifetime, he handed me little bits of

Volkswagen .

wisdom that I still carry with me today.

loved to sail , but it was in a small

"Give bouquets to people when they're

boat. I really admire them.

I remember he

alive," he used to teU me . llllt perhaps the
most useful mantra he offernl me was

My happiest moment was the

this: "Watch yourself climbing the ladder,

day I married my wife . It was just

because it's a long way down ."

SL,( months after we had met, and
her father threw the grandest

In my life , I have bad the fortune of

party in our honor. Helen loves

knowing two truly great humanitarians

nature and people and sinlple

insurance magnate Eugene Lynn and

things. She is the kindest, most

Irenee DuPont,./r. , patriarch of the DuPont

caring person in the world ,

hlmily. They are very similar individuals

who

loves

to

President Ross with Audrey Doberstein, who is no.
and attorney Ra:

cook, enjoys

uown to earth and unpretentious. Gene

needlework, motherhood-now

had a human-ness about him like no one

grancimotherhood-anci animals.

I've ever known. He gave mone y quietly

She taught me to stop and smeU

and did so from his heart and with

the roses. I haven 't always been

tremendous se ntiment. Irenee DuPont is

the best pupil-she's stiLi trying

the most unassuming individual I have

to get me to slow down today.
Don 's grandparents, Donald McAndrew Peebles Ross
and Alexina Elizabeth Barbara Rae.

On learning the ropes...
Irenee DuPont would always say, in

fHnrltiltB Nrw5
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dream and giving them room to go after it

successful banker who became the largest

bark ,"

the way they know how. That's how great

stockholder in Manufacturer's Hanover

summarizing a philosophy embraced by

things happen. I've learned 40 years later

the DuPont family when they were

that it's nor always easy

perfect French, "Let the dog
10

llank. We would meet often in the airport,

c..,.",

to

get a new dog,

as he traveled frequently

to

Philadelphia

running the gunpowder mills. It means

because people become a part of you. It 's

and I was going back and forth between

you hire a dog to bark , so let him bark; if

hard to let the old dog go. Loyalty is one

Boca and Wilmington.

he doesn 't bark, get yourself a new dog. It

of my greatest strengths, but it is probably

bought mc a first class scat and said, "You

sounds much nicer in French.

also one of my weakncsses.

will never raise any money sitting in the

truly

believe it is best to let people do their
thing, to encourage them and allow them

subway."
\'X'hen I was commuting between

One rimc, he

Then he made a $10 ,000

donafion. It was the first time I rcalizcd

grow in their jobs. The key is finding

Wilmington College and the College of

that by sccking out placcs of affluence,

talented people who believe in your

Boca Raton, I met Ronald Ritter, a

likc the first class cabin, I might meet

to

people I would never have an opportunity
to meet otherwise. Ritter Hall is proof of

... and after.

this lesson .
"Well, we lost those people."

Michael

Digangi was the first student to register.
The

other

two

brothers

Early in my career, I dreamed of starting

eventually

cnrolled at Wilmington , too.

a college in upstate New York. I spent a

In 15

great deal of time trying

to

get a charter

minutes, I had sold them a college that at

for a school in Old Forge, whcre instead of

that point was a dream, and that sale was

a college we now have a Lynn campus.

the first step to making tbe dream

During that time, I went

a rcality.

the name of Sadie Brown , who rail a

,n's grandparents, Donald McAndrew Peebles Ross
and Alexina Elizabeth Barbara Rae.

to

visit a lady by
'D

successful little school in New York City
called Brown's Business Institute and who
knew a lot about educational law
noticed right away that her office w as

g

impressively dccoratcd and immaculately

S

maintained. It had oak paneling and she

-<

kept fl'eshly cut rcd roses

her table

i:;
<.0'

evcry day. Brown's was oftcn comparcd

~

to

011

Katherinc Gibbs' prestigious sccrctarial

school in thc city, so it was important that
the first stop anyonc madc thcrc make a
good impression . When pcople uscd

to

ask Sadie how her school compared with
President Ross with Audrey Doberstein, who is now President of Wilmington College, Irenee Dupont Jr.,
and attorney Ray Osborne in 1972.

~

-u
:'<.
"1
'"'"

Katherine Gibbs ' , she would re tort,
"Katherine

who? " There , I

realized

perception plays a very important role in
life. When

YOll

walked into Sadie 's office,

you had the sense the school was well
established. Actually, it was Sadie who
asked if I had ever thought of starting a
school in Delaware. When I did, I made
sure we had an entrance room that gave
the perception of sophistication and
establishment.

'"

o

"
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On his big break...

On runningfor Congress...

In the early days of Wilmington College,

en

'u;

c
c
2"

8
N

When any organization is lean an(

Shortl~

Helen received a phone call from Lloyd

hungry it becomes innovative.

Cason, the Rector of a local Episcopal

after assuming responsibility for Mary

church who asked , "Do you take blacks?"

mount, I quickly realized the first thing

Helen answered , "Of course," and Cason

had to do was make the ins titution viable

went on to say he had two very talented

a daunting task in the face of its $6 milliOl

students with scholarships, if we would

debt. The

accept them. W<: did and it changed the

transition it into a co-educational, four

whole life ofWilmlngton College. Shortly

year institution. Immediately, we opene(

after, another caJl came in

enrollment to men.

from

a

gentleman who was on his way out of

s:

On innovation...

quest for viability led us t<

Soon after, at the

urging of many of our students we

town . "When I return ,send me the bill," he

transitioned it into a four-year institution

said. He turned out to be Irenee DuPont ,

In 1974, Marymount's name was change(

Jr. , patriarch of the DuPont family in

to The College of Boca Raton (CBR)

Delaware. He was absolutely enthralled

because we thought it would attract more

by this place that had nothing. He went

males and it was time to downplay the

on

religious affiliation.

to

become chairman of the board of

Wilmington College and the generosity of
Running for Congress in 1983.

In 1983, I came to a fork in the road of
life.

his family foundation kept the institution

wOI-ked out the way they did.

Bow

aliv<:.

It was the luckiest day of my

professional life.

In the early days ofThe College of Boc

Raton, career-oriented education was ;

novel idea, but I believed one way we

Then-Vice President George Bush

different my t;lmily's life would have been

visited the college and said to me, "You

if we had been part of the mLX on Capitol

could prosper was by making dose tie:
with industry in South Florida . Througl

know, you really should run for Congress."

Hill.

Soon after J was invited to meet with the

fortumlte to he President of a dynamic

National

institution in one of tbe most beautiful

Republican

Congressional

Committee in Washington, D.C. After a

On a personal level, I feel very

and thriving parts of the world.

partnerships

made

with

loca

hectic campaign that kept my family

On E ugene M . Lyn'l

traipsing from one end of the district to

Not long after Marymount was renamel

the other, I lost by a very narrow margin.

The College of Boca Raton, I noticed al

Up until the end, the race was very close

office building under constmction dowr

and I was in the lead . As Helen teUs the

the street from the school. It was bein!

story, "That night, I thought I was going to

built

bed with a Congressman, but when we

EventuaUy, I mustered up enough

with

a

grand

marble

facade

awoke Don had aClllally lost by only

to give the gentleman building it a call. I

26,000 votes."

turned out to be Gene Lynn, a 80c,

coul~lg(

resident during the winters who ha(
I would have been a very outspoken

decided to move his entire insllfanc<

Congressman. I'm an idealist at heart. I

conglomerate from Kansas City, Missouri

wanted to try to change the entire

to Boca Raton.

political structure, limiting the terms of alJ

here, I believe. I asked him if he would bt

offices.

He brought 400

falTlilie~

interested in providing a mortgage to til(

Imagine if the President could

college, since many insurance

only be eJected once for a six-year term.

companie~

He'd certainly give it his best, don 't you

lent money to shopping centers and tht

think'

like.

He responded politely, "We don' I

lend money."

But at Christmastime, c

The experience gave me a better

personal check for $100,000 from Gen{

understanding of the political system , but

arrived in the mail. It was the beginninf

in the end I feel blessed that things

The candidate with his supporters, the Ross Raiders,
campaigning in West Palm Beach on October 21 , 1984.

of a long and wonderful friendship.
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On his big break. ..
In the early days of Wilmington College,

On innovation.. .
When any organization is lean and

businessmen with

whom

became

devcloped at IBM. We wcre to "test the

Helen received a phone call from Lloyd

hungr y it becomes innovative.

Shortly

acquainted, we were able to develop

keyboards"-that was the justification for

Cason , the Rector of a local Episcopal

after assuming responsibility for Mary

specifk programs that both met industry

our receiving the computers. With those

church who asked , "Do you take blacks' "

mount, I quickly realized the ftrst thing I

needs and served our students.

computers, we

Helen answered, "Of cou rse ," and Cason

had to do was make the institution viable.

early spirit of iJlOova tion , courses in

computer courses for

went on to say he had two ve ry talented

a daunting task in the face of its $6 miIJion

accounting; hotel , motel and restaurant

rotating two- and three-week sessions for

~tll(lents

debt. The

management ; fashion

tht: community.

with scholarships, if we would

quest for viability led us to

In this

merchandising ;

ran

vt:ry

successfu l

students and

The courses brought

acce pt th em . We did and it changed the

transition it into a co-educat.ional, four

aviation and communications were added

hundreds of people onto campus and

whole life of Wilmington College. Shortly

year institution. Immediately, we opened

to the traditional liberal arts curriculum.

trained them to use the computers IBM

after, another call came in

enrollment to men.

from a

Soon after, at the

had just started selling.

That was the

ge11lleman who was on his way out of

urging of many of our students we

town. ",.;the n I return ,send me tJle bill ." he

transitioned it into a four-year institution .

computer company as an inventor. He

said. He mrned out to be Irenee DuPont,

In 1974, Marymount's name was changed

came by the college one day and

Jr., patriarch of the DuPont t;lmily in

to The College of Boca Raton (CBR) ,

we needed to buy some 'a pples.'

Delaware. He was absolutely enthralled

because we thought it would att,dct more

thought he was talking about fruit, but he

which at the time owned the Boca Hotel.

by this place th at had no thing. I-Ie went

males and it was time to downplay the

meant Apple

we

The hotel was a showplace for Arvida as

on to become chairman of the board of

religious affiliation.

scroungcd up enough mone y to purchase

tbey were developing their 12,000 acres

alive.

It was the luckiest day of my

professional life.

computers.

t ~) ld

So

me

beginning of our computer program.
Our hospitality program grew out of an
arrangement with Arvida Corpora tion,

six Apple computers. Not long afterward,

into w hat is now the Boca Raton Resort

In the early days ofThe College of Boca

we invited a prominent executivc from

and Club. We developed a program to

Raton, career-oriented education was a

IBM , the college 's neighbor across the

train Illuc h-needed hospi tality personnel

novel idea , but I believed one way we

street, to campus to tour our compute r

for the fledgling property and continue to

could prosper was by makill),\ close ties

lab.

have strong internship and job placement

Wilmington College and thc generosity of

his family foundation kept the instimtion

A ne ighbor of minc workcd for a

To our surprise , he said

th e

with industry in South Florida . Through

compute rs had to go, and replaced the m

partnerships

with 30 brand new PCs th at were being

made

with

local

programs with the Resort today.

On Eugene M. Ly nn. ..

Q;'
N

o
o

Not long after Marymoullt was re named
The College of Boca Raton , I noticcd an

'<
OJ
::l

office building under construction down

'"
<D'

the street from the school. It was being

~

built

with

a

grand

marble

facade .

Eventually, I mustered lip enough courage
to give the gentleman building it a call. It
turned out to be Gene Lynn , a Boca
resident during the winters who had
decided to move his entire insurance
conglomerate from Kansas City, Missouri,
to Boca Raton .

He brought 400 families

here, I believe. I asked him if he would be
interested in providing a mortgage to the
college, since many insurance companies
knt money to shopping centers and the
like.

·rters, the Ross Raiders,
Ich on October 21 , 1984.

In 1991 , we changed CBR 's name to

lost a cherishecl friend when Gene died

But at Christm astime, a

Lynn University to reflect our academic

two years ago, but his wife Christine, the

He responded politely, "We don 't

lend money."

President Ross awarded Gene Lynn an honorary doctoral degree in 1978.

personal check for $100,000 from Gene

and global growth and to honor the Lynn

current Chairman of our board, has

arrived in the mail. It was the beginning

family, who continued to be generous

embraced their legacy and remains our

of a long and wonderful friendship .

benefactors of the college. The Unive rsity

strongest supporter.

On students...

On his current educational vision...
My vision today is to see college

by educating a generation of youth with

different countries, and yet I realize that

One of the reasons I spend time in th,

students spending sbc months in Asia , six

the capacity to relate to all peoples. At

there are American students who haven't

cafeteria each day and take frequent walk

months in South America, six months in

Lynn, we have stuclents from so many

been

about campus is for the opportunity I,

to

New York City or Los Angeles,

Europe, so by the end of their

who have

four-year course of study, they

passport, who have never

have spent two years on four

even been out of their

hour over lunch in the dining hall than

different continents as part nf

home states. It's important

can from any kind of meeting I hold in m

That to me

that American students

office. Students possess real insight aboll

well-rounded

expand their perspectives

their education.
wnuld

be

a

is happening on campus in a half al

the world today, and it is important

to

m

that I continue to relate to them.

on an American college

or herself. That student would
broacl

wl~at

meeting foreign students

world and its cultures for him

a

talk With students. I can learn more abou

takes more than just

to see and experience the

such

a

and tlleir attitudes , and it

student, one who has gone Ollt

have

never had

campus for that to happen .

under

standing of the world and the
o
o

N

This vision

people in it.

is already

reflected at Lynn University
So much attention is paid

through

to

American College Dublin in

the information highway and

Ireland,

computers these clays, but I still
think

there

is a

affiliations with

Fuji-Phoenix

University in Toh.l'o, Japan ,

need for

firsthand experience and face

and

the

new

city

to-face dialogue with human

of Nordelta near Buenos

beings. International conflict is

Aires, Argentina.

most often the result of political

study abroad programs

and governmental egos and

are gaining momentum , but

leaders who dictate what can

hope one day to see

I think the exportation of Americar

Our

On the future of
education...

and cannot be. But , people are

every

~tudent

education is the next big step. More ant

just people all over the world.

spending a semester or

more countries, especially Third Worl(

more off-campus and

nations and those that need to bccom(

overseas.

mOlT capitalistic in thdr thinking, an

There is so much to be gained

Conferring Irish student Aideen Dolan at
American College Dublin in November 1997.

Lynn

looking to America as the place to b<
educated. It's only logical that

institution~

here would begin t.aking thdr curriculuIT

overseas and offering the Americar
systcm of education outside of the U.S.

I also feel private education may

Oil(

day become public, not in the sense that il

will be run by the government, but that i1

On his goals...
I always wanted

will be controlled by shareholders, facull)

teach, even in my

give teaching the attention it deserves. I

Maybe one day I'd like to write a book

I started teaching an

was always cance.ling claSS or finding

on basic education and private eciucation

don 't know when , but I think that wil

ethics course at Wilmington College and

someone

and why we shouldn't have a monolithic

llappen.

tried to do so in Boca , but the demands on

cheating the students.

role as President.

to

the President 'S time don 't allow

YOLi

to

to

cover for me. I felt I was

and even parents. That will happen . I

education system. Or maybe I'd just like
to pulllisil my memoirs.

And then, of course, there's distanc(
learning, which I believe will become

~

central component of education both in
American and worldwide.

n

On students...

different countries, and yet I realize that

One of the reasons I spend time in the

there are American students who haven't

cafeteria each day and take frequnH walks

been to New York City or Los Angeles,

aboLlt campus is for the opportunity to

who

have

never had

a

talk with students. I can learn more about

passport, who have never

what is happening on campus in a half an

even been out of their

hour over lunch in the dining hall than I

home states. It's important

can from any kind o[ meeting I hold in my

that American students

office. Students possess real insight about

expand their perspectives
and their attitucies, and it

the world today, and it is important to me
tl1at I continue

to

relate

to

them.

takes more than just
meeting foreign students
on an American college
campus for that to happen.

This vision

is already

reflected at Lynn University
through

affiliations

with

American College Dublin in
Ireland, Fuji-Phoenix
University in Tokyo, Japan,
and

the

new

city

of Nordelta near Buenos
Aires, Argentina.

Our

study abroad programs

On the future of

are gaining momentum, but

education...

hope one day to see
every

Lynn

I HAVE IWO DISTINCT AND
REVEALING MEMORIES ABOUT

I think the exportation of American

student

education is the next big step. More and

spending a semester or

more countries, especially 'rhird World

more off-campus and

nations and those that need to become

ove rseas.

more capitalistic in their thinking, arc

YOUNG PRESIDENT ROSS. ..
n dll: carl y I 970s, 1 was h-ilving" COlJ vc;r~ation wirh Dr, Ro» , when hl,~ secrcmry

educated. It's only logical that institutions

I

here would begin taking their curriculum

President Ros~ reu,>r\c:ll, "Tc:i1 lhem, if rhey wan I to be known a.~ the kind Qf company

looking to America as the place to be

overseas and

offering the Am e rican

imcrrlJ plw

that would shut off [he lights on a bunch of srudcllls k.'arning, to go ahead and do it,"

oir and

were not shut

I also feel private education may one
day become public, not in the sense that it
will be run by the government, but that it
will be controlled by shareholders, faculty
to

wri re a book

and even parents. nut will happen.

I

on basic education and private education

don't know when, but I think that will

and wby we shouldn't have a monolithic

happen.

education syste m. Or maybe I'd just like

to publish my memoirs.

" \lurida Power III Light is (In du; line ~nd rhey say they wi ll

and he resumed om collvc:rsalion

system of education outside of the U.S.

Maybe one day I'd like

III .\ d)'.

sIal! off our clecrric if we don't send them money tod ay." Wi rn oU[ missinF; a beat,

u)ugha Lhan

T

if nOlhlllg hall happt:nl'(L Of cours<,.', the: Ugh!>.

il made mc rcali1..e we had rhe right man for a job Ihal wn_~

,If Uk knew,

:1Il)'

here was a

bm rrip

Chris t ma~

brl'ak one YCJ r. A Paklsr.mi student nRmed Sana and [our of his

to

Wash ingto n , D.C. , and New York City p lnnned lo r the

rellow Pakistan i sl1Iden ts were the oo ly ones

They wen: rerrihly

J.i~app(')inred

wht'I]

dlC

ll'

show up the day of the rrip.

u'ip wus alllcelled and the

b ll ~ Wilt

hack.

W ht:n Pr~ident Ros.o. heard of this cirL"lJDlSraJlte, he gave 5an3 a credit card and wld

h1m to

r'~111

a

tbcir own trip
And then, of course, there's distance

lll>

LoU

with it and [0 dlargc g.1S. mOlels :rnd an)' IwccloSnry \:xlwnsr:s ror

(0

\\'l:lsh inglon and New Yurk. Sana w Id me this sw ry }'car~ after it

h:tppcncd.

learning, which I belie ve will become a
central component of education both in
American and worldwide.

- - Professor Ernie Ranspach,
on faculty at Lynn University since 1969

On private vs. puh
No matter what form education takes

j

our technological evolution, there wi

remain a need for both the public and tt
private coUege. I think both sectors
V>

L

'Vi

monolithic system.

~

diversification. I see private schools as

(J)

c
c

8N

j

education realize you cannot have
You nee

testing ground for innovations which

c~

be passed on to larger institutions.

I believe tile consumer-the studentshould have the opportunity to choose
college, regardless of cost. I'd like to see

system where the state gives an allottt

amount of money to every student an
the student has the opportunity to

choo~

On private vs. public education. ..
No matter what form education takes in

where he or she wants

to

attend. If that

our technological evolution, there will

were the case, private education would

remain a need for both the public and the

run just Hke the charter schools being

private college. I think both sectors in

developed around the country these

education realize you cannot have a

clays. They are running more efficiently

monolithic system.

than the public system.

You need

Instead, many

diversification. I see private schools as a

young people just can't afford a private

testing ground for innovations which can

education.

be passed on to larger institutions.

personal
fulfiUment...
On

Any student who wants it

Nothing

is

more

fulfilling

watching a human being
grow

think

my

than

develop and
own

greatest

achievement is having dedicated my life
to this process.

On his legacy ...

should have access to a Lynn educat,ion.

In an address to the Class of 1870,

That's why we end up giving $9 million

Colgate University President Ebenezer

in schol,ll'ship aid.

Dodge said, "An institution should never
break with its hiStory, for to that it owes

c

Honestly, I don't think it's fair that

the inspiration necessary for discharging

public institutions receive funding from

its present obligat,ions." I sincerely hope

the govemment, then develop a separate

tIle future presidents of Lynn University

foundation

go out and raise money in

and Wilmington College always remember

the community, as well. We are all out

that. What I brought to these schools was

there going after the same dollars, but

a vision for student-centered karning and

<

donations made to public education are

personal attention. Today, more than ever,

ili'

matched by the state , anct therefore

we should make sure we never lose that

doubled. It puts the private sector at a

personal touch.

to

ffi

N

o
o

I don't advocate

'<

should have the opportunity to choose a

taking the support away from education;

Helen and I have given our Jives to Lynn

<is

college, regardless of cost. I'd like to see a

there are many wonderful educational

University. I don't think there's a day in

system where the state gives an allotted

institutions, both public and private, all

the last 30 years when the University's

I believe the consumer-the student

serious disadvantage.

::J

ii:

amount of money to every student and

desen'ing of support. I Simply feel we

name

the stuclent has the opportunity

should all be on level playing ground.

conversation or when our thoughts have

to

choose

hasn't

been

brought

up

in

not turned to issues relating to the school.
We've met some wonderful people; we've
met some not-so-wonderful people.
would do it all over again, and I wouldn't
do anything differently.

In the end, I'd

simply like to be remembered as someone
who made
humanity.

a small contribution to

8"

August November
Lynn Adirondack Experience 1-5

3-5 Key West Trip

Pre-<Jrienlarion ornpinglcnnoemg
expedillon in I h(~ Adlrondock MOllntalns (Dr 1'1 t yeor studenfs

R H or'Neek<>nd Trip
In(o: 237· 7 154

In(0(561) 237·7230

5

'ies (or students

30 5 -9 Advising Week
------------------~-~~--:---... 9 Charitable Giving Seminar
September Pr ented by Northem Trust Bonk and the law firm of Elk. Bonkler & Chrisw
Faculty Orientation

2-4
New Student Orientation 4- 6

International Student Orientation Assistance Program

Reception for Parents 4
3:00 ·4:00 p.m., The Green Center

Welcome Convocation 4
'100 5:00 p,m.Th Green Cenwi
Mandatory (or alillew swclents

Advisement/Registration

o
o
N

5

9:00 <l m. . 3:00 p,m., de Hoernle Sports and wlturol Center

Fall semester dasses begin 6
Student Activities Fair

12

I 130 o,m, Lyrn Student Cemer

Sigma Sigma Sigma Rush 12-15

14

Midnight Bowling

I 2 00 a.m., Don Corter's Bowlin Alley

Tune-In Game Show 26
7:00 p,m" Audl (rum

9:00- 11:00 U.m. In the O1ristme Room

12 10th Annual Frank Robino, Jr., Golf Classic
Sponsored by Gemts Maese/, Illc
Dee' Creek Country Qub
Proceeds benefit the Lynn University Scholarship Fund
Inro: (561) 237 7825

21-23 Thanksgiving Recess
28 Excalibur Society Annual Holiday Extravaganza
Luncheon, featuring /)OLI/ique shopping und 0 (oslllon presentation by Saks FIfth A enue;
1000 o.rn. -2:00 p.m,. Lynn Student Center: $75Iperw l lnro: 237·7982

7 KOR Gala

10 Psychic Fair

12 Fall semester dasses end

Inaugural Softball Slam

6

Sponsored by UnIOn Bank and present by Red. ot & Slue'
12:30 p.1TL Registrouon a t McCusker Fie/d, 4'00 p.m., Food
$IOOhncfMduol or $2501(omlly (2 people): Info (561r D!-7261

Study Outreach Day 8
Inaugural Miniature Golf Classic

20

930 (I,m , Cli Boomer~
$50lper on or $/ 60IrOLIlSOme; Info (561 ) 2] 7· 7950

Campus-wide Homecoming Kick-Off

20

Men's Soccer Come, 3.00 p.m.

Excalibur Society Membership High Tea 24
300-5:00 p,rn.. The CIlnstlne Room
Info 23 i 7982.

Homecoming Kick-Off Barbecue

2b

S.00·6 .'W

12 Excalibur Society Holiday Tea
3:00-5:00 p.m. i~ the /)ome of Helen Ross
In(o: 237-7982

13-18 Final Exams
18 Residence halls close
S OO p.rn

19 Alumni Holiday Party
6' jO 9.00 p.m. in I.he Henke Wing of rile de Hoem/e Imemaoonal Center

January 2002
7~
8 Spnn , se

r.te

halls open

ester classes begrn

23 Excalibur Society Luncheon
I 1.30 om. cle Hoemle In(ema~f)n(ll Center
In/o.· 237·7982

jJ,In

Honors Convocation

26

7:00 p.m., Lynn Student

C~.tlter

28 Pine Tree Camps Open House
2:00'i.00 p,m , The Green Cenler

Lynn University Weekend 26- 28

February 2002

Alumnr Homecom,ng/Famille> Weekend
In(o (8n) 326-596 6

2 7 Excalibur Society Luncheon

Murder Mystery

and former W hite Hou se Pr e s:

6-8 Waterworks

October
6:30 9:30 p.m.• Delroy B ch,. Ma(Tfo(/
$25Iperson; Info: (561)7 37·7279

Featuring NB C Scie nce (

Pl'esented bv the Lynn UnIVerSity Ororno Club
8:00 p.m.,Amomick Goldsrein COncell Hall

6:00 p,m.. Lyrn Student Center

4

Gl obaliza

December

Fall HOliday (no dasses) 2 7

Annual Lynn University' Men's Basketball Auction

Dh

1 7 21 st Annual Lynn University Ball-"Unforgettable"
Block tie golo (0 belle(it the Lynn UniversIty Scholarship F,:nct,
de Hoemle S/lOn.s and Cu/wral Center; $LOO/person; In(o: (561) 237-7798

30

7 30 pm., Aud,ronum

//:~ O'(I ~,

de Hoemle Intemooorl<J1 Cenlef
Info 237-798 2

de lib erat e ig norance

Wh ite House Press Secretary Mike f
every day." I felt like I was d(

we/ents

:p)

Ik and /he law firm or Elk, Bani<Jer & Omstu
Room

'n n

U niversitv

c oncluded its 20.00

I,

Jr., Golf (Iassic

D iv e ly

2 001

frol1l ic rs in Global i.z ation seri e
"Si~/

with two fascinating speakers: NBC

Scholarship Fund

Scienc e Correspondent Rohert

y Ball- "Unforgettable"
~

University SdlOJarsillp Fund,
:enter: $200Iperson:inro: (56 /) 237-7798

oliday Extravaganza
ppm~ and

a {ush/on presentation by Soks Rrth Avenue;

elll CelJ!er: $75/person

Dively Frontiers in
Globalization Luncheons

Bazell and Michael McCurry, t()rmer
White IIou.se Press Secreta ry for
l'resid ent Cl.inton .

Featuring NBC Science Correspondent Robert Bazell

[n his c a re e r with N BC News ,

and former Wh ite House Press Secretary Michael McCurry

Scicnce Correponde nt Ro be rt Haze ll

Info 237-7982

h as re ported o n e very major
bre akthrough in the fid d of scie nce
:Ull.l medicine from the transm isl>lon

o f tll(: AIDS

Drama Oub
mc:erl Holt

d:II1 g:C I'~

v iru ~

t(1 th e. pen.:eived

oJ Ce ll ular

phon e~ .

D uring

hb re mark:; at Lynn on Wnl ncsday,

February I n , llazell

ad d re ~ sell

many

tim e l y H lbj e Cls , i nc l u ding
Alzhl:il1lcr's

di sea~e

di i'>eal>l:~ ~uch a ~

an d infect io us

mad cow

dLse a~'·

and eh ola, and lOlu guests the single

Tea

most im po rtant health iss ue fo r the

'elen Ross

Ig

future will be clean water.

g
N

o

S

a
Q.

'"

'<

0 0 Wnlnesday, March 2 1, fo n n e r
Robert Baze// (center) with West Boc~ Medical Center President Richard Gold
and COO Mary Bazzica/upo, who helped sponsor Bazell's visit.

W hite J] ous(' Press Sc(,'retary Mi ke
McC urry told st ll de nts and
b e n efa ct ors h c de l ih e rat d y
refraine d from aski ng

of rhe de Hoemle Inrematlonal Center

~02

sGmdal , beca use doing so would
have left him ope n to "a basketful of
subpoenas :'
fu ns

McC urry. who now

G ras~ root s .com ,

a California

based online lobbying o rganizatio Il

Il'Ia/ Center

for Ilonprol1t and ,Id vocacy groups,
also shared so me of the more

JSe

lighthearted moments he spent in
the

102

,nvl Cent,"

P re~ i d e nt

Clinton :lbout th e Monica I.ewinsky

Clinton White

painted

a favorahle

Ho nse
picture

and
of

President George W. Blish 's tlrst few
~ te ig no rance o r U ln ton affairs c uring t/1e Impeachment saga,
Whi te House Press Secretary Mike McCurry j oked, "I looked like a complete idiot
every day ... / felt like / was double parked in the no-comment zone. "

months in office.

10th Annual International Day
Friday, March 16, 2001

iean
coj
demons who tested the devit's patience and were I
Celebrating their Dominican Republic heritage are
Leury Moreno, Karen Caleano, Jessica Rosar;,

o
o
N

II

Fawzia Alam of Bangladesh (left) and Fahad Abunayyan of Saudi Arabia (right).

Neander Olive;ra and Bel Amaral, members of the
group lambrazil, brought the energy of Brazil's trad
to the International Day celebration.

background and tl

from 73 natio ns. t:

students proudly shared tlu:ir herit
I n ivc rsity comm u n it y at Lyon

International Day on Friday, March It
Demonstrations included Japanese Kendo by Hitom; Yamazaki and
Miki Katsumata (above) and Brazilian Capoe;ra by Cleber Santos
and alumnus/graduate srudl3rlt Regina Joppert (left).

Faculty, staff and studen ts co nverged (
was transformed into a travd

o uy s~

wa tched :lnd listened to the Carihe
marvele d at the h igh·kicking

1110

SCI

cs (

International Capoeira Group, who

Brazilian martial arts. Booths p lanne ,

groups of Lynn University students ofl

home co untries. A b uffet lunch sh '

nations from the Amer icas, Euro pe ant

ernational Day
Friday, Marc h 16, 2001

Dominican Republic, masks called "diablos cojue/os, " or "limping de vils," represent
demons who t ested the devit's patience and Were kicked out of Hell with broken legs.
Celebrating their Dominican Republic heritage are (fro m left to right) Daniel Guzman,
Leury Moreno, Karen Cafeano, Jessica Rosario (masked) and Anna 5iguera.

Shari/ca Hanna-Emery and Kerry Anne Flannery
spread the luck of the Irish.

Cl
<1>

U1

"~
<1>

<:

Neander Ol/veira and Bel Amaral, members of the performance
group Lambrazil. brought the energy of Brazil's traditional dances
to the International Day celebration.

Colombia was votfi?d one of the " Most Creative and Spirited" displays
and was represented by (from left to right): Bibiana Angulo, Jonathan Orti~,
Daniel Manzano, Alfonzo Pernia (seated), a guest, Eduardo Restrepo,
Luisa Salazar, Mary Man~ano and Juan Villa .

~

g
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'th the sounds of samba and salsa music in the

"International Day started in 1991 with an advisor and 12

background and the colorful backdrop of flags

[nternational C1nb members who wanted to celebrate their

from 73 nations, Lynn University's international

cultures and heritage with the campus community," said Sheila

students proudly shared their heritage and cultures with the

Sheppard-Sciarra, Assistant Director of the Center f()r International

niversity community at Lynn University 's 10th annual
International Day on Friday, March 16.

Programs and Services.

"Since then, it has become a much

anticipated annual event that helps students and staff appreciate
and recognize the cultural differences amongst the Lynn University

Japanese Kendo by Hitomi Yamazaki and
and Brazilian Capoe ira by Cleber Santos
student Regrna Joppert (left).

Faculty, staff and students converged on the Student Center, which

family." Lynn students hail from 7.3 nations and 38 states, Sheppard-

was transformed into a travel odyssey to foreign lands. Guests

Sciarra also pointed out.

watched and listened to the Caribe septet Norberto & J\llarisela and
marveled at the high-kicking moves of Pompano Beach's To pazio

A panel of faculty and staff judges voted the country displays and

International Capoeir.1 Group, who performed tr.lditional Afro-

students costumes from Colombia , the Dominican Republic, Japan

Brazilian martial arts. Booths planned, decorated and staffed by

and Puerto Rico as "Most Creative and Spirited." Representatives

groups of Lynn University students offered a mini-tour of students'

received their awards in a special ceremony in late March.

home countries. A buffet lunch showcased foods representing
nations from the Americas, Europe and Asia.

President's Council
Recognition Dinner
Thursday, March 22, 2001

Lynn ResidenCE
Center Breaks
Tuesday, March 2 7, 2 001

ynn

University

groundhrcaking c
March

27

for

Residence Center, a nve-story, 93,410

residence hall that will house 286 stIli

Student Health Center and a Student 5(

Ruth Kraft, Benjamin Olewine, III,
Margaret Sullivan and President Ross .

when it opens for the 2002-2003 acad

Two students will share each room ,
include a private bathroom , two
connections and closets, a university
o
o

and basic cable television, in additi<.

N

amenities. The $10 million buildin i
en
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bdng constructed between de Hoernl(
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Halls on the south quadrant of the LYI1l

I"

campus, was made possible by a gift la

Chairman of the Uoard Christine E. Lyn
of the E.M . Lynn Foundation.

During her remarks at the groundbn
l.ynn credited her late husband , [
Donald and Joan Wargo with Mary and Joseph Veccia '89.

R. C. Osborne, Jamie Snyder, Mary Thom Osborne, Steve Snyder
and Jan Middlebrook.

philanthropist Eugene M. Lynn , with

creating a new residence center on c

A

embers of T h e Preside nt's

believed in Lynn as a unique institu

U nive r si[y ' ~

education takes place in a family settin

c ounc i.l,
pre m I e I'

Lynn

h l ' n e f a (. tor . s

residen(~e

hall was his dream-anoth(

organization, were honored for their ongoi n g
commitme nt to the Universit y at th
Pre sid e nt '~

CouIH:il

R c ognition

annual

Dinner

students will fed that this is home," sh,

on
The Student Health Center will

Thursday, March 22.

double the amount of space the
Universi ty

l' rc~ ident

Donald Hoss paid special

Cl

CUft

occupies, allowing for two examining 1'1

tribute to several bendilctors w ho made recent
contri b u li on ~ .

including Oversee r Alb e r t

Thornbrough, Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Olewine, Ill ,

Services Division , currently spread

Ruth Cokman and Libby Dodson. Of their support,

buildings, will be centralized into a 3,.

Ross expressed "sincere appreciation for your

foot space, creating a new Student 5ef1

confidence in LIs " and his hopt' that guests will
Jan Jessup, Wilma Elmore, He/en Ross, ColI~n Hsnnifan and
Countess Henrietta de Hoern/e.

counseling areas, and a waiting room:)

"umtinue to stand with us as we move forward to
new and challenging levels of at·complishment."

sident 's Council
:ognition Dinner
!

Thursday, March 22, 2001

Lynn Residence
Center Breaks Ground
Tuesda y, Ma rch 27, 2001

ynn

University

hosted

a

groundhreaking ceremony on
March

27

for

the

Lynn

Residence C--enter, a five-story, 93,410 square foot
reSidence hall that will house 286 students, a new
Student Health Center and a Student Services Suite
when it opc:ns for the 2002-2003 academic year.

...

Builders David Gerrits (far left) and Sean Maesel (far right) of
Gerrits Maesel, Inc. , with University architect Pat Lynch,
Christine Lynn and President Ross.

Two students will share each room , which will
include a priv,lte bathroom, two computer
connections and closets, a university phone line
and basic cable tekvision, in addition to other
amenities.

The S10 million building, which is

being constructed between de Hoernle and Trinity
Halls on the south quadmnt of the Lynn University
campus, was made possible by a gift last year from
Chairman of the Board Christine E. Lynn on behalf
of the E.M. Lynn foundation .
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During her remarks at the groundbreaking, Mrs.
Lynn credited her late husband , Boca Ratoo
Snyder. Mary Thom Osborne, Steve Snyder
and Jan Middlebrook.

philanthropist Eugene M. Lynn , with the idea of

~

"This was Gene's idea, " said Christine Lynn of her late husband's
dream for the new residence center.

o

creating a new residence c<.:nter on campus. "He

embef'
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Co unc il,
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helieved in Lynn as a unique institution where

Un ive rsit) '.s

education takes place in a family setting.This new

hC J1efactor ' s

residence hall was his dream-another way that

Lynn

ia tion , we re honored for th ei r ongoing

students will fed that this is home ," she said .

me nt to the University at the annual
nt 's
~y,

Cou ndl

Hecognition

[)inne r

on
The Student Health Center will enjoy nearly

M,lfCh 22.

douhle the amount of space the curr<.:nt facility
;ily Presidel1l [)onald Ross paid special
to several benefactors who made recent

bution s , including Overseer Al b ert

occupies, allOwing for two examining rooms, three
counseling areas, and a waiting room.Th<.: Student

Ik njamin Okwill(:, Ill,

Services Division, currently spread over two

)leman and Libby Dodson. Of their !oupport,

buildings, will be centmlized into a 3,200square-

xpressnl "sincere a pp reciatioll for your

foot space, creating a new Student Services Suite.

rough, Mr. and
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'nlT in us" and his hope that guests will
ue to
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with us as we move forward to

d challengiog levels of accomplishmenl."

2000-2001 Student Government Association President Michael Vigil
thanked Mrs_ Lynn on behalf of the entire student body
for providing much-needed living space.

Lynn University
Commencement 2001

~

Uring.. Commencement

Saturday, May 5, 200 1

exerCIses on Saturday,
May 5, Lynn University

awarded 479 degrees to the largest graduating
class in its 39-year history, a group which
included the University's first Ph.D. recipients,
two "Triple Knights" who have earned three or
more degrees at Lynn, and the oldest Lynn
graduate ever, a

78-year old

bachelor's

recipient who graduated summa cum laude.

Keynote speaker AI Roker, NBC's Today Sbow
weather reporter, delivered a "forecast for the
future,"

8
N

telling the Class of 200 I their

told graduates, "I stuck to my
and I hope you stick to yours, no matter what it is. "

extended forecast is "exceedingly bright,"
although at times rough weather can be
expected. Raker gave a hearttelt account of
his own bumpy rise to success, inspired by his
parents' sacrifice and perseverance when he
was growing up. He urged graduates to stay
trlle to their goals, offering, "When an
overweight, bald, African-American man who
wears glasses can be on the No. I morning
show in America, I tell YOll, you too can
succeed!"

The Class of 200 I included 359 bachelor
degree recipients, 90 students earning masters
degrees and 30 graduates receiving associates
degrees. However, the highlight, and a major
step forward for the institution , was the
conferring of degrees upon Lynn University's
nrst class of nine doctoral candidates. Lynn's
Ph.D. program in Educational Leadership with
a Global Perspective began in 1998 and is
designed to teach professionals to be change
agents in their workplaces.
who received an MS in Biological Tra uma,
is congratulated by his sons.

Lynn University
!encement 2001
Satu rd ay, May 5, 200 1

In his Commencement Address to fel/ow
students, Mark Sullivan summed up the
mixed emotions of leaving college behind,
saying, "Lynn has become more than just a
school, it has become my home, and the
friends I have met here I consider family. "

AI Raker told graduates, "/ stuck to my
stick to yours, no matter what it is. "
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Lauren Sdcolone (right) received her
diploma from her cousin, Lynn University
Trustee and alumnus Dan Doyle, Jr. '94 (left),

Local Motion

Melissa Crews '04 shares her
Open Mic Nigh t.

oa
N

University employees honored for 10 years of service to Lynn University at
the 2001 Employee Service Awards Breakfast. (Seated, left to right): Linda
Thompson, Sheila Sheppard-Sciarra, Barrie Tripp, Joan Ingui and Lavilla
Louis; (Standing): Pierre Esteve, Arthur Snyder. Shaun Pendleton, Peter
Gal/o, Glenn Tocscano, Diane Richard-Allerdyce and Witny E/{sca.

A Boca Raton Chamber of Commerce event
Lynn
development officer Mil/ie Rosenberg, Conservatory Concert
Manager Paula Under, Chamber Chairman J. e. Perrin of Wachovia
Bank and Lynn Media Relations Director Caro l Mandel.

Truste e Pat Rooney with Irving R. Levine,
Dean of the Lynn Col/ege of International Communications.

Lynn students
were busy
networking at
Career Expo
2001

.lmem,ore n
President of Monotsukuri Institute of Techr
President Ross; and Mr. Mitsugi Nab
Toyko Hotel Chain Co., Ltd. at a Kat
meeting in Tokyo on ,

~lissa

Local Motion

The Blue & White Club Tennis Tournament champs: Sue Merrill,
Director of the Fitness Center and Intramurals. Athletic Director
Dick Young. Bill Fash and head tennis coach Mike Perez.
Danielle Hanoud '01 is the victim of a Spring Fling
tradition, where seniors are thrown in Trinity Lake.
Crews '04 shares her
Open Mic Night.

,red for 10 years of service to Lynn University at

Lynn students
were busy
networking at
Career Expo

~

2001

N
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o

, Awards Breakfast. (Seated, left to right): Linda
Barrie Tripp, Joan Ingui and Lavilla
:steve, Arthur Snyder, Shaun Pendleton, Peter
, Diane Richard-Allerdyee and Witny Elisea .
~rd-Sdarra,

,f Commerce event brought together Lynn

Ifillie Rosenberg, Conservatory Concert
hamber Chairman J.e. Perrin of Wachovia
:iia Relations Director Carol Mandel.

8.
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Preside nt of Monot sukuri Instit ute of Technologists; Dr. Masa hide Katoh;
President Ross; and Mr. Mitsugi Nakajimi, Senior Advisor for
Toyko Hotel Chain Co., Ltd. at a Katoh-Lynn Col/ege Board
meeting in Tokyo on April 23.

The barbecue at "Beer Garden " during Spring Ring Weekend.

Pine Tree Camps at
Lynn University

Musicale Ar

Sat urday, Fe J

J une 11 - Au g ust 10, 2001

Helen Ross and Sue Merrill started
Pine Tree Camps nearly 25 years ago.

Regina Loureiro hones her acrobatic
skills at Circus Camp,

Brian Yamakosh i and his mother Aya Yamak,
Conservatory; Arnold and Marlane G
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counselors come from around the world,
and many are Lynn students.

A

Camp, campers use
equipment
and facilities of the state-of-the-art Lynn College
of International CommunicatIons .
Ml.ltl'Tle,dia

Honorary Chair Par

Ann
Margaret Mary Shuff and Mary

(9
fter summer classes ended , more than 2500
children ages
<.:ampu~

:~-14

More than 40 of the 17'5 camp counselors come from outside the

n Saturday, February 24 ,

of "M usic at Lynn L
Musciaie Americana , a

dandy" celebration of American food,

I

des<.:ended upon Lynn 's

U. S., including England, Ireland , Hoiland, Australia , Turkey,

to take part in Pine Tree Camps, a

Romania, Latvia and Scotland, and many are Lynn students who

The spirited tribute showcased Cor

stick around for the summer.

and students performing classics from

unique summer camp experience that makes use of the lush

grounds and modern facilities of Lynn University when the
campus would be otherwise empty.

benefiting the Conservatory of Music

<.:omposers such as George Ge rsl
Pine Trt:e Camps was founded in 1978 by LlJ First lady Helen

Copeland.

Ross and Sue Merrill as a summer camp for children of Lynn

raised money for valuable tuitio n sc

A traditional summer camp, Pine Tree has d,IY and half-day camp,

University faculty, administrators and staff. It was the first of its

Conservatory.

sicepover and specialty camp <.:ompont:nts, as well as a counselor

kind in the art:a, with the closest summt:r camp in Ft. Lauderdale

in-training program.

While <.:onventional day camp is the

A silent auction throug:

at that time, and the first camp in the country to offer a computer

The event was sponsored in part I

camp for children 's ages 3-4 with a sleepaway component for

provided a watch and other itt:1llS fOI

multimedia camp-where campers learned everything from

older campers. Since its inception, Pint.' Tree has grown from 26

organized by Co-Chairs Barbara Fox an

basic camera operation to video production in the Lynn College

campers enrolled in a one-week day camp session

Honorary Chairs Harold and Pat Topp(

perennial favorite, popular spe cialty camps

thi~

summer included

to

more than

of International Communkation 's state-of-the-art professional

2500 ca mpe rs over a nine-week comprehensive summer

broad<.:ast studios-and musk camp with Artist Faculty of the

program.

Univt:rsity's renowned Conservatory of Music .

Lynn University provides nearly $1 m
tuition

for students enrolkd in

Conservatory progmm. During the 20
For more information on Pine Tree Camps, call (561) 237-7310.

year, 64 gifted young musidans from

countries worked to fulfill their dre;
peIforming artists.

free Camps at
.ynn University

Musicale Americana
Saturday, February 2 4, 2001

rune 11 - August 10, 2001

Helen Ross and Sue Merril! started
Pine Tree Camps nearly 25 years ago.
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campers use the equipment
Ie state-of-the-art Lynn Col/ege
tional Communications.
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Ip counselors come from outside the

lreland , Holland , Australia, Turkey,

Id , and many are Lynn students who

r.

of Music at Lynn University hosted

dandy" celebration of American food , culture and music
benet1ting the Conservatory of Music Scholarship Fund.
The spirited tribute showcased Conservatory faculty
and students performing classics from favorite American
composers such as George Gershwin and Aaron
Copeland.

summer camp for children of Lynn

raised mone y for valuable tuition scholarships to the

ators and staff. It was the first of its

Conservatory.

A silent auction throughout the evening

Dscst summer camp in Ft. Lauderdale
The event was sponsored in part by Cartier, which

-4 with a sleepaway component for

proviJed a watch ,md other items for the auction, and

:eption , Pine Tree has grown from 26

organized by Co-Chairs Bachara Fox andAnne Green and

veek day camp session to more than

Honorary Chairs Harold and Pat Toppel.

inc-week comprehensive summer
Ly1Ul University provides nearly $1 million each year in

tuition for students enrolled in the

prestigious

Conservatory program. During the 2000-2001 academic
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Musciale Americana , a "Yankee doodle

kd in 1978 by LU First Lady Helen

Ip in the country to offer a computer

g
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n Saturday, February 24,The Conservatory

year, 64 gifted young musicians from 21 states and 13
countries worked to fulfill their dreams of becoming
performing artists.

Sergiu Schwartz, Llana Koteva, Cristial'l Mandu and Ying Chai
perform "America " from Leonard Bernstein 's West Side Story.
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" Pe ople Pitch ing In " continued from page 15

WELCOME ABOARD!
We are about to embark on a very exciting journey: the 2001-2002 Exalibu r Society year. I consider it an honor and
privilege to represent The Excalibur Society as your President and leader.
I am delighted to have such a dynamic crew joining us this year to serve as officers and boa rd members. Different
from our past years, 2001-2002 finds us with many new members who have recently joined Excalibur and immediately
stepped into a leadership role. The collective wi llingness and enthusiasm of ou r new crew on deck will inspire others
to join us as we embark again on our Society's mission to raise schola rship funds for Lynn University students.
The Excalibur Society was founded in 1992 and has grown steadily to its current enrollment of 191 mem bers and 44
Lifetime members. During the 1993-1994 year, we established the Excalibu r Society Endowed Scholarship Fund with
a principal of $50,000, which today boasts a principal of over $350,000. The interest from the endowment provides
the resources to support the Excalibur "Endowed Scholar," who is selected each year from the incoming freshman
cl ass and receives $5,000 a year for his or her entire four-year course of study.

Lilly
at Lynn
n March 28, a
sellout crowd
hailed the return

~
Ol

c

:.c
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In addition to traditional college students, the Excalibur Society also awards scholarships to learners enrolled in Lynn University's Center
fo r Professional and Continuing Education, a program that enables adults to pursue a degree required for training or career advancement.
For the 2000-2001 academic year, over $15,000 was given to these" non-traditional" students.

of Palm Beach's own Lilly

Since its founding, the Society has awarded over $100,000 in traditiona l and non-traditional scholarships and remains an important source
of financia l support for the University. As we Journey through the year, our crew is committed to canvassing the community for additional
new members and, together, we will continue to develop a strong and vi able sou rce of scholarship support for Lynn University.

luncheon of the 2000-2001
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Pulitzer's Designs at the
Excalihur Society 's third
ye a r.

Lilly Pulitzer

representative John Bourne
offt:red background on the

Please join us l

designer's
Yours sincerely,

Linda Melcer
Excallbur Sodaty Presldent

colorflll

signature prints and
Fash

introduced the latest
Lilly line,

provided

Sn ..

by The

Turtle of Dt

EXCALIBUR ACTIVITIES

Beach and me
& Co., the popular

\Vilma Elmore and Countess Henrietta

jewelry design hOllse

de HoernJe-with a spe cial Tiffany gift.

whose trademark BJue

Prior to the Tiffany presentation,

Lynn

heartfe lt sentiments were expressed by

ribbon has become an

scholarship recipients Mary Walton and

program, L

American icon of style

Shirley and Joel Sol01110n , who each

alumni

amI sophistication.

thanke d the members of the Society

m o ther/dallg

Susan Rangel , Direc

for their support and described the

teams from

tor of Tiffany 's Bal

pOSitive impact Excalibur's fllnd raising

Harbour store , prov

efforts h,IVC: had on their Lives.

review of the artisans

Managem

Jun ior League President Elizabeth
Pankey-Warren with her
daughters in tow.

the afternoon

and designs that

came

symbolize the comp

Scholarship

when

any 's renowned repu-

C

tat ion for quality and

Joan

cral'tsmanship.

As

surprised senior

guests dined on Ilinch ,

Courtney Krell

models wearing striking Tiffany jewels

by a nnouncing

made their w,ly around the room.

the Society will

Back row: Haydeh Pullen and Joan Wargo;
front row: scholarship recipients Joel and
Shirley Solomon and Mary Walton.

~----------~--------~------------~
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sity ' s Fash

Box with the white

ided an historical

Blue Boxed
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ed by stud-e nt

FollOWing the rctrospeClive, Rangel

h

a
Wargo

provide

her

ver 1;0 guests attended the

recognized three of the Excalibllr

with a $; ,000

Februaq' 2Rth Excalibur

SOCiety honorary members who were

scholarship

Ilincheon featuring Tifbny

in

towards her

attendance-Christine

E. Lynn ,

JlInior Leagw
Boca Raton.
The highlig

EXCALIBUR ACTIVITIES

R.D!

Master's degree at Lynn.

Krell was

named

Excalibur

the

1997-1998

Scholar and finished her degree in only
three years. The additional grant will

Jciety year. I consider it an honor and

bring her total scholarship to $20,000,
the amount the Society traditionally
awards

,fficers and boa rd memb ers. Different

to

its

annual

ExcaJibur

2ntly joined Exca libur and immediately

Scholarship recipient.

Jr new crew on deck wil l inspire others

Wargo introduced two of the year's

ds fo r Lynn University st uden ts.

non-traditional scholarship recipients:

nt en rollmen t of 191 members and 44

xiety Endowed Scholarship Fund with
nterest from the endowment provides

Lilly
at Lynn

Althea McLeary, a single mother who
works full time, and Elisabetta Misel, a

n March 28, a

ach year from t he incoming freshman

In addition ,

mother and teacher's aide in the Palm

members, providing a humorous and

Beach School District.

entertaining
The

hailed the return

'ed for tra ining or career advancement.

glimpse

into

their

characte rs and pexsonalities.

scllout crowd
~rs enro lled in Lynn Universi ty's Center

A special presentation was made to members
rotating off the Excalibur Board, including Regina Vetto,
Rosemary Cook and Adele Barrett.

luncheon

began

with

the

of Palm Reach 's own Lilly

introduction of the newly elected

Pulitzer's Designs at the

2001-2002 board members and new

Excalibur Society's third

President Linda Melcer, who on behalf

ships and re mains an important source

lunche on of the 2000-2001

of the entire Society thanked outgoing

nvassing the commun ity for add itiona l

yea r.

President

J support for Lynn University.

re prese ntative John Bourne

Yours sincerely,

Linda Me/cer
Excalibur SDciety President

Lilly Pulitzer

for

her

to the

offe red background on t he

mission of the Society over the past
year. In addition, the Society honored

color f ul

Dale Vogel from Gerald Steven Florists

signature prints and
Fashion management students Shana Sgrignuoli and Gisella
Sotolongo with Kristin Calder (center).

introduced the latest
provided
by The
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Turtle of Delray
Beach and model
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handwriting analyst
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psychological

Courtney Krell
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by announcing
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the Society will

samples and signatures of President

Excalibur scholarships have been in

her

Richard Nixon and Princess Diana,

helping them reach their educational

with a $5 ,000

among others. Lipet dedicated the last

goals, advance

scholarship

half of his presentation

ultimately, better provide for their

towards

handwriting of guests and Society

provide
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Lynn alumna
Heidi (Ladika) Cipolla '90.
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mother/daughter

the aft e rnoon
came

pursuing degrees through the Center

sity's Fashion
program, Lynn

sitive impact Excalibur's fund raising

Scholarship recipients Drew
Connelly and Andria Mills, who are
for Professional and Continuing

alumni

thei r support anel described the

flowers for luncheon programs

Society

Univer

irley and Joel Solomon, who each

Ulked the members of the Society

for the regular donation of centerpiece
througbout the year.

lolarship re cipients Mary \Valton and

have had on their lives.

Pullen

d es igner' s

Lilly line,
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Hayd e h

leadership and dedication

to

analyzing the

families.

their careers

and,

EXCALIBUR ACTIVmES

objective: to raise $100,000 through

Excalibur
Board Takes
Action
n

May

4, the

Excalibur

Cynthia McCauley, Chief Financial

education and the Excalibur Society :

ambitious increase of $25,000 over last

Offic e r of West Boca Medical Cen te r,

Lynn University. Excalibur pins co

year's net total of $75,000.

will serve as Chair of the event.

from the planning session are the

second year with an elegant fashion

luncheon programs throughout It

creation

prese ntation.

year.

of

a

special

lifetime

membership pin and plans for a

he ld a mini-re tre at at the

planned giving seminar in November.

at

month

In addition to creating tl'

Extravaganza tickets are $75 each.

lifetime pin, the Society will host or

For more information, please call

exclusive Life Me mbe r event e af

The first-ever Board retreat was so

For more information on becoming

was facilitated by Judith Chason of the

hold it on an annual basis in the future.

Life Membe r or if you are already a Li

relationship

to

the

University's institutional goals and
established its 2001-2002 activities and

Q)

fund raising objectives.

ver

academic year include membership
development and

enhanced

programming. The Society intends to
increase $100 annual memberships
from 191 women last year

to

275

during 2001-2002. In addition, under
the leadership of new Life Membership
Chair Charlotte Robinson, the Society
hopes

to

double

memberships from 50

$1,000
to

life

100. As part

of the membe rship campaign , the
Excalibur Socie ty for the first time will
hold two membership teas, the first in
Octobe r and a second in the home of
UJ

Fir~t

Lady Helen RosS in December.

In an effort to increase the quality of
Excalibur programming, the Society
will

hold

only

thre e

general

th e

Excalibur
several
announce me nts

calendar year.

he

Excalibur

Society

summer,

the

community friends to learn

made

about the tax advantages of charitable

exciting
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giving

and

the

The

decision to reduce the numb e r of
luncheons
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speake rs,

attract larger crowels of _)00-400 guests
to

each meeting and secure corporate

underwriting
programs.
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April 's

meeting

will

informational

giving o n Friday, November 9, from

Margaret Mary Shuff, President and
Publisher of JES Publishing, has been

session

on

9:00-11 :00 a.m. in the Christine Room
on campus.

The seminar, which is

chair of the popular

being held in conjunction with the

pre-holiday luncheon and shopping

unveiling of the University's new
progt~lln,

fete benefiting the Excalibur Society's

planned giving

endowed scholarship fund. Shuff is the

Society, will feature speake rs from the

publishe r of Boca Raton Magazine and

law firm of Elk, Bankier & Christll anel

last year, with her husband John,

Northern Trust Bank and is open to all

the Legacy

receive d Lynn University's coveted

members of the Soc ie ty and their

Boca Raton Award for service to the

guests.
If you are interested in attending

this session and you would like to have
a specific topic addressed, please call
(561) 237-7982.

Pin
It For Life
ife Members have always been a
ve ry important

part of the

Excalibur Society and thb year
th e Society is making it a point to
honor and

recognize

them. Now,

existing Life Members, as w e ll as new

Board, as well as pay tribute to

and current members making a lifetime

outgoing officers.

gift of $1,000, wili have the

During

the
one

retreat,

the

Board

major fundraising

ca

planned

highlight the incoming President and

announced

pleas e

benefits of good

membership luncheons this year in
January, February and March.

pin,

2 :~7-7982.

financial planning by attending an

held onWednesday, Nove mber 28.
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Excalibur
(561)

is

Annual Holiday Extravaganza to be

named

Member and would like to purchase;

encouraging its members and

Society

regarding

(561) 237-7982.

A Game Plan
for Giving
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You Drop

Specific priorities for the 2000-2001
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N
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sllccessful, the Society has decided to

~

o
o

purchase

the strategic planning session, which

Society's

CL
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who

She raton Hotel in Boca Raton. During
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il

tho~

Saks Fifth Avenue is returning for the

Society Board of Directors

Lynn University's mission and the

-"

$72 and will be presented to

Other new initiatives that resulted

County, the Society Board reviewed

CJl

signifying their commitment to high'

the annual Holiday Extravaganza, an

Jewish Federation of Palm Beach

c

community.

oppo rtunity to purchase a unique,
specially

designed

14k gold

pin,

Back row: Colleen Hannifan, Renee Snyder,
Jaeger, Ba rbara Fox, Sally Shutt, Joan War,
Linda Meleer an

EXCAl lBUR ACTIVITIES

I11mUI1 i ty.

signifying their commitment to higher

Cynrhia McCauley, Chief Financial

education and the Excalibur Society at

fleer of West Boca Medical Center,

Lynn University. Excalibur pins cost

II serve as Chair of the event.

$72 and will be presented to those

~aks

Fifth Avenue is returning for the

:ond year with an elegant fashion
~sentation .

who

purchasc

them

at

monthly

luncheon programs throughout the
year.

lifctime pin, the Society will host one

r more information, please call

exclusive Life Member event each

61) 237-7982.

calendar year.

~

Life Member or if you are already a Life

Excalibur

Society

Member and wfluld like to purchase an
Excalibur
(561) 237-7982.

FmST VICE PRESIDENT-WAYS & MEANS CHAIR: ...... Sally Shutt
SECOND VICE PRESIDENT-MEMBERSHIP CHAIR: June Rudolph

For more int(Jrmation on becoming a

he

PRESIDENT: ....................... Linda Me1cer, Nonhern Trust Bank

In addition to creating the

Extravaganza ticke ts are $75 each .

Game Plan
or Giving

2001·2002 Excalibur
Society Board of Directors

pin,

please

RECORDING SECRETARY: ............................. Colleen Hannifan
CORRESPONDING SECRETARY: ............... Etta Schaeffer Jaeger

call

TREASURER: .......... .............................................. .. Joan Wargo

is

BOARD OF DIRECTORS:

encouraging its members and

Yvonne Boice
Barbara Fox
Julie Meyerson
Mary Ann Perper
Renee Snyder

community friends to learn

lUt the tax advantages of charitable
ing aod
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of good

ancial planning by attending an

Drmational

session

on

planned

ing on Friday, November 9, from

EX-OFFICIO B OARD MEMBERS:

0-11:00 a.m. in the Christine Room

Carolyn Dencker
Haydeh Pullen

campus.

The seminar, which is

ng held in conjunction with the

HONORARY BOARD M EMBERS:

veiling of the University's new
nned giving program , thc Lcgacy

:iety, will feature speakers from the

, firm of Elk, Bankier & Christu and

rthern Trust Bank and is open to all

Back row: Colleen Hannifan, Renee Snyder, Carolyn Dencker, Mary Perper, Etta Schaeffer
Jaeger, Barbara Fox, Sally Shutt, Joan Wargo and Pat Ciasulli; front row: Haydeh Pullen ,
Linda Meleer and June Randolph.

Kathy Assaf
Wilma Elmore
Countess Henrietta de Hoernle
Olive Johnson
Christine E. Lynn

mbers of the Society and their

:sts.

; session and you would like to have
pecific topic addressed, please call
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SUPPORT EDUCATION AND MAKE NEW FRIENDS

~in

t For ife
if<: Members have always been a
very

important part of the

Excalibur Society and this year
Society is making it a point to
lOr and

recognize them. Now,

sting Life Members, as weJJ as new

I currcnt members making a lifetime
I

of $1,000, will have the

The Excalibur Society was founded in 1992 by women in
our community, to raise scholarship dollars for students to
attend Lynn University in Boca Raton. Since its founding ,
the Society has raised over $300,000, and their good works
help to ensure that a quality education is accessible to
deserving students .
We invite you to become a part of this wonderful group and
participate in our exciting luncheon/ lecture programs and
special events, such as the annual Holiday Extravaganza. So
please call today. The Excalibur Society at Lynn University
is a great way to support education and make new friends.

10rtunity to purchase a unique ,

:cially

designed

14k gold

pin,

For more information please call (561) 237-7982.
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change in destinations

to travel to Israel and I

the

experience
we had.

By Hillary HUnter '01

The site of the March.

Hope

portion

However, because of

the time, the portion i

Carla Lucioni, art
therapy major

be cancelled. Ironically
the trip was to m
Holocaust is never for

today fighting is still going
the world.
Arriving in Krakow, Poland
expecting to encounter such

experience. In no way co

imagined what we were in SI

buses equipped with Polish I

,lrOlll1d rhe world were showl
t

never cxpected to come in c

o

~

Rwanda ," explained Lynn Un

'"
Q

Ludwig '00. "Meeting thes(

8

experiencing these places reir

N

killing of innocent people has
One thing every single parti

In May, sixtelm stud(mts from Lymr CJlIltJersity a"d IIelgbborlllg Florida AtlmrUc a,,/versity took part
the MaI'cb ofRemembrance a"d lIope. (I week-lotlg ed"calirmal jOll,.IIey tbrollgh PolmltJ, marked by
a 2-mile, soul-seat'cbing walk from Au.schwitz COllcelltratioll camp to the ovens of BJrketUltI to reft'ace
lbe last steps ~rm&re Ihim a milllolljews who died there,
ill

'1'0

say the Holocaust was a horrible event in
hi~t.orv would be a terrible understatement. In

all have the power to bring

the computer software progr;l111 W1I1dows 98

On May 14th, 2001, 360

the thesaurus, which is Widely lIsed by university

students from 23 countries

students tbroughout the country, does not even

embarked on the mission of

recognize the word ·holocaust'. Although to many this

a lifetime called the March

is nothing out of the ordinary, after my trip to Poland as

of Remembrance and Hope,

a part of the March of Remembrance and Hope,

a peace initiative sponsored

I find

To be with 350
students and 50 chaplains

to an end : hate.

learned all we can get
out of books and
lectures about the
Holocaust. Now we're
Auschwitz barracks.

seeing the reality of it,

this

by the Center for the Study

outrageous.

of Jewish Heroism/March of

and as musicians we

the

can perfornl and

Does

my

Living

Internarional

generation

based in Tel Aviv, Israel. Nine

recognize or

Lynn University students

and faculty members from

even

ack

and alumni took part in this

23 countries for nine days

nowledge the

incredible leadership

horrors of the

experience, thanks to the

Holocaust?

Boca Raton-based League for

visiting the death and

I think we've

express what we've
seen w ith music.
-

Alex Smith, who played the viola
with the Conservatory quartet

Millions of

Educational Awareness of the Holocaust (LEAH), who

innocent

brought the opportunity to schools i.n South Florida ,lI1d

Poland was one of the most

people

sponsored the educational component of the trip.

profound and touching

different races

experiences of my life.

were

concentration camps in

-

Father Martin Devereaux,
Lynn University Chaplain

and

of

religions

Before departing on the emotionally-charged and
challenging journey, we met on a monthly basis with

brutally

March organizers and peers from neighboring florida

murdered

Atlantic University (FAll) to discuss isslIcs we would all

because of rhe

f:lce and d eal with on our pilgrimage. One subject that

onc thing we

many students felt needed to be discussed was the

It's like
there are not
even enough

change in destinations that affected a
key part of the March 's purpose.

words t o

Originally, the March was scheduled

describe the

to travel to Israel and Poland to fultlll

experience

the

-

portion

of the

trip .

However, because of the fighting at

we had.
site of the March .

Hope

the time, the portion in Israel had to

Carla Lucioni, art
therapy major

be cancelled . Ironically, lhe mission of
the trip was to make sure the
Holocaust is never forgotten, and yet

today fighting is still going on throughout
the world.
Arriving in Krakow, Poland, we were not
expecting to cncoUJ1ter such a life-changing
experience . 111 no way could we have
imagined what wc were:: in st.ore for. On 10
buses equipped with Polish guides, we stude nts from

we must teach thc world about the past so that we can

around thc world were shown the remnants of hate. "I

have a peaceful future. As the founder and President of

never expected to come in contact with people from
Rwanda," explained Lynn University alumnus Jennifer

the Center for the Study of Jewish Heroism/
March of the Living said , "The Holocaust is not only a

Ludwig '00. "Meeting these p e ople and together

Jewish issue; it is a universal issue. Let

LIS

learn from the

experiencing these places reinforces the idea that mass

past so that a more humane, tolerant and

killing of innocent people has to come

just society may evolve for the bendlt of all."

to

an end."

Today, when people think of the word Holocaust, they
often think of the movie Schindler's List. After seeing the
barracks of Auschwitz and the crematoriums of
Birkenau, all I can think of are the innocent lives that
were taken . It is important for the children of the world

ItlanJJc U,,/vers;()' took par'
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with the Conservatory quartet
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tal component of the trip.
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leers from neighboring Florida

) to discuss isslies we would all

ur pilgrimage . One subject that
ded to be discussed was the

Lynn University Chaplain Father Martin Devereaux,
shown here with Holocaust survivor Steve Berger,
provided spiritual guidance to students
throughout the March.

Ideally, the Fulbright

1)11.

The European plan
to offer Master'S and
Bachelor'S degrees
equivalent to those
found
in
the

,JI~NNII~I~II

American higher
eclucation syste m is
just one change that
may offer German
students a better
opportunity to study
or work abroad.

experience is intended to

counterparts and like-minded Fulbrighters ,
effective international exchange

international relations, perhaps the most fas(

appreciation of the world's

the Fulbright was the opportunity to eXl

social issues and solution

social and political reality of a country that I
about.

processes. However, it also

forward to discussing with my students. TI

causes one to reflect on the

There are two imprt:ssions that standi

rose that I observed at the base of a hust of ~

is respectfully displayed on a street that

American way of doing

Apparently, ten years after the fall of th

things from a more distant

Conversely, it
is
perspective.
hoped that students
from the United
States might be
more inclined to
seek a high
quality education in (jermany if they know their degree will he
recognized when they return home in search of employment.

reunification of Germany, the principle aut
Nlanifesto still has admirers. The secol1(l

dome and clear plexi-g1ass walls that simll

reveal the main legislative chamber of til(
house of parliament. It

League of citics, was our tinal stop. Here we visited an anomaly in

their elected officials at work and, at least

OV('I<III , I would descrihe the fulbright e1
awards arc available for students, f:leulty

variety of categories including lecturing all

charges tuition of US $7,000. And although its doors opened less

interested in expanding your horizons and

than a year ago, there are already more applicants than spaces

understanding, applying for a Fulbright shou
"to do " list.

available .

strategy for

undoubtedly our most lively. Together with students, I:lculty and the

awareness of the Fulbright

scholarship progrdm among faculty and students last fall.

Given the novelty of this concept coupled with its

;1

distinctly American approach to education , this session was

In

Dean of the school, we engaged in a lengthy discussion that

addition
to sending emails, posting flyers and hosting workshops, I
'
decided to apply for an award myself. I figured: at best, I would

examined the merits ami demerits of tuition, English-language hased

accomplish an unrealized professional goal amI. al worst, I would

partner law school.

gain sigllitlcant insight into the application and selection process

defended the concept of tuition and , in one case, even championed

and, therefore, be of greater assistance to prospective applicants at

the necessity for it.

Lynn .

most rewarding professional opportunities

Contrary 10 the prevailing educational culture , the institution

s the newly apPointe.d fulbright Campus Representative, I
chose to illCOrpOf'dte a rather unusual element into my
promoting

allows the

Germany: the first private law school , cstablished in August 2000.

N

1

Iitel~llIy

openness and transparency in government.

The cosmopolitan city of Hamburg, part of the old Hanseatic

8

strdlegie~

provide one with a deeper

Dr. Gerz-Esca ndon is Director of Lynn's C,
Intern at iona l Programs and Services.

curriculum and the mandatory second year abroad at a foreign
Surprisingly, the law students uniformly

These brief highlights represent only a fraction of the

The hest case scenario prevailed. During the fU'st two weeks of

presentations , tours , briefings, recitals and receptions that

c)

ver the summer, business profes~

history profeSSor John Pickering led
international study tour of Wester

immerse them in European culture and histo

May, I had the honor of representing Lynn University as a Fulbright

comprised the 2001 Fulbright "Seminar for U.S. Administrators in

group toured Brussels, Belgium ; Stuttg;u

Scholar in the "Seminar for U.S. Administrators in International

International Education." However, it is hlir to say that each stop

Switzerland; and Paris, Fl<lJ1ce, in what inten

Education 2001 ," a program sponsored annually by the Fulbright

during our two-week seminar seemed to surpass the previous one.

[",llIla Santos called "a very rich experience."

Commission in Germany.

It gives 25 participants from colleges

The benetlts of the Fulbright arc both institutional ami individual.

Participating students were themselves a

and universities throughout the United States the opportunity to

Institutionally, each time a Lynn t:lCulty or administrator travels

originally from countries including Portug

engage in an in-depth study of the issues, challenges and

abroad as a Fulbright scholar, it results in higher visibility and greater

Turkey, Guatemala, Aruba and the U.S. A ma

Furthermore, the Fulbright

to hring students of a variety of cultures to

This year the progrdm began in Berlin. Two days of presentations

office in Berlin will now maintain information on Lynn University for

opportunity to relate to ami learn from one:

and policy hriel1ngs by academics and education ministers prepared

the purpose of promoting Lynn to prospective students seeking to

the group dynamic, "Each person brought

opportunities currently facing the German higher education system.

name recognition for the University.

us for discussions about the financial

study in the United States . Each year, seminar

points of view that helped

chalIel\ges that German reunification

participants arc asked to bring copies of their

us

academic catalogs for expressly this purpose.

different

poses to state-run higher education. This

As a professor of

better

understand
cultures

and

international relations,

Moreover, as a consequence of Lynn's

lifestyles, especially as we

involvement in the program , we Illay be

explored Some of the most

local government funding, rather than

perhaps the most

invited by the Fulbright Commission to host

fascinating cities in Europe."

tuition, to support their entire operation.

fascinating fringe benefit of
the Fulbright was the

a portion of the visit by German international

Dr. Pickering, too , was

situation is particularly acute in Berlin
where two major universities depend on

It is worth noting that tuition-free higher
education is the norm in Germany and
professors are considered civil servants
that enjoy a high social status.
Our next destination was Rostock, a city
located on the Baltic Sea in a state that was
formerly part of the German Democf'dtic
Republic. Against this backdrop, our
conversations turned to the issues of
internationalization and student exchange.

pleased

educators when they come to America.
At the individual level , there are also

with

the

group 's camaraderie and

opportunity to experience

numerous benefits. In my capacity as

cohesiveness.

Director of the Center for International

Noreio and

first hand the social and

Progrdms and Services, 1 now possess a solid

daily impressed with the

political reality of a country

understanding
opportunities

of

the

involved

challenges
in

and

establishing

bonds

the

created

"Both Dr.
myself were
students

and

their

that I had previously only

student and faculty exchanges with German

read about.

universities. On a rdated note, I now have an

all

members

in

established

group activities. "

He

network

of

international

efforts

10

include

Ideally, the Fulbright
counterparts and like-minded Fulbrighters with whom 1 can devise

experience is intended to

effective international exchange stnltegies.

provide one with a deeper

international relations, perhaps the most faScinating fringe benefit of

appreciation of the world's

social and political reality of a country that 1 had previously only read

social issues and solution

about.

processes. However, it also

forward to discussing with my students. The t1rst was a single red

causes one to reflect on the

As a professor of

the FlIlbright was the opportunity to experience first hand the

There are two impressions that standout and which 1 look
rose that 1 observed at the base ofa bust of Karl Marx. The sculpture
is respectfully displayed on a street that also bears his name.

American way of doing

Apparently, ten years after the 'fall of the Berlin Wall and the

things from a more distant
perspective.

reunification of Germany, the principle author of The Communist
Manifesto still has admirers. The second was the immense glass
dome and clear plexi-glass walls that Simultaneously enclose and

States might be
seek a high

;crmany if they know their degree will be
return home in search of employment.

reveal the main legislative chamber of the Reichstag or German
house of parliament. It literdlly allows the German people to see

In front of t he Eiffel Tower, (front row): Omar De Souza,
Can Sonmez and Jan Schreiber; (back row): Eric Reichelt, Paula Santos,
Arturo Paiz, Jessica Rosario, Nashica Jackson, Ezine Ng, Carissa Boeh m,
Kemet Koc and Seda Tu rhan.

continued , "They on the whole provided substance to our mission

their elected oft1cials at work and, at least symbolically, it implies

to encour.lge developmcnt of the total person able to operdte in an

openness and transparency in government.

interdependent world."

:ity of Hamburg, part of the old Hanseatic

Overall , 1 would describe the Fulbright experience as one of the

The trip began in Brussels with briefings from representatives of
the European Union , a visit to NATO headquarters and presentation

ur tiilal stop. Here we visited an anomaly in

most rewarding professional opportunities 1 have had. Fulbright

rate law school, established in August 2000.

awards are availahle for students, faculty and ,ldministrators in a

by the speech writer for the Secretary General , and stopS at

railing educational culture, the institution

variety of categories including lecturing and research. If you are

various World War 1 historical Sites, including the battletields of leper

P ,OOO. And although its doors opened less

interested in expanding your horizons and deepelling your global

and a museum containing the only W\.Vl trenches still in existence.

e arc already more applicants than spaces
novelty of this concept coupled with its
lpproach to education, this session was
lively. Together with students, faculty and the
wc engaged in a lengthy discussion that
ld demerits of tuition , English-language based
Ilandatory second year abroad at a foreign
Surprisingly, the law students uniformly
of tuition and , in one case, even championed

understanding, applying for a Fulbright should be at the top of your

In Germany, the group took a close look at the German

"to do" list.

automobile industry, visiting the Mercedes Benz and Porsche

Dr. Gerz-Escandon is Director of Lynn 's Center for
Internationa l Programs and Services.

display. "We saw some of the t1rst cars ever made," he exclaimed. "At

museums . Trip participant Arturo Paiz was awed by the cars on
the Porsche museum, we saw the Porsche Spider and the 959, only
200 of which were built."
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trip was an extended tour of a Daimler-Chrysler engine plant.

ver the summer, business professor Halph Nol'cio and

"Students were able to actually see tirst-hand concepts we had

history professor John Pickering led 21 Lynn students in an

studied in the classroom," he explained.

c)
.

According to Dr. Norcio, the highlight of the German leg of the

international study tour of Western Europe designed to

A special focus on human services characterized the study tour in

receptions that

immerse them in European culture and history. From June 2-1 S, the

Geneva, as the group visited the International Red Cross Museum

"Seminar for U.S . Administrators in

group toured Brussels , 1klgium; Stuttgart , Germany ; Geneva,

and received a pOignant brieting at the United N,\tions Commission

n." However, it is fair to say that each stop

Switzerland ; and Paris, France, in what international business major

on Human Rights. They also met up with Lynn

Alper

g

,emimlr seemed to surpass the previous onc.

Paula Santos called "a very rich experience."

Benardete '99, a portfolio manager for a S,,'Viss bank, who provided
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ights represent only a fraction of the
briefings, recitals and
~ulbright

gl~lduate

iulbright are both institutional and individual.

P'drticipating students were themselves an international bunch,

me a Lynn faculty or administrator trdvels

originally from countries including Portugal, Jamaica, Singapore,

Lynn 's Eurotour concluded in Paris, where the group spent a

cholar, it results in higher visibility and greater

Turkey, Guatemala, Aruba and the U.S. A major goal of the trip was

morning at IBM 's European headquarters learning about e-business

the University. Furthcrmore , the Fulbright

to bring students of a variety of cultures together, giving them an

and e-learning and visited major historical and eulturdl landmarks

.v maintain int()rmation on Lynn University for

opportunity to relate to and learn from one another. Said Santos of

including Nou'e Dame Cathedral , the Eit1'el Tower, l'Arc de Triumph,

,ting Lynn to prospective students seeking to

the group dynamiC, "Each person brought to the group unique

and the Moulin Rouge. The trip capped off with a hike to the Saere

background on the private banking sector of Geneva.
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study in the United States. Each year, seminar

points of view that helped

Coeur Basilica and a

participants are asked to bring copies of their

us

Seine River cruise.

academic catalogs for expressly this purpose.

different

and

In the end , Paiz

Moreover, as a consequence of Lynn's

lifestyles, especially as we

expressed sentiments

involvement in the program, we may be

explored some of the most

shared

invited by the Fulbright Commission to host

fascinating cities in Europe."

participants ,

a portion of the visit by German international

understand
cultures

At the individual level, there are also
benefits. In my capaCity as

with

by

all

the

"This trip was one of

Dr. Pickering, too, was
pleased

educators when they come to America.
numerous

better

the

the best experiences

group 's camaraderie and

of my lite." He went

coh esiveness.

on

"Both Dr.

to

joke,

"I'm

Director of the Center for International

Norcio and

Programs and Services, I now possess a solid

daily impressed with the

incomplete

bonds

dass so I can take it

undersmnding
opportunities

of

the

involved

challenges
in

and

establishing

myself were

the

created

their

student and t;lculty exchanges with German

efforts

universities. On a related note, 1 now have an

all

members

in

established

group activities. "

He

network

of

international

to

planning to take an

students

and

include

in

again next year! "
At NATO, (kneeling): Demet Koc, Can Artam, Can Sonmez, Adil Avunduk and Jessica
Rosario; (standing): Ezine Ng, Ashlie Thomas, Seda Hurhan , Michael Schlossberg, Nicholas
Varel, Seda Un/u, Esi Ozkura, Robert Ayers, Carissa Boehm, Arturo Paiz, Jeffrey John, Jan
Schreiber, Paula Santos, Eric Reichelt and Nashica Jackson .
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\Vhen ~1atthew Overmann came to Lynn University,
he didn 't realize just how far he would travel. The
1,500-mile move from his home in Jefferson City,
Missouri , was just the heginning of the personal
journey Matt would make over the next four years.
"Coming to Lynn University was the hest decision I
have ever made in my entire lite," says Overmann, a May
2001 graduate. As a graduating high school senior in
May 1997, he had researched many different
universities throughout the country. He chose I.ynn
University for many reasons: "Lynn was a small private
school that provided the benefits of a more
personalized approach to learning , an excellent
communications program , and one of the hest soccer
teams in the nation," he recalls.
Growing up in a family of seven, M;ltt learned the
value of close relationships and the importance of
individual attention. His two hrothers and two sisters
r:lI1ge in age from 16 to 29, with Matt falling in the
middle at 22 . So, the chance to work with his
professors on a one-on-one basis and the small class
sizes were important factors, he says.
At Lynn, Matt participated in several intramural
sports, worked as a lifeguard at the niversity pool and
enjoyed attending many University athletic events.
Soon after making the move from Missouri, he fdt right
at home, finding that, "Everyone was extremely
friendly."
Matt began college as a communications major
because he enjoyed public speaking. However, over
the course of his t1rst two years his goals changed ,
and so did his declared concentration. Switching
to Business Management, he searched for a
learning opportunity outside of the classroom.
He wanted to work for an organization that
would help him learn the fundamentals of a
husiness environment and soon found success as
part of a work-study program offered at MDNA
Marketing Systems, working as a part-time
secretarial assistant to the regional director. His
responsibilities included providing general
office support to the regional director,
learning MBNA policies and procedures ,
and building resources for problem
solving. Over the course of his
internship, he established an
innovative inventory checklist
that continues to improve the
efticiency and control of office
supplies at MBNA today.
Matt spent two consecutive
summers interning at MBNA to
meet requirements for his Business
Management degree , working in key
operating area:>, including outward
telemarketing. During the tenure of his

work-study arrangement, he completed 14 husiness
classes offered by MBNA, ranging from growing the
company to business writing, gaining further valuable
business insight and experience.
Despite juggling a busy schedule of classes at Lynn
and work at MBNA, Matt still found time to volunteer
in community organizations, a value he learned from
his parents. His father, who earned a master's degree in
social work, has had a long career with the Missouri
Department of Mental Health. His mother is a nurse
who works with an obstetrician and assists in surgery
at St. Mary's Health Center in Jefferson City.
With community service a personal priority, Matt
tutored children at the Boys and Girls Club of Palm
Beach County, helping get local youth involved with
sports. At the Tropical Flowering Tree SOciety of Palm
Beach County, he volunteered as a landscaper and
eventually became the head of the Finance Committee.
He was abo active in environmental activities ;It Lynn
University.

The MBNA Tropical Flowering Tree Park Crew in June
2000, in cluding Matt Overmann (second row, far right).

Matt 's experience at MBNA and his community
involvement made him a strong candidate for MBNA's
12-month Management Development Program. A high
point in his college career, Matt was one of 32 college
grdduates chosen from 350 highly qualitkd applicants
for the program this year.
After spending the summer with his family in
Missouri, Matt once again made a long distance move,
this time to Wilmington, Delaware. Starting the MBNA
Management Development Program in August 200 I ,
Matt has begun training in every area of the company,
working alongside senior managers to develop a
keener understanding of MBNA's procedures and
values.
After completing the program , Matt hopes for the
opportunity to manage his own team. He enjoys
working with people and is anxious to help others
realize their own goals. As for long-term plans, Matt
looks forw iLrd to a prosperous and fu1t1lling career that
includes increased responsibility and, eventually, a
senior leadership position with MBNA.
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By Charles Kuhn, Library Director
The Lynn University Lihrary has received many
accolades for its resources and technologies, most
recently receiving a commendation from the
University's accrediting hody for its Information
Litnacy Program. This honor is not surprising, given
the efforts of Faculty Lihr.lI'ian Patricia Presti , who has
focused most of her attention on developing the
Information Literacy Program since her arrival on
campus in 1999.
The Lynn Libr.lry is rapidly changing to meet the
information needs of our students, and Patricia is at the
ti.lrcfront of this movemenr . The Information Literacy
Program she has spearheaded is a focal part of this
effort and an important component of the academic
suppOrt services offered at Lynn. With her instruction,
students learn how to maneuver in the chaotic world
of academic research by developing the skills to
identify, locate , evaluate and usc information sources.
Driven by a pervasive information technology hase
(machine~ and software); changes in the nature of
scholarly puhlishing and the organization of
knowledge; and Ihe explosive growth of web
resources, the Lihnlry has embraccd this new mission.
To meet this demand, Patricia has quickly extended her
role as aggregator and organizer of knowledge
resources to include instruction in the succcssful
navigation of today's global information networks.
Patricia came to SOLlth [,lorida from her home in
Toronto, Canada, after obtaining a Masters of
Inti)rmation Studies at the University of Toronto.
Patricia's career path includes some rather interesting
turns that have proven very beneficial to Lynn. After
receiving her Bachelor of Arts from the Univcrsity of
Waterloo, she worked for Ogilvy & Mather, one of the
world 's largest marketing and public relations firms ,
honing her graphics and marketing abilities.
Patricia tlrst hecame awan;: of Lynn while working as
the community outreach librarian tilr the City of
Hialeah Library, where she created and maintained the
City's web site. She also created a winning grJnt
proposal that took her to Washington state to receive a
generous donation frolll the Bill & Melinda Gates
Foundation to support the acquisition of information
technology in Hialeah.
Since her arrival at Lynn, Patricia has been in
constant fast forward motion . In addition to helping
students in the Information Liter.lcy Program, she
creates all of the libnlry 's promotional materials, and
last year, oversaw the libr.lry web site during the
University's transition to a new web design. When she
is not preparing a lecture or aSSisting students in the
reference area, she represents the Iibr.lry on the

Patricia Presti advises students on how to utilize the many information
resources available in the Lynn Library.

University 's Institutional Effectiveness Committee. In
February, Patricia used her communications and
commllllity outreach backgrollnd to organize and
promote Friends of Ihe Library, a volunteer fundraising
organization whose purpose is to provide extra
support for the Lynn Library.
In keeping with her professional development goals,
Patricia has begun a master's degree program in
distance learning from Canada 's Athahasca University.
Established in September 1994, Athabasca's Master of
Distance Education (MDE) is one of the oldest graduate
programs in distance education. Patricia's pursuit of
this degree has already benefited Lynn in the form of a
web-based component she designed to complement
the Information Literacy Prognull.
Lest you think Patricia is all work and one
dimensional , read on. Recently Patricia, who comes
from a traditional Italian famlly, learned to belly dance
from one of South Florida's leading proponents of the
ancient art and experts on its correlation to healthful
posture. She is also pursing a lifelong dream of
hecoming a virtuoso on the drums, ;1 la Buddy Rich or
Ringo Starr.
Perhaps she will share with us these
talents at a future Friends of the Lihrary event!
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By Vicky Grogg

University, he says, was an easy one.

year,

McKee's

wanted to stay close to his home in Boca

and feels he would never have been able to

When others doubted that he coulu

gr,llld1l1other was diagnosed with breast

Raton, and the small class sizes made for

complete medical school without their

successfully complete medical school, he

cancer and his mother gave birth to his

an ideal environment for signing and lip

help. "I'd have been short-changed in the

pcrsisted.

Becoming a doctor was his

baby brother. "It ,.vas a time where I saw

reading.

dream , and he let nothing-not even the

both the joys and sadness of medidne,"

personal attention from teachers that

amount of information I was able to get ," he
explains .
While working at a clinic in Rochester

Michael McKee follows his instiners.

During

the

same

"Small

classrooms

He

offered

f;lct that be is deaf-stand in his way. After

McKee remembers.

This experience ,

would be lacking in large universities.

graduating from Lynn in L997, he became

coupled with a desire to improve the

Since I depended on lip-reading, an

where one-third of the patients arc deaf,

the first deaf p e rson admitted

into

quality of life for disabled people, inspired

intimate

McKee realized he made the right decision

of

McKee to apply to medical school and

essential for me to function well," says

to become a doctor. There, he worked with

Medicine, and on Saturday, May 26th of

begin

McKee.

deaf physiCian Dr. Carol Stern and Dr.

this year, he became Dr. Michael McKee.

challenging career.

University

of

Florida's

College

McKee, who has a genetic condition

what

he

knew

would

deaf, began thinking about a career in
medicine during his junior year at Lynn.

can be easily understood
when he speaks, ran into

He remembers his best friend's motber

his

advising him to fmd a career in which he

beginning 'with himself. "I

felt "most alive." His effort to fuUlII that

wondered , can I do it' Can
I be a good doctor being

medicine.
satisfaction
McKee says.

"I realized I felt an instant
in

the

medical

field,"

share

of

was

of lip-reading in large classroom settings,

At first, McKee, who communicates by
lip-reading and Signing and

compassion for people and enthusiasm for

a

environment

At UF he was faced with the challenge

that caused him to be born profoundly

advice led him to identify his innate

be

learning

I

skeptics,

deaf?" And, he recalls
feel.ing a persisten t need
during his first yearofmed
school to prove himself to

ondered ,
can I do it?
Can I be
a
good d octo r
being deaf?

his peers and professors.
Some members of the medical school

I

11mothy Malia , who can hear but signs
both

fluently,

of

"vhom

he

calls

where professors moved

"inspjrationaL" McKee has benefited greatly

around

room

frolll technology designed to offset his

stud-

disability, such as a stethoscope equipped

ents participated in

with a hearing aid and amplitler and a

discussiolls, often talking

graphic

all at once.

heartbeats to be seen instead of heard, but

and

thc

many
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auscultation

system

allOWing

beginning of every COl1fse,

he says it's the people he's worked with

he

who are the real stimulus for h.is passion

would

explain

situation to

his

professors ,

and succe.ss .

who usually agreed to

In June , McKee began a three-year

deliver lectures facing the

reSidency at Palmetto Richland Memorial

However, McKee

Hospital in Columbia, South Carolina. He

recalls every so often a professor would

also continues to serve as a member of the

class.

Dr.

forget he was in the room and turn to

board

Siegfried Schmidt, who worked with

speak while writing on the blackboard, or

Professionals with Hearing Loss, a year-old
non-profit

faculty had the same rese.rvations.

of

the

American

Medical

McKee at a West Oaks Family Health

occaSionally having to crane hjs neck to

Center, a training site in Gainesville, Fla.,

see a professor as he or she walked up the

education and outreach assisting people

for Universit)' of Florida med.ical students,

auditorium steps.

who are deaf and want to pursue a career in

organization

dedicated

to

McKee

During his last two years of medical

would be able to handle the work, given

school , McKee spent more time in clinical

his disability. But after seeing him interact

training working with patients and had to

Dr. McKee says he sees himself as a

with patients, he quickly changed his

rely on a professional interpreter for the

physician , as well as an educator, and hopes

initially

questioned

whether

An interpreter

the medical field.
When asked what he sees in his future ,

mind, noticing McKee possessed a special

deaf to serve as his ears.

understanding of patknts' needs and

accompanied him in operating rooms,

people with dbabil.ities.

feelings.

"How he communicated just

where masks prevented him from reading

practice family medicine and wants to get

blew my mind. Patients often opened up

lips, and on rounds, where conversations

involved politically with disability issues.

to him in a way I have not seen," says

among several people could become

Dr. Robert Hatch , who interviewed

confusing. An interpreter even joined him

McKee during 11is application process to

to help other physicians better understand
He intends to

McKee admits the skepticism proved to

in the examining room when he worked

medical school at l " thinks he is destined

be a good reality check, but he says ,U I had

one-O\1-one with patients. The University

for great personal and professional success,

to get over the fear that maybe I was not

of Florida underwrites the cost of an

summarizing,

able to do the jOb.

I felt like I had

interpreter for any smdent who needs

increased his compassion, I think, and made

something

one.

him more sensitive to people who haven't

"Mike 's

deafness

has

special to offer:"

McKee developed personal bonds with

had to struggle with something like that. I

McKee's t1rst

three primary interpreters upon whom he

think he's going to have a very important

depended heavily throughout his studies

impact 00
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Tate With a Twist

his passion and success.

By Peter Gallo

and feels he would never have been able

to

What do you know about the histOl-Y of the soft pretzel? Did you know that a fellow

ton , and the small class sizes made for

complete medical school without rheir

ideal enviro111m:nt for signing and lip

help. 'Td have been short-changed in the

In 61OA.D.,a monk conceived a clever way to reward children for learning their prayers

amount of information I was able to get." he

by taking the strips of dough Idrover from baking bread and twisting them into edible

ading.

classrooms

"Small

offered

'rsonal attention from teachet-s that

)uld be lacking in large universities.

lce

depended on lip-reading, an

timate

learning

sentiaI for me

environment

was

function well," says

to

explains.

Lynn alumnus is part of its lineage?

treats shaped like hands crossed in prayer. He called his creation a "pretiola," which is

Whi\(; working at a c.linic in Rochester

Latin for 'linle reward', and it has become what we fondly know today as the pretzel.

where ol1e-third of the patients are deaf,

The pretzel made its way across the Alps from southern France and northern Italy into

McKee realized he made the right decision

Austria and Germany, where it became known as a "bretzel " and, finally, a "pretzel."The

to become a doctor. There, he worked with

earliest settlers brought the snack to America-in fact , it is believed that the first pretzel

: Kee.
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arrived on the Mayflower in ] 620.
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But Tom Conley '85 , too , is a part of pretzel hiStory. He and his family are third- and

calls

fourth- generation proprietors of Philadelphia 's famous pretzel bakery, the Federal Pretzel

where professors moved

" inspil~ttional."

McKee has benefited greatly

Baking Company. Tom's great-grandmother, Maria Nacchio, started a soft pretzel business

around

room

from technology designed to offset hb

in 1922 in a small South Philadelphia row home when her husband died and she was left

stud

disability, such as a stethoscope equipped

to support her family. Now located on the corner of Federal and 7th Streets across fr0111

ents participated in
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discussions, often talking

graphic

all at once.
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New Jersey and Pennsylvania to name only a few, and produces four million pretzels a day
nationwide.
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and success.
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)ctor situation
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In June , McKee began a three-year
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to enter college, Ross gave 11im a Trustee's Scholarship to attend the College of Boca Raton ,
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Tom , who is married and the father of two daughters-AJlison (5 years) and Samantha
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years later to join the family
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Alumni Association News

What Planet
Are You From?
Coming soon to a computer near yo u, a
new and improved Lynn alumni Web
site-www.lynn.eclu/alumni.
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Over the

resource responsibilities for eight Boca

Extra
Credit
In

Resort properties including the world
famous Iloca Raton Resort and Club.
Michael Lawrence has been an adjunct

other

professor in the College of Hospitaliry

exciting news,
Lynn alumni

course of the last year, the Lynn {!niversiry

can

Alumni Association has been hard at work

proudly carry a credit card that represents

with PlanetAlumni.com creating a hig.hly

their alma m;l(cr, thanks to the Alumni

sophisticated and user-friendly, custom

Association's recent partnership with

online cornmuniry to help alumni stay

MBNA America Bank, NA, to develop an

connected. Recently completed, the new

affinity credit card designed for Lynn

alumni Web site maintains the Lynn

Universiry alumni, parents and friends.

University identity, while at the same time

The Lynn Universiry-MBNA credit card

offering greater opportunities for

is an opportunity to give back and show a

alumni interaction.

little Lynn pride every time you pay with

Features of this new site include a

plastic.

the MBNA credit card, MBNA will donate a

event planning , chat rooms, calendar of

portion of the proceeds to the Lynn

events, and much more! Once you have

University Annual Fund, which helps

officially registered on the site, you are

su P po rt stud en t SCll0l ars hi ps and

able to update your friends and classmates

Universiry initiatives .

with the quick click of a mouse.
For more information about the new
alumni

Web

site ,

contact

gfowles@lynn .edu . See you online'
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New York Ciry. Hats off to Heather West
organize a fantastic gathering of former K.J

York at Dock 's Oyster Bar and Seafood (

another alumni club event in the New Yorl

If you are interested in starting an ailin

Fowles at (561) 237-7984 or gfowles @lynn

the endorsements of over 4 , 700
organizations and a long tradition of
supporting college communities. More
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Kathy Martin '71 recently completed a

benefited from Mr. L1wrence's dedication

leadership, theAlumniAssociation made gr.
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carry MBNA credit cards.
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the current Alumni Board presented her ,
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jobs for students and alumni , both locally

For more
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corporation .
Michael recognizes the Universiry in a
multitude

of ways , as a long

time

supporter of the Frank A. Robino, Jr. Golf

A Noteworthy
Knight

Classic, the Lynn UniverSity Ball and many
other Universiry activities and events. He
lives in Boca Raton with his wife Martha
and sons John and James .

Miehacl Lawrence '95, Vice President,
Human Resolll'ces and Club Operations
for Boca Resorts, Inc. and a member of
Lynn Univcrsiry's Board of Overseers, was
Lynn's new PlanetAllImni site,
www.lynn.edli/aillmni
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Lynn University students have

Look

-

help, we hope to create active alumni ell

company in the credit card industry, with

from the nation's top schools, including
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outreach effort, because they provide a di

MBNA is the leading affiniry marketing

than three million alumni and students
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Alumni Director Peter Gallo of the effol

For every purchase made using

membership directory, discussion boards,

on the current happenings in your life

'9 5 and the current alumni board recently r

as a first step toward developing a regio

Join the Club

honored as the 2001 Most Distinguished

Developing regional alumni clubs is a

Alumnus during Lynn University

major prioriry for the Al.umni Association.

Commencement ceremonies on Saturday,

In an attempt to reach out to alumni

May 5.

nationwide , LUAA President Wayne JarviS

Mr. Lawrence oversees human

of her years of service.

Test your LU I.Q.!
What is the name of the Lynn University student Nn
newspaper?

• Mews

A) L U. Herald
C) L.U , Today

B) The Daily Lynn Press
OJ The Pulse

resource responsibilities j()r eight Boca

Resort properties including the world

Lynn University was founded as Marymount College

famous Boca Raton Resort and Club,

in what year?

Michad Lawrence has neen an adjunct
professor in the College of Hospitality

A) 1955

B) 1962

C) 1991

0) 1971

since 1994 and received his Masters of

How many countries are represented by L.U:s
current student body?
A) 73

'95 and the current alumni board recently nominated and elected regional board members
as a first step toward developing a regional,ly organized alumni network. Says former
Alumni Director Peter Gallo of the effort, "Regional board members are vital to our
outreach effort, because they provide a direct link to alumni all over the

{l,S,

With th e ir

he lp, we hope to create active alumni clubs in cities and regions nationwide to bring
neighboring alumni together,"
Over the summer, the Alumni Association held its first regional alumni club event in
New York City, Hats off to Heather West '97 and Kimbtrly Graf Borden '93 for helping
organize a fantastic gathering of former Knights from ConneCticut, Nnv Jersey and New

B) 105

0)38

C) 61

Lynn University athletic teams have won how many
national championships?
A) 20

B) 11

0) 16

C)4

Which famous television journalist is Dean of the
Lynn College of International Communications?
A) Andrea Mitchell

B) Walter Cronkite

C) Irving R, Levine

0) Brit Hume

York at Dock's Oyster Bar and Seafood Grill in Manhattan , The group hopes to plan
another alumni club event in the New York area soon!
If you are interested in starting an alumni club in your region, please co ntact Gareth

What is the name of the student-run gourmet dining
room on campus?

Fowles at (561) 237-7984 or gfowles@lynn,edu,

;eiel1Ce degree from Lynn University in
995 ,

Thanks for the Memories

Lynn University students have

Kathy Martin '7 1 recently completed a five-year term as LUAA President, Under her

Jenetlted from Mr, Lawrence's dedication

leadership, the Alumni Association made great progre~s bringing former Knights back onto

's a professor in and o ut of the classroom,
~he
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Raton

Resort

and

Club

'o ntinues to provide hands-on training in
he form of student internships, as well as

A) The Lynn Cafe

B) The Christine Room

C) Excalibur

0 ) The

Grille on Military
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What percentage of Lynn graduates get a job in
their chosen profession within six months of
graduation?
A) 25%

B) 40%

C) 80%

0) 50%

of her years of service,
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A) Knight B) Bulldog

C) Gator

0 ) Trojan

Lynn's campus has how many lakes?
A) 4

B) 7

C) 3

0) 9

:lassic , the Lynn University Ball and many
,ther University activities and events, He
ves in Boca Raton with his wife Martha

Last year, Lynn created an athletic team for which
sport?

ncl sons John and James,

Join the Club
Developing regional alumni clubs is a

A) Football

B) Gymnastics

C) Rowing

0) Ice Hockey

Bonus Question: What does the "E" stand for in
President Donald E. Ross?
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Lynn 's campus and holding regional alumni meetings across the country. For her efforts,
the current Alumni Board presented her with a commemorative plaque in appreciation
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teacher at Gold Coast High and other

Cecilia Mesick is living in

Ki

Austin, Texas, and is currently
working as a Parole Analyst
with the Texas Department of
Criminal
Justice,
Parole
Division.

and

(Wol1hlngton)
her

husba

Workman '81 ,

arE

West Long Brar
Jersey, and have a
daughter, Brittany.
Boca Raton!

secondary schools and became a CIS
volunteer, all the while dreaming of a day
when he could teach at (;old Coast
fulltimc.
Last fall his dream came true, when
Gold Coast's principal, Dorothy McKinol1,
hired Anton to teach students who are in
the in-school sllspensioD program. Now a
.!'!

journalism teacher and school newspaper

OJ

c

ro

advisor

c:
E

at

Jo-Ann

(Peditto)

Carroll

writes that she rece ived her
Masters of Education on May
5, 2001, from Chestnut Hill
College, Philadelphia, PA. She
is currently an 8th grade
teacher
at
NorwoodFontbonne
Academy
in
Philadelphia .

Gold Coast, he is also the head

coach of the track team, for which he is

::J
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leading an active fundraising effort to

o
o
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build a real running tnlck so his students

Sally (""~nhing) Hanihg has

no longer have to practice on a baseball

been
busy learning the
Internet and teaching tennis at
TBAR M Tennis Center in
Dallas, TX. Sally'S daughter
graduated from University of
Texas in Spring of 2001 and
her son is a sophomore in high
school. "I think of fun days at
Marymount College a lot," she
writes.

field.
H:l11ging from the chalk board in his
classroom are Anton's LU cap and gown ,
and the words "Why am I here' " Anton
uses these mementos as a reminder of his
Flash back to 1988. Anothe r Bush was
President of the United States, and Anton

life and tht:' path he chose. lit:' shares his

deserving CIS student.
While

at

Lynn , Pastuszak

became

Pastmzak '96 was a high school freshman

president of the student body and helped

at Palm Beach Lakes High School in West

raise the Student Government Association

Palm Beach, in danger of becoming a high

to new heights. "I was given a chance that

school dropout.

many people are not offered, and CIS

Today, he is teaching other kids facing

helped me to recognize my potential,"

the same issues at the very same school he

Pastuszak says of his opportunity to attend

was eventually sent to in an effort to kee p

Lynn.

him from becoming another sad statistic.

Executive

"This is my dream come tme," Pastuszak

Director
I Len e

amidst called-out greetings of "Hi, Mr. P!"

Solomon

by e very student he passes.

Silber, Lynn
maintains

Gold Coast High, where be discovered his

one of the
highest

potential recommended Pastuszak for

retention

participation in Communities in Schools

and

eCIS), a program that pairs volunteer adult

uatioll rates

gracl

mentors with at-risk elemental)', middle

for CIS stud

and high school students.

enrs nation
Following
graduation

Anton a four-year scholarship, as part of

1996,

institution's

12-year

history

of

a living testimony that you can have
success in whatever you want if you put
your mind to it."

worked

in
he
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a substitute

'82,

have two
Christine, 9, and Tylt
is currently a 4th gr
teache r.

Mark C. Kirby has
t h e Muskegon (
newspaper as a
Manager and part-·
for the past 11 year
owns an antique b
the side. Mark is di'
has a son, Gabriel, :

Seo

Cummings

diving business, cle
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as well as providi~
other underwater se
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Cummings '81,

living in North Carolina with
their two children , Andrew, 14,
and Caitlin, 10.

chi ldren, Christine
Tyler, 7.
They I
forward to the anm
reception in the
Roo m.
" I had S(
times at the Collee
Raton - free and
recal ls.
"My, h
change and time fIi,
believe it's almost 21

Barry Litwack writes he has
been married for 7 1/ 2 years to

Thomas Garrity is

a
lovely
Russian-Jewish
woman, Alia.
They have a
daughter, Isabella Naomi, 6'/,
years, who is the charm of his
life! Barry is currently working
in his fam ily business selling
finished metals.
He is sti ll
doing a tremendous amount of
creative artwork in marketing
and advertiSing his business.
He is also learning Russian.

Jan t (Gatdner)

Joanne (Del Mastro) Jones is
married to Tim Jones and

wide , at 90%.

high school led Lynll University to award
the

McKinon sums it up perfectly. "Anton is

COMMUNITV SCH OOL

drive for success. A teacher who saw his

providing a scholarship each ycar to one

to make decisions that

GOLD COAST

It was at tht:' alternative high school,

His impressive academic record and

be inspired

positively affect their own lives.

Act:'ording to CIS

says, as he leads a visitor to his classroom

demonstrated personal growth during

story with Ilis students so that they might

Janet (P.atTa) Cum
her husband, Scott

James (Jay) Mlniea cannot
believe how big the school has
become with all the new
buildings.
" It truly has
become a classy college," he
says.

loving the stock mar

licensed New Je l
Estate Broke r and
owns a real estate
large condominium
City. She is marrie ,
two children, H
Jessica.
"My d
Hosp itality Manager
came in handyl" she'
report.

Terri Wallace is

CUI

Chief Financial 0
Educational
Opt
Alexandria, VA.

allo and Carol Mandel

acher at Gold Coast High and other

Cecilia Mesick is livin.g in
Austin, Texas, and is currently
working as a Parole Analyst
with the Texas Department of
Criminal
Justice,
Parole
Division.

Kim ~o~1ngtbn)Y(ori6nan
and
her husband, Paul
Workman '81 , are living in
West Long Branch, New
Jersey, and have a 12 year-old
daughter, Brittany. They miss
Boca Raton l

Robert Carey moved back to
New Jersey from
Albuquerque, NM, and works
in Manhattan.
He says he
plans on visiting soon.

:condary schools and became a CIS

)lunteer, all the while dreaming of a day
hen h e could teach at Gold Coast

IllUme.
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hill his dream came true, when

old Coast's principal, Dorothy McKinon,

Ifed Anton to teach studeIlls who are in

Ie in-school suspension program . Now a

·urnalbm teacher and school newspaper

Jo-Ann (Pedltto) Carroll
writes tha t she received her
Masters of Education on May
5, 2001, from Chestnut Hill
College, Philadelphia, PA. She
is current ly an 8th grade
Norwoodteacher
at
Fon tbonne
Academy
in
Philadelphia.

Ivisor at Gold Coast, he is also the head
)ach of the track team, for which he is
ading an active fundraising effort to

Jild a real running trdck so his students

) longer have to prd.ctice on a baseball
~ ld.

Hanging from the chalk board in his
assroom are Anton 's LU cap and gown ,
ld thc words "Why am I here?" Anton
;cs thcse mementos as a reminder of his
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the path he chose. lie shares his

Sally (~nhing) Haning has
been busy learning
the
Internet and teaching tennis at
TBAR M Tennis Center in
Dalla s, TX.
Sally's daughter
graduated from University of
Texas in Spring of 2001 and
her son is a sophomore in high
school. " I think of fun days at
Marymount College a lot," she
writes.

ory with his studeIlls so that they might
~

inspired

to

make decisio ns that

)sitively affect their own lives.
McKinon sums it up perfectly. "Anton is
living testimony that you can have
[ccess in whatever you want if you put
lUI'

mind to it."

Joanne (Del MjlStro) Jones is
married to Tim Jones and
living in North Carolina with
their two children, Andrew, 14,
and Caitl in, 10.

Barry litwack writes he has
been ma rried for 7 1/ 2 years to
a
lovely
Russian -Jewish
woman, Alia.
They have a
daugh te r, Isabella Naomi, 6'/,
years, who is the charm of his
life! Barry is currently working
in his family business selling
finished metals . He is still
doing a tremendous amount of
creative artwork in marketing
and advertising his business.
He is also learn ing Russian.

James (Jay) Miniea cannot
believe how big the school has
become with all th e new
"It truly has
buildings .
become a classy college," he
says.

Janet (Parra) Cummings and
her husband, Scott Cummings
'82, have two children,
Christine, 9, and Tyler, 7. Janet
is currently a 4th grade school
teacher.
Mark C. Kirby has worked at
the Muskegon Chronicle
newspaper as a District
Manager and part-tim e writer
for the past 11 years. He also
owns an antique business on
the side. Mark is d ivo rced and
has a son, Gabriel, 7"

Scott CummIng. owns a
diving business, cleaning boat
bottoms and changing preps
as well as providing all the
other underwater services. He
and his wife, Janet Parra
Cummings '81 , have two
ch ildren, Christine, 9, and
Tyler, 7.
They both look
forward to the annual Holiday
reception in the Christine
Room.
"I had some great
times at the Colleg e of Boca
Raton - free and easy," he
"My, how times
recalls.
change and time flies. I can't
believe it's almost 20 years!"
Thoma.s Garrity is living and
loving the stock market!

Jani t (Gardner) Rich is a
licensed New Jersey Real
Esta te Broker and currently
owns a real estate office in a
large condominium in Atlantic
City. She is married and has
two children , Hank and
"My degree in
Jessica.
Hospitality Management rea lly
came in handy!" she's happy to
report.
Terri Wallace is currently the
Chief Financial Officer for
in
Educational
Options
Alexandria, VA.

family. husband Wayne and sons
(Ieh to right) Eddie. Bradley and JR.

Beth (Santos) Hurst is a stay
at-home mom with three boys;
J.R., 8, Eddie,S, and Bradley,
3. Beth works part-time as an
accountant for her father's firm
in Davie, FL. Tax season is the
busiest time of the year for her.
Thankfu lly her mom cares for
her youngest son while she
works from January to April.
She is aIso a devoted wife of
14 years to Wayne Hurst.

Sandra (Cucullza) Maiuri is
living in Hudson, MA, and has
been happily married for th e
past two and a half years to
Angelo Maiuri.
They just
announced the birth of thei r
first son, Stefano Antonio
Maiuri , on March 8, 2001 .
Sandra is sti ll working at Lycos,
Inc., as Director o f Purchasing.

Karen (Yohros)-eohen is living
in Panama with her husband,
Avi, and daughters Nata lie and
Shirley. After working as a
programm er, Karen now owns
a web site and g ives computer
cl asses. "Hello to all my long
lost crowd - Dave Rosa , John
Ciulla, Rich Middleton, Erin,
Stacy, Mike Scully, Mark Farb,
etc., etc.," she writes. "And
hello to Lakeside and Tequila
Wi llies!"

Heidi Bud( has been a Legal
Assistant for Fleming, Haile &
Shaw, P.A. for the past 7 years.

Derek. Backman and his wife,
Kimberly (Smart) Backman
'89 have a 5 year-old son,
Warren . They own and
operate Smart Interiors, a full
service Interior design
showroom. Derek retired from
professional soccer in 1999
after an l1-year career with th e
Tampa Bay Rowdies, Tampa
Bay Mutiny and one year in
Eu rop e (Portuga l).
Son,
Warren fin ished his firs t season
of soccer, U-4's !
Gordon Fairholm and his wife,
Lisa, welcomed th eir first child,
Lau ren Elizabeth, on October
29,2000.
John Little is the owner of
wine & spirit stores in Central
New Jersey. He and his wife
have three children, Jack, 4,
Will, 2, and an infant daughter,
Grace.
Matthew Spencer has been
working fo r The Vangua rd
Group as a Certified System
Test Eng ineer for the past 3
yea rs.
He and his wife,
Christine, married in May of
1998 and they are enjoying
the ir first child, Emily Grace
Spencer, born on October 15,
2000.

Kimberly_-(Smart) Backman
and h er husband, Derek
Backman '88 own and operate
Smart Interiors, a full service
Interior design , fu r niture,
accessories, window treat
ments, 20,000 sq. ft.
showroom. They represent 10
builders - commercial and
residential. They are working
on a second location in the
near future.
Kimberly and
Derek have a 5-year old son,
Warren .

Michele (Feldman) Ferguson
and her husband announced
the birth of their first daughter,
Sophia Fawn, on Ma rch 20th of
this year. They say so far she
looks like her dad! They have
been at their new home for 1
year in New Jersey and
looking forward to a great fall.

Mimi (Ni.eporte) Blis~ nad a
great time seeing fe llow
classmates at the last Lynn
Holiday party.
An n e
(Dingman) Morrison '92 was
hoping to reunite with old Lynn
roo mmate Mary Kaya l '92,
but time did not allow. Mi mi
writes, "Fernando Romero
'90 and Carlos Gorbena '91 ,
where are you? Que Honda?
Adios Am igos!"
Sean Flaherty is a Senior
Fi nancial Advisor , Vice
President of Investments, at
Merri ll Lynch in New Yo rk City.
He and his wife. Katie, will be
married for 8 years in October.
Katie is the Executive Di rector
of National Recruiting at CIBC
World Markets. Sean says he
spends most of his tim e
planning surf trips to remote
locations around the world and
is currently preparing for a 2
week trip to Indonesia. He and
his wife like to golf and spend
time chilling out at the beach.
Kerry (Garrett) Kushner
married Brian Cushner '91 .
She is a full-time mom to
Jordan, 5, and Kendall, 2.
Brian is a self-employed car
dealer specializing in BMW.
They ha ve lived in Pa lm Beach
Gardens for the last six years,
but moved to Sewalls Point in
Jensen Beach on August 1st.
Kerry writes that she wou ld
lo ve to hear from
friends via email at
mailto :a lpinebmw2@aol. com.
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Ellen ( Bruno) Ramsey
rece i ved her Ph.D. in
Educational Leadershi p with a
Global Perspective from Lynn
Unive rsity in May of 2001 . She
has been married to Brad
Ramsey '94 since December
1999, and on May 22, 2001,
Ellen gave birth to their first
baby, Megan (8Ibs, 5 oz.) Ellen
says she plans to devote time
to staying home with her baby
while maintaining an invested
interest in volunteering and in
Lynn Univers i ty Alumni
activities. For the future , Ellen

plans on utilizing her doctoral
degree in order to "make a
positive difference" in the lives
of others.
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Anne (Dingman) Morrison
and her husband are living in
Park City, UT, (home of the
2002 Winter Olympics) and
have two black lab dogs,
Mimi
Bogey and Bunker.
Nieporte Bliss '91 came for a
visit in March. They had a
wonderful time re-visiting old
fond memories of Lynn
University. Anne would love to
hear from former tennis
tea mmates Eva Helmesson,
Pernilla Anderson and Cherise
Garinito. She writes, "Dan
Doyle '93 , you would be
proud of my skiing!!! Hope
you are healthy and happy!
Email me sometime.
Any
kids?"
Brad Fairholm is the General
Manager at Duocom, Canada.
He married Kathleen Kay in
1996, and together they have
a 1-year old son, Trevor, and
are expecting their second
ch ild in January 2002.
Scot Hartwell is the Regional
Sales Manager for Omni Ticket
Network in Orlando, FL. He
and his wife, Lisa, had their
second ch ild, Kelsey Shae
Hartwell, on May 10, 2001.
They al so have a three-year old
son, Dylan Payne Hartwell.

John J. Buckman and his wife,
Greta, have a son, Brent, born
in October 1999. John is
working in Home Hea lth Care
in the Broward/Palm Beach
County area . " I'd love to hear
from old classmates I " he says.
John Culhane is the Human
Resource Directo r at The
Forum at Deer Creek by
Marriott. He married Jodie
Pa truno of Boca Raton in
February 2001 . Jodie is an FAU
graduate and comptroller for
Stratford Court by Marriott.
Cherise Garanito was married
on August 25, 2001. She and
her husband will be living in
Miami in September and
Cherise will be working fo r
American Airlines as a flight
attendant. "Hope to see you
in the skyli" she says.
Jamie Husband stayed in
Boca for a while after

graduation. There, he met his
wife, Leigh, but eventually
moved back to England to
pursue soccer opportunities.
After living in Milwaukee fo r 3
years, Jamie and Leigh moved
to Miami . Jamie is presently
employed by the City of
as
a
Hallandale
Beach
firefighter/paramedic.

Stephen Thompson Kohut
was recent ly promoted to
Senior
Admin istrator
for
Verizon New England, formerly
Bell Atlantic.
Stephen also
assists at the Buma Funeral
Homes.
Matthew Minerva has been
married to wife Karen fo r 3
years. They had a wonderful
baby boy born on December
11, 2000. Matthew is currently
the V i ce President of
Operations
for American
Trans i t, a fami l y-owned
business with 300 employees
and 154 veh icles that
transports 50,000 people a
month. They are part of the
largest paratransit operation in
the country. Matthew is still
best friends with Dave Rey '93
and Bobby Coleman '93.
Chris (Albrecht) Schlenker
married Mark Schlenker on
September 11, 1999. They
just had their first son, Derek,
on May 5, 2001.
Keith Simon moved back to
Maryland in 1998 and has
since become the Chief
Ope rating Office r and part
owner of Infinity Funding
Corporation, a mortgage
brokerage fi rm.
John Traeger, III is currently
living in Fredericksburg, VA.
He was married in October
2000 to Jody and they just
recently had a baby boy,
Zachary.

Edward Azarowicz currently
working in Orlando, FL, at the
Orlando Ale House. He writes,
"If you are up this way - stop
by and say hil" Edward is still
enjoying wate r skiing and
surfing and plans on opening
up a surf shop soon.

Bill and Paige Cruise '94 with son Ian
(17 months) at Sunfest 2001.

Paige (Aberle) Cruise went to
work for Palm Beach Polo &
Country Club in Wellington,
FL, after graduating with a BS
in Business Administration with
a concentration in Marketing .
She married Bill Cruise in May
of 1997 and they are currently
residing in Lake Worth, FL. In
April 1998, Laura left PBPCC
for Tiffany & Co in Palm Beach
where she worked for 2 years.
After having her first child, Ian
James, Laura left work to
become a stay-at-home mom.
Laura and her husband , Bill,
are expecting the ir second
ch ild the end of August 2001.
After six years being General
Manager of Astron Hotels,
Alessandro Gambino is now
working in the Department of
Development
Project
for
Astron Hotels in Germany. He
is looki ng forward to hearing
from some friends from Lynn
and is very in terested in what
they are doing . "If anybody
needs accommodations in
Germany, it is my pleasure to
help," he writes.

Damiana (Mendes) Ponce is a
Rea ltor specializing in Palm
Beach and Broward Counties.
She has two sons, Nicolas, 2,
and Antonio, 1'j, yrs.

Jeffrey Weigel received his
Master's degree in 1997 and is
currently a Physical Education
Teache r in Scarsdale, NY. He
and his wife, Christine, have a
2'/' year old son, Justin.
"Looking for Brad Fairholm
'93 . 'It's a great day for a
hammockl'
Please write or
call!!"

James "Dicky" Buma is
serving as President of the
Uxbridge, MA, Rotary Cl ub, as
well as working for his father at
Buma Funeral Homes.

Damiana (Mendes) Ponce '94
with sons Nicolas (2 'h ) and
Antonio (17 months).

Sangra (MuggIer) Avery
writes that she is still living in
NC, working in the hotel
industry and enjoying life to
the max!
Eliz.abeth Roeder started her
own interior design firm,
Roeder Design Group, Inc. , in
Wayne , PA, after having
worked for two large design
firms in South Florida for 5
years. She specializes in
resident ial
and
new
construction.

Geoff Bradford left his
position fly ing for an airline for
5 years to return to school to
pursue his Master's degree .
John Costa has been putting
in long and hard hours at the
gym training for Mr. Olympia.
He has also been teaching
aerobic classes at one of the
local gyms in the area. "I hope
to see everyone at the next
Alumni function ."
Nayat (Martinez) Donnelly
says the past few months have
been a true challenge at
WoridCom. With all of the
changes that are currently
happening in the industry,
things have been pushed into
the highest speed possible.
She still manages to find time
to spend with her son and
husband. Nayat finds it hard
to believe that in August 2001
she will be attending her high
school 10·year reunion.
"Where has the time gone?"
Future projects include:
buying another house to meet
family needs and maybe going
back to graduate school for a
second specia l ization in
Human Resources.
Pet er Kaiser has been
working at PJ's Tavern in
Kirkwood, MO, for 2'/, years.
He is in the process of looking
for a condomin ium in the St.
Louis area. Peter has kept in
touch with Robert Rodgon '96.
He misses sunny Florida and
hopes to live there someday.

Ca l eb K e nne d y is a
stockbroker with Banc of
America Investments. He lives
in Santa Cruz, CA, with his wife
of 3 years, MonIca
(Valenzuela ) Kennedy '97,
and they had a baby boy in
June. Caleb and Monica live
near Steamer Lane (a world
renown ed surf location) and
spend most of their free time
surfing.
John Matarese owns and
operates Matarese Funeral
Home in Ashland, MA. He
recently announced his
engagement to Kristin "Krissy"
Deverix of Ashland, MA. A
September 2001 wedd ing is
planned.
Avi (Berger) Needleman and
her h usband G a be
Needleman '97 are living in
Baltimore where she is working
as a Sales Manager/Wedding
Coordinator.
Marco Sampaio is living in
Brazil and doing great. He has
been working for Cargill, an
American multinational as a
commodities trad er and has
been married to his high
school sweetheart Camille for
two years. Marco just got back
on the soccer field after al most
a year recove ring from knee
surgery. " I miss Lynn, Boca
and everyone . Please write or
ema il mel

David Honig married Terri
Houle '98 in March 2001.
David is currently the Director
of an after school program in
Broward County, FL.
Gilian Laribee received her
Law degree from Akron
She is
University in Ohio.
studying for the bar exam and
will be working for her father's
law firm in Medina, OH.

Diane (Clifford) Franzke is
working as a contractor in the
Information Technology field in
Coconut Creek, FL, where she
is currently seeking full-time
employment.
Gilda Dreyfus de Vestrini and
her husband, Giancarlo, had a
beautiful baby girl in June
2000. They are working on
building
the
Mezzanotte
Restaurant in Guatemala City.
Gary Gondos is currently
living in Ourton , VA. He hopes
everybody is doing well and
would like to hear from
everyone.
Keith Gorton is currently
working as an Assistant
Manager at the Wa ldorf
Astoria in Manhattan, NY.
Keith feels that working in
Manhattan has been a great
experience and opportunity
for his career.
David (Tony) Hamner is
currently working at Am Trust
Bank. He started as a teller,
moved to a Personal Banking
Specialist and is now a
Customer Service Supervisor.

Marco Sampaio
Camille.

'96

and

wife

Nicole Staedler works as a
Sales & Conventions Manager
for InterContinental Rio Hotel
in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.

Gretchen A. Claus is now
living in Houston, TX, where
she is teaching 3rd and 4th
grades.
Veruschka Gonzalez has been
living in Puerto Rico fo r the
past three years and is
current l y working as an
Assistant Director of
Housekeeping for a 918-room
resort.

Terri (Houle) Honig
David Honig '97 in ~
2001 and is currently
Deerfield, FL. Terri is
for American Media,
Boca Raton as a
assignment ed itor.
Aimee Mitchell is (
living In Boston's No
and working for a
investment firm in Dc
Boston.
Bianca Sampaio is I
Brazil working as a
banker for Citi Group.
Christine
Singura
promoted
into
a
manager pOSition at
North in Ft. Lauderdal
full-service hotel wi
rooms an $8 million rer
completion .
Karin Svensson cor
the MBA program in l'
has since been worki,
financial analyst at Sie'
Boca Raton. "I don't,
cold winters in Scar
yet," she says.
Thomas Vadala has re
to Marietta, GA,
Massachusetts.

Heat her West an
boyfriend, Michael Bl
Southampton, NY, I
engaged on March 14t,
year. They moved out
to Greenwich, CT, in
enjoy the fresh air anc
closer to their jobs. I
recently became the E>
Directo r of an
management fi '
Greenwich . "Hope 1
f rom all of the
Nor' easters' Take car
writes.

Miracle Worker

Azarowlcz currently
in Orlando, FL, at the
Ale House. He writes,
Ire up this way - stop
ay hjl" Edwa rd is still
water ski ing and
nd plans on opening
shop soon.

(Muggier) Avery
at she is still living in
Irking in the hotel
and enjoying life to

n Roeder

started her
terior design firm,
)esign Grou p, Inc., in
PA, after hav ing
for two large design
South Florida for 5
She specializes in
and
new
,al
lion.

Bradford left his
flying for an airline for
:0 return to school to
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,sta has been putting
md hard hours at the
'ling for Mr. Olympia.
also been teaching
:Iasses at one of the
1S in the area. "I hope
~veryone at the next
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Martinez) Donnelly
past few months have
true challenge at
m . With all of the
that are currently
19 in th e industry,
lve been pushed into
lest speed possible.
manages to find time
:J with her son and
Nayat finds it hard
e that in August 2001
)e attending her high
10-year reunion.
has the time gone?"
projects include:
Inother house to meet
eds and maybe going
graduate school for a
specialization in
:esources.
Kaiser has been
at PJ's Tavern in
I, MO, for 2'/' years.
ihe process of looking
1dominium in the St.
la . Peter has kept in
:h Robert Rodgon '96.
:s sunny Florida and
live there someday.

Caleb Kennedy is a
stockbroker with Banc of
America Investments. He lives
in Santa Cruz, CA, with his wife
of 3 yea r s, Mon i ca
(Valenzuela) Kennedy '97 ,
and they had a baby boy in
June. Caleb and Monica live
near Steamer Lane (a world
renowned surf location) and
spend most of thei r free time
surfing.
John Matarese owns and
operates Matarese Funeral
Home in Ashland, MA. He
recently announced his
engagement to Kristin" Krissy"
Deverix of Ashland , MA. A
September 2001 wedd ing is
planned.
Avi (Berger) Needleman and
her husband Gabe
Needleman '97 are living in
Baltimore where she is working
as a Sales ManagerlWedding
Coordinator.
Marco Sampaio is living in
Brazil and doing great. He has
been working fo r Cargill, an
American multinational as a
commod ities trader and has
been married to his high
school sweetheart Camille for
two years. Marco just got back
on the soccer field after almost
a year recovering from knee
surgery. "I miss Lynn, Boca
and everyone. Please write or
email mel

David Honig married Terri
Houle '98 in March 2001.
David is currently the Di rector
of an after school program in
Broward County, FL.
Gilian Larlbee received her
Law deg ree from Akron
She is
University in Ohio.
studying for the bar exam and
will be working for her father's
law firm in Medina, OH.

Diane (Clifford) Franzke is
working as a contractor in the
Information Technology field in
Coconut Creek, FL, where she
is currently seeking full-time
employment.
Gilda Dreyfus de Vestrini and
her husband, Giancarlo, had a
beautiful baby g irl in June
2000. They are working on
building
the
Mezzanotte
Restaurant in Guatemala City.
Gary Gondo5 is currently
livi ng in Ourton, VA. He hopes
everybody is doing wel l and
would like to hear from
everyone.
Keith Gorton is current ly
working as an Assistant
Manager at the Waldorf
Astoria in Manhattan, NY.
Keith fee ls that work ing in
Manhattan has been a great
experience and opportunity
for his career.
David (Tony) Hamner is
currently working at Am Trust
Bank. He started as a teller,
moved to a Persona l Banking
Specialist and is now a
Customer Service Supervisor.

Marco Sampa io
Camille.

'96

and

wife

Nicole Staedler works as a
Sales & Conventions Manager
for InterContinental Rio Hotel
in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.

Gretchen A. C1aus is now
living in Houston, TX, where
she is teaching 3rd and 4th
grades.
Veruschka Gonzalez has been
living in Pu erto Rico for the
past thre e years and is
currently working as an
Assistant Dir e c tor of
Housekeeping for a 918-room
resort.

Terri (Houle) Honig married
David Honig '97 in March of
2001 and is currently living in
Deerfield, FL. Terri is working
for American Media, Inc., in
Boca Ra to n as a photo
assignment editor.
Aimee Mitchell is currently
living in Boston's North End
and working for a private
investment firm in Downtown
Boston.
Bianca Sampaio is living in
Brazil working as a private
banker for Citi Group.
Christine
Singura
was
promoted
into
a
sales
manager position at Marriott
North in Ft. Lauderda le, FL, a
full-service hotel with 317
rooms an $8 mill ion renovation
completion.
Karin Svensson completed
the MBA program in 1999 and
has since been working as a
financial analyst at Siemens in
Boca Raton. "I don't miss the
cold winters in Scandinav ia
yet," she says.
Thomas Vadala has relocated
to Mar i etta, GA, fro m
Massachusetts.
Heather West and her
boyfriend, Michael Burrell of
Southampton, NY, became
engaged on March 14th of th is
year. They moved out of NYC
to Greenwich, CT, in July to
enjoy the fres h air and to be
closer to their jobs. Heather
recentJy became the Executive
Director of an asset
management firm in
Greenwich.
" Hope to hear
from all of the other
Nor'easters! Take care!" she
writes.

Miracle Worker

Angel a (Blahllt) Ne\/ille is
currently employed with The
Kaplan Col leges as the
Director of Wed Marketing and
is also an adjunct faculty
member at Lynn University.
David Chandler is running a
very successful wrestling web
site
t hat
deals
with
Independent Wrestl ing in the
South.
Janet Herman is working in
metropolitan
Washington,
D.C. as a Senior Associate for
Ruthie Pascow Staffind, an
executive search firm for mid
and senior executives in the
association and not-for profit
field.
Scott Hirsch worked in
hospital administration for two
years at Boca Raton
Community Hospital. He will
be starting dental school at
Nova Southeastern University
in the fa ll and will be married
next Ju ly in Walt Disney World.
Paul Muir and Manuela
Gravla '00 were married on
August 25 at a beautiful
ceremony in Deerfield Beach.
A handful of Lynn graduates,
facu lty and staff were on hand
to share in the wedd ing
festiv ities.

Uro Silvander retu rn ed to
Finland after graduation and
started a European Union
Specialist Education Prog ram
in Finland and Belgium. He
completed his studies the
following year and achieved a
degree in EU-Affairs.
In
November 2000, liro rece ived
his first "political victory" in the
Municipal Elections, when he
was elected to City Council
(four-year term). He represents
the Christian Democratic Party
of Finland . "Without Lynn
University I wouldn't be where
I am now, that's for sure," he
writes. "As we used to say, it's
not for four or five yea rs, it's a
lifetime."
Flynn Smith is a graphic artist
doing Web Design. Check out
one of h i s sites
www.thebestofKeyWest.com .
Eric Welsburg
li ves
in
Greenwich, CT, and works at
the Stamford Sheraton.
Emily Zizzi is living in
Hollywood, FL, and works for
the Diplomat Resort Country
Club & Spa in their Human
Resources Dept.

John Bradshaw has been
working in the United Arab
Emirates for the past year in a
hospita l. He wi ll be relocating
to Melbourne, Australia, in the
near future .
Shelble Lynn Casey is
currently working for WFTX-TV
in Cape Coral, FL, as a news
reporter. WFTX is a Fox
Affiliate serving Naples, Fort
Myers and Port Charlotte.

Whether teaching grade school children, raislllg
money for the Juvenile Diabetes Foundation (JDF) or
working wilh the Children 'S ~Hracle Network
(CMN), Sarah Reitman '97 has a serious mi~ion. "I
came to the realization," she says, "that I truly wanted to
make a difference in the lives of children."
Reitm,lll 's full-timc job for the past two ycars has been
completing a Master's program in Early Childhood
Education, which she will earn this fall at DePaul
University in Chicago. Prior to starting her degree, she
worked for three years /(Jr JDF and CMN as a fundl~liser
and child counselor, and she has continued to devote
time ;lIld energy to ihe organizations during the hours
she's not focused on school.
It was at a CMN event several years ago where
Reitman truly realized her calling. There she
had the opportunity to meet the Children 's
Miracle Network "Miracle Child," two-year old
Grdnt Costakis from Indiana, who, like Reitman ,

Alegra Green is studying to
become a certified trave l
agent.
Keith Havalotti is working as a
Financial Planner for Mass
Mutual.
Nathan Murray founded a
graphic design shop at
www.everynewday.com
Nathan is current ly to uring
with the glam-rock band RACE
TO WIN and composing a
photo documentary on
musicians and their affection
for mullets.
Tara (Niego) Saltzman
graduated from Lynn
University with a Master's in
Varying Exceptionalities and is
curren tly working at Lynn
University as an Assistant to
the Director of Testing and
Tutoring in the Advancement
Program.
Ta ra is also an
Adjunct Pro fesso r in the
Department Education . In her
spare time, Tara is the
President of Mad About
Muffins Gourmet Gift Basket
Company. Tara has a 13 year
old son, Eric, who is in the 7th
grade at American Heritage
School in Plantation , FL.
Nancy Santiago is completing
her first year of graduate
schoo l at Carlos Albizu
Uni vers ity in M ia mi, FL,
where she i s studying
Indu strialiOrga n iza tion al
Psycho logy and cu rrently
holding a 4.0 GPA.
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Virginia Smith is a graduate
student at Palm Beach At lantic
studying M enta l Hea l th
Counseling.

managing juvenile diabetes with an insulin pump. "I
have been diabetic tor II years and four years ago was
titted with an insulin pump: she explains. "As this little
boy looked at me , I knew that my lite would be
dedicated to nurturing the well-being of young
children."
Since then , Sarah and Grant h<lve become pals,
keeping in touch in writing and seeing each other
whenever time allows.
Reitman says she was inspired to join the teaching
profession early on by two Lynn profeswrs, whose love
for education was particularly evident. The enthusiasm
and creativity of professors Ellen Kirbert and Dr. Richard
Cohen taught her to be the teacher she is today, she says.
"I had no idea that teaching was what I was destined
to do, but now it is so clea r:' she says. "1 am as much a
learner in the classroom as l11y students are. Each day
brings new views and new ideas. That 's what makes
teaching l11y perfect job."
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SOFTBALL
TEAM TIES
FOR 2ND

"Beating BYU in the championship was great
for the team and Lynn University.

It

PLACE

reestablished Lynn University as the premier
women's tennis program in the nation," said

By Darryl Ma

head coach Mike Perez. "The girls continually

stabl ished as a varsity sport in 1998,

supported each other throughout the season

Fighting Knights and Head Coach

I

and were so motivated and excited to win the

Alderman

~

title."

Q)

v

C

have wa sted

becoming on e of the best softba ll prog ram

~

Led by the No. 1 doubles team of freshmen

t!o
s;

Monika Mastalirova and Marie Barbier, the

strugg led to a 5-44

Knights reeled off 10 straight victories to start

ma r k

o
o

the season . DUring that stretch, the Knights lost

inaugu ral season ,

a total of just seven individual matches.

but just four years

the South .

N

CE,
iI'WlCE,
SIX TIMES A
CHAMPION

little

in

Lynn
its

At the West Florida Invitational, the Knights

later went 36-15 to

went 2-1 defeating Ouachita Baptist and the

ach ieve the team's

host Argonauts and losing to BYU-Hawaii. The

best record ever,

At the b4
the year,
team ho,
were will
work fo
title, anc
replied,
we have

Knights would meet all three of these teams in

victory at No. 3. In singles action, the Knights

rank nationally and

the NCAA tournament. Following the tough loss

claimed wins at Nos. 1, 4 and 6. Mastalirova's 4

advance

to

to the Seasiders, the team never looked back

6, 6-2, 6-3 comeback win at No. 1 sealed the

NCAA

South

going on a nine-match winning streak to claim

championship. Kostricova won 7-5, 6-4 at No.4,

Regiona l. The

the University's 16th overall championship and

and Alves dominated at No. 6, winning 6-3, 6-0.

fifth NCAA" title, a streak which included wins at

After claiming the sixth championship in head

tied with Saint Leo

or the Lynn University women's tennis

the Sunshine State Conference tournament over

coach Mike Perez's 12 years at the helm, the

for second place in

team, the 2001 season ended with a

Florida Southern and Barry. The Knights

Fighting Knights look to add more hardware to

the Sunshine State

triumphant celebration and the Fighting

defeated

the trophy case in 2002.

Conferenc e and earn ed their first ever pc

By Oarryl Matu

the

Buccaneers

5-2

in

the

Knights' sixth national championship in nine

championship match and captured their third

years. It was also the Knights' third NCAA" title

consecutive SSC title.

in the past five seasons. The Knights, who lost to

At the National Championships, the Knights

BYU-Hawaii earlier in the season and in last

blanked Lees-McRae and Abilene Christian 5-0

year's championship match, got revenge by

in the first and second rounds, respectively. In

ending the Seasiders' NCAA record 103-match

the semifinal, Lynn defeated host West Florida

winning streak with a 5-3 victory

5-2, which set the stage for a rematch of the top

in the title match.

two teams in Division II.
In the closest
match,

Maria Alves rallied
from a 7-4 deficit and
saved six match points
for the crucial 9-7

finished

season berth . Six players were named AII-5

Team Stats:
Mastalirova ami Barbier combined
for a team-best 18-2 doubles record.
Langcruva, a native of Czech
Republic, had a team-best 16-2 record
at the No.3 Single spot, while teaming
mainly with Palacios and Kostricova to
post an overall doubles record of 21-5.

freshman Maria
Palacios and junior

Knights

the

Kostricova had an overall record of
12-2 playing mainly at No.4, while
Palacios registered an overall singles
record of 12-4.
Alves tied Langeruva for the most
wins tallying an overall record of 16-3.
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SOFTBALL
TEAM TIES

and three garnered All-South Region honors,
"We set the tone last season that nothing
short of playing for a nationa l championship was
acceptable," said Alderman. "We are so proud

FOR 2ND

of this team and what they accomplished, bu t
our goal is still a nationa l championship,"

PLACE

Coming into league play, the Knights had a

By Darryl Matus

15-3 record, their best ever entering the

stablished as a varsity sport in 1998, the

conference slate. During conference play, the

Fighting Knights and Head Coach Amy

Knights split the season series with

Alderman

time

Tampa , Ba rry and Rollins, but it wa s

becoming one of the best softball programs in

the four wins over the 19-time

the South,

have

wasted

little

defending

Lynn

S

strugg led to a 5-44
mark

In

inaugural

i ts

season,

but just four years
later went 36-1 5 to
achieve the team's
best reco rd ever,
tory at No. 3.

In singles action, the Knights

imed wins at Nos. 1, 4 and 6. Mastalirova's 4

rank nationally and
advance

to

6-2, 6-3 comeback win at No. 1 sealed the

NCAA

mpionship. Kostricova won 7-5, 6-4 at No.4,

Regional

Alves dominated at No.6, winning 6-3, 6-0.

Knights

the

South
The

finished

fter claiming the sixth championship in head

tied with Saint Leo

ch Mike Perez's 12 years at the helm, the

for second place in

hting Knights look to add more hardware to

the Sunshine State

trophy case in 2002.

At the beginning of
the year, I asked the
team how hard they
were willing to
work for a national
title, and they
replied, 'As hard as
we have to.'
Coacb Amy AideI'll/em

S

C

champion Florida

and runs batted in (22),

Southern Moccas ins

Sophomore pitcher Alana Klaus and senior

that catapulted the

fi rst baseman Valerie Cardinale were tabbed

Knights into the South

second team AII-SSC and All-South Region,

Regional in Huntsville,

while junior outfielder Tasha Caskie earned first

Alabama.

team AII-SSC honors and junior catcher Amanda

Junior outfielder

Prokop and sen ior second baseman/designated

Jeannie Manz was

player

named first team AII

second team .

SSC and second team

Annemarie

Cardinale were

named

Klaus, who recei ved Most Improved Player

All-South Region, She

honors, led the SSC in wins (25) and shutouts (15)

concluded the season

wh ile posting an ERA of 1.17.

leading the club in

second in the league in innings pitched (2452)

batting average (.349),

and third in stri keouts (223).

She was also
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Conference and earned th eir first ever post

at-bats (175), runs (39), hits (61), doubles (14) and

Cardina le, who earned Most Valuable Player

season berth, Six players were named AII-SSC

triples (3) She was also fourth in home runs (4)

honors along with Prokop, led the team in home
run s (10) and was second in
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iream Stats:

RBI's (39),

Prokop was

second on the club in

Mastalirova and Barbier combined
for a team-best 18-2 doubles record.
Langerova, a native of Czech
Republic, had a team-best 16-2 record
!I t the No.3 singles spot, while teaming
~lainly with Palacios and Kostricova to
post an overall doubles record of 21-5 .

batting average (.347), runs
(32), hits (58), doubles (12)
and home runs (7).
With the loss of only two
seniors and the success of
this

past

season,

the

Knights will look to take

Kostricova had an overall record of
.2-2 playing mainly at No.4 , while
lalacios registered an overall singles
'ecord of 12-4.
Alves tied Langerova for the most
Wins taUying an overall record of 16-3.

t he ir exper i ence and
use it to captu re t he
Sunshine State Conference
championship and earn a
second trip to the NCAA
tournament.
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Sports Stance

SpOrts News
Room With A View
he Blue & White Club is stepping iL up
notch... literJlly. Lynn 's athleLic
boosters recently got their own room
on thc second level of bleachcrs in the de

T

~

Hoernle Sports and Cultural Center
gymnasium .
In May, Tim McDulin ,
President of the Rlue & Whitl: Club's floard
of Dirn·tors and Director of Businl:ss
Dl:vdopment at Pepsi Cola Bottling
Company, prl:sent<x1 the Rlue & White Club
with a check for $ 12,000 on bl:half of
Pepsi to finish the campaign for thl:
honorary room . Initial funds were raised by
Lynn supporters and Blue & White members.
The 460..square foot RIm: & White Room is
outt1tted with a small catering kitchen and a
boardroom complete with televiSion , VCR
and a prime view of action on thl: basketball
court. It Gill ;lCcommodate table set..up tor
II> people or classroom..style ti)r 30. The
fantity, which was (;omplcted in July, also
includes a "wall of fame" re(;ognizing the
Board of Diret:lors, signit1(;ant me mbers ami
I.ynn University's outstanding athletes and
athletic achievements.

Gettin' It Dunn
occer defendl"f/midfiellkr Gareth
Dunn '01 was named thl: Sunshine
State Conferl:nce Male Scholar..Athlete
li)r the 2000..2001 'IGldl:mic year by see
Commissioner Don Landry in June. Rollins
women 's basketball player Jill Razor was
pi(;knl as the kmalc scholar..athlete. With
thl: l1C)nor, Dunn will receive a $1 ,000
scholarship from Publix Charities, Inc.
All the cight SSC Athletic Directors voted
on the award winners , who were selected
a(;(;ording to the tollowing breakdown of
criteria: 40% on grade point average (a 3.2
minimum GPA). 40'Y" on athletic pro minence
(conference, regional and naLional) and 20%
on servicl: involvement within the school
;lIld (;ommlll1ity.
Dunn, who is the fourth male soccer
player and the first l.ynn University student..
athleLe to win the ;Iward in the six years it
has been presented, graduaLed from \.ynn
with a 3.92 gradl: point awrage wiLh a
degree in Graphic Design. He is currently

S

pursuing a Masters Degree in Business
AdministraLion with plans on becoming an
architect.
A native of Sheffield , England , Dunn
finished his stellar career WiLh 17 goals and
15 assists for a LOLal of 49 points. He was a
four..time A11..American as a defende r and
midficlde.r li)r the Fighting Knights and was
named to the AII"SoULh Region teain four
times and was selected to the SSC All..
Conti:rence team three timcs. Lynn student..
athletes wcre not eligible for awards their
tirst year in t.he sse, whkh was his freshman
The National Soccer Coaches
year.
Association of America voted Dunn to its
Academic A11..Americl team as a junior and a
senior. He was an Academic All..South Region
all four years.
During his career at Lynn, Dunn focuscd
his service to the community on working
with area youth so(;eer players and
conducting numerous dinics ea(;h year.

Basketball point guard Leandro Garcia..
Morales '04 was tabbed 2000..200 I sse
Freshman of the Year. A highlight-recl
playm;lker with the ability to beat a tl:am
with his precision passing, he is the first
I.ynn University basketball player to garner
that award .
The President 's Reception t()r The Blue &
\Vhite Club was a tremendous success with
about 125 Lynn University supporters in
attendance. President Ross ,ALhletic Dirl:CLOr
Dick Young, Hlue & White Club Preside nt Tim
McDulin and B&W Executive Director John
M(;Carthy all made presentations , while
special recognition awards were given to
former Board member Dr. Francisco
Rjncon and Wilt Chamberlain's Restaul~lnt
owner Paul Vittoroulis.

Field of Dreams
o rmer Lynn University baseball player
Matt Bekoff '97 recently played
shortsLop for the Orioles in th e. HBO
III 0 vie
'" 6/." Tlu:
f I i c k ,
starring
Il i l l Y
Crystal,
depicts
the life of
former
New York
Yankees
star Roger
Mar i s
Bekoff was
a senior on the 1997 Fighting Knights ream
that went 29..24. He hit .331 as the starting
second baseman and led the nation in walks
drawn with 72.

F

Since last time...
Kenny Anders '01 , who returned from
an ACL injury and played on a torn menis(;us
since December, ended one of the most
spe(;tacular basketball careers in school
history, earning firsL team All..SSe honors
while leading the team in scoring 03.9 ppg).
He t1nished his stellar career as the school's
a II .. tim e
leading
scorer with
I , 2 I 7

points
eclipsing
the old
mark of
1,206 set
by Arte us
Sullivan
(I 994-95).

Senior baseball left tielder Greg Maslar
'01 lefL his mark on the school record book .

lVlaslar be(;ame Lynn 's version of Cal Ripken
as he sLarted aU 211 games the Knights
played during his four..year career. Maslar hit
..W3 and drove in 37 runs this season .
The Lynn University Fighting Knights
had 55 student-athletes selected to the
Sunshine State Conference Commissioner's
Honor Roll for the spring semester of the
200()"2001 school year. A record number of
316 Mudel1l..athletes were selected for the
spring sports that indude men's and
women 's baskeLball, women 's rowing.
basl:ball, softball, men·s and women 's golf
and men 's and women 's tennis.To be eligible
for the Comm.issioner's Honor Roll , a
student..athlete must have a minimum of a
3.20 grade point averagc on a scale of 4.00
for the seml:ster.
rhe Illue & White Club Board of Directors
tilled several vaeandes and announced t1ve
new Board members: Derek Acree, Dan
Caballero, Max Karyo, Steve Muschlitz
and Mkhael Watt. In addition , the Blue &
\Vhite Club Board of Dire(;tors also elected
Greg Manning, Ke rry Morrissey and Rebecca
Cohen to the Board for the sLandard three..
yea r term.

Sports Sta nce

Basketball point guard Leandro Garcia
lorales '04 was tabbed 2000-2001 sse
reshman of the Year. A highlight-rccI
laymaker with the ability to beat a team
lith his precision passing, hc is the first
ynn University basketball player to garner
1at award.
The President's Reception fOl' The Blue &
Vhite Club was a tremendous success with
bout 125 Lynn Univel'sity supporters in
ttendance. President Ross ,Athletic Director
lick Young, l3Iue & White Club Presidel1lTim
1cDulin and B&W Executive Dircctor John
lcCarthy all made presentations, while
pedal recognition awards were given to
Jrmer Board member Dr. Francisco
lincon and Wilt Chamberlain 's Restaurant
,w ner Paul Vittoroulis.

Senior baseball left fielder Greg Maslar
left hb mark on the school record book .
.I aslar became Lynn 's version of Cal Ripken
s he started all 211 games the Knights
i1ayed during his four-year career. Maslar hit
~03 and drove in 37 runs this season.

n

The Lynn University Fighting Knights
lad ')') student-athletes selccted to the
unsbinc State Conference Commissioner'S
lonor Roll for tbe spring semester of the
000-2001 school year. A record number of
16 student-athletes were selected for the
pring sports that include men 's and
/Omen 's basketball , women's rowing ,
lase ball, softball, men 's and women 's golf
lId men 's and women 's tennis.To he eligible
:>r the Commissioner's Honor Roll , a
tudent-athlete must have a minimulll of a
.20 grade point average on a scale of 4 .00
)r the semester.
The Bille & White Cluh l30ard of Directors
lied several vacancies and announced five
ew Board members: Derek Acree, Dan
:aballero, Max Karyo, Steve Muschlitz
nd Michael Watt. In addition, the Blue &
hitl" Club l30ard of Directors also e1l"eted
ireg Manning, Kerry Morrissey and Rebecca
;ohen to the Board for the standard three·
ear term.
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